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INDIGENOUS AND TRIBAL PEOPLES’ RIGHTS OVER THEIR
ANCESTRAL LANDS AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Norms and Jurisprudence of the Inter-American Human Rights System

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Indigenous and tribal peoples have unique ways of life, and their worldview is based on their close relationship with land. The lands they traditionally use and occupy are critical to their physical, cultural and spiritual vitality. This unique relationship to traditional territory may be expressed in different ways, depending on the particular indigenous people involved and its specific circumstances; it may include traditional use or presence, maintenance of sacred or ceremonial sites, settlements or sporadic cultivation, seasonal or nomadic gathering, hunting and fishing, the customary use of natural resources or other elements characterizing indigenous or tribal culture. As the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has pointed out, "for indigenous communities, relations to the land are not merely a matter of possession and production but a material and spiritual element which they must fully enjoy, even to preserve their cultural legacy and transmit it to future generations."[^3] "[T]o guarantee the right of indigenous peoples to communal property, it is necessary to take into account that the land is closely linked to their oral expressions and traditions, their customs and languages, their arts and rituals, their knowledge and practices in connection with nature, culinary art, customary law, dress, philosophy, and values."[^4] The Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has also concluded that indigenous peoples’ territorial rights are unique, and encompass a tradition and a cultural identification of indigenous peoples with their lands which has been generally recognized.[^5]

2. The right to property pursuant to Article 21 of the American Convention on Human Rights thus has singular importance for indigenous and tribal peoples, because the guarantee of the right to territorial property is a fundamental basis for the development of indigenous communities’ culture, spiritual life, integrity and economic survival.[^6] It is a right to territory that encompasses the use and enjoyment of its natural resources. It is directly related, even a pre-requisite, to enjoyment of the rights to an existence under conditions of dignity, to food, water, health, life, honor, dignity, freedom of conscience and religion, freedom of association, the rights of the family, and freedom of movement and residence.[^8] Throughout the Americas, indigenous and tribal peoples

[^1]: IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 155.
[^5]: Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Decision 2(54) on Australia, par. 4; cited in: IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130, footnote No. 97.
insist that the State “effectively guarantee their right to live in their ancestral territory and thus to not only carry out their traditional subsistence activities, but also preserve their cultural identity.”

3. The organs of the Inter-American system have long paid particular attention to indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to communal property over their lands and natural resources, as a right in itself, and as a guarantee of the effective enjoyment of other basic rights. For the IACHR, “protection of the right of indigenous peoples to their ancestral territory is an especially important matter, as its enjoyment involves not only protection of an economic [unit] but also protection of the human rights of a collectivity whose economic, social and cultural development is based on its relationship with the land.” The Inter-American Court, for its part, has underscored that indigenous peoples’ territorial rights concern “the collective right to survival as an organized people, with control over their habitat as a necessary condition for reproduction of their culture, for their own development and to carry out their life aspirations.”

4. This report compiles and discusses the scope of indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights over their territories, lands, and natural resources. It is based on the legal instruments of the Inter-American system, as interpreted by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights [IACHR] and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights [I/A Court] in the light of developments in general international human rights law. It also aims to point out specific problems, guidelines, and best practices to enhance the enjoyment of human rights by indigenous and tribal peoples across the Hemisphere.

II. SOURCES OF LAW

A. Inter-American Human Rights Instruments

5. In the Inter-American human rights system, indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights are encompassed mainly within Article XXIII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man [American Declaration] and Article 21 of the American Convention on Human Rights [American Convention]. Although


11 I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 146. For the Inter-American Court, “[p]roperty of the land ensures that the members of the indigenous communities preserve their cultural heritage” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 146]. Indigenous and tribal peoples have a collective right to survival as organized peoples; when the ancestral rights of indigenous peoples over their territories are affected, other basic rights such as the right to cultural identity or to survival of indigenous communities and their members can be affected [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, pars. 146, 147]. The IACHR has explained in this line that the ancestral territory claimed by indigenous communities is “the only place where they will be completely free because it is the land that belongs to them” [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Yakye Axa v. Paraguay. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 120(g)].

12 The present Study reflects the work of three Rapporteurs on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. It was approved by the IACHR on December 30, 2009, having been conducted at the initiative of Rapporteur Paolo Carozza, and under the direction of the next Rapporteur, Victor Abramovich. During its process of editing and updating prior to printing, it received an important contribution from the current Rapporteur, Dinah Shelton.

13 Article XXIII: “Every person has a right to own such private property as meets the essential needs of decent living and helps to maintain the dignity of the individual and of the home”.

14 Article 21. “Right to Property. 1. Everyone has the right to the use and enjoyment of his property. The law may subordinate such use and enjoyment to the interest of society. // 2. No one shall be deprived of his property except upon payment of just compensation, for reasons of public utility or social interest, and in the cases and according to the forms established by law. // 3. Usury and any other form of exploitation of man by man shall be prohibited by law”.

15
neither of these articles expressly addresses the rights of indigenous or tribal peoples, the IACHR and the Inter-American Court have found that both texts protect the rights that such peoples and their members have in respect to their land and natural resources, that is, over their territories.

6. In the course of recent years, the jurisprudence of the Inter-American human rights system has contributed to developing the minimum contents of indigenous peoples’ right to communal property over their lands, territories and natural resources, based on the provisions of the American Convention and the American Declaration, interpreted in light of the provisions of the International Labour Organization (ILO) Convention No. 169, the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Draft American Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and other relevant sources, all of which compose a coherent corpus iuris that defines the obligations of OAS Member States with regard to the protection of indigenous property rights. The present Chapter analyzes the legal sources which have been used by the organs of the Inter-American system, and by other international human rights organs and mechanisms, in deriving the basic contents of the right to indigenous and tribal property over lands, territories and natural resources.

The American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man

7. The American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man is a source of legal obligation for member states of the OAS, ensuing from their human rights obligations contained in the OAS Charter (Art. 3). Member states have agreed that the human rights to which the Charter refers are contained and defined in the American Declaration. Many of the Declaration’s central provisions are also binding as customary international law.

8. The American Declaration contains evolving standards that must be interpreted "in the light of developments in the field of international human rights law since the Declaration was first composed and with due regard to other relevant rules of international law applicable to member states." The IACHR thus interprets and

---


18 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 163.

19 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 163. OAS General Assembly Resolution No. 371/78, AG/RES (VIII-O/78), July 1st, 1978 (reaffirming Member States’ commitment to promote compliance with the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man). General Assembly Resolution No. 370/78, AG/Res. 370 (VIII-O/78), July 1st, 1978 (referring to Member States’ international commitment to respect the rights recognized in the Declaration).

20 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 163. IACHR, Report No. 19/02, Case 12.379, Lares-Reyes et al. (United States), February 27, 2002, par. 46.

21 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 96. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 86. I/A Court H.R., Interpretation of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man within the Framework of Article 64 of the American Convention on Human Rights. Advisory Opinion OC-10/89 of July 14, 1989, Series A No. 10, par. 37. I/A Court H.R., The Right to Information on Consular Assistance in the Framework of the Guarantees of the Due Process of Law. Advisory Opinion OC-16/99 of October 1st, 1999. Series A No. 16, par. 114. IACHR, Report No. 52/02, Case 11.753, Ramón Martínez Villarreal (United States). The IACHR has explained in this line that the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, which establishes the existing and evolving obligations of Member States under the OAS Charter, is not to be interpreted or applied with the content of International Law as it existed at the moment of its adoption, but in light of the continuous developments in the rights protected therein under the corpus of International Human Rights Law in its present state. [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 167.] I/A Court H.R., Interpretation of the American Continued...
applies the pertinent provisions of the American Declaration “in light of current developments in the field of international human rights law, as evidenced by treaties, custom and other relevant sources of international law,” including the American Convention on Human Rights “which, in many instances, may be considered to represent an authoritative expression of the fundamental principles set forth in the American Declaration.”

9. The corpus of international law that is relevant in examining complaints concerning indigenous territories under the American Declaration “includes the developing norms and principles governing the human rights of indigenous peoples.” The provisions of the American Declaration thus must be interpreted and applied “with due regard to the particular principles of international human rights law governing the individual and collective interests of indigenous peoples.” Such norms and principles of international law include precepts on the protection of indigenous and tribal peoples’ traditional forms of ownership and cultural survival and on their right to lands, territories and natural resources. As such, they “reflect general international legal principles developing out of and applicable inside and outside of the Inter-American system and to this extent are properly considered in interpreting and applying the provisions of the American Declaration in the context of indigenous peoples.”

The American Convention on Human Rights

10. Various articles of the American Convention on Human Rights, but mainly Article 21 (right to property), protect the territorial rights of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members. In the absence of express reference to indigenous and tribal peoples in Article 21, the IACHR and the Inter-American Court have utilized the general rules of interpretation established in Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and Article 29.b of the American Convention. Article 29 prohibits restrictive interpretations of the rights enshrined in the American Convention (pro homine principle); as a result, the IACHR and the Court have interpreted the content of Article 21 of the American Convention in the light of normative developments in international human rights law regarding the rights of indigenous peoples, including ILO Convention No. 169 and

...continuation

Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man within the Framework of Article 64 of the American Convention on Human Rights. Advisory Opinion OC-10/89 of July 14, 1989, Series A No. 10, par. 37] The IACHR has also held that in cases were a violation of the human rights of indigenous peoples or their members by State authorities took place in the past, but such violation has had continuous effects until the present, the State is under the current obligation of solving the situation in light of its contemporary obligations under International Human Rights Law, and not in light of the obligations that were applicable at the moment in which the violation took place. [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 167].

22 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 88. IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 96.


24 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 124.

25 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 131.

26 The rules and principles of International Law on the human rights of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members include human rights considerations related to the ownership, use and occupation of their traditional lands. [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 124].

27 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 129.

28 This evolutionary interpretation of the American Convention is consistent with the interpretation rules established in Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States of 1969, by virtue of which the Inter-American organs have applied a method of interpretation that takes the system in which the respective treaties are inscribed into account. [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yaku Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, pars. 125, 126].
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, as well as the relevant jurisprudence of the United Nations treaty bodies.\textsuperscript{29}

11. The IACHR and Inter-American Court also apply the principle of effectiveness, establishing that the distinctive traits that differentiate the members of indigenous and tribal peoples from the general population, and which comprise their cultural identity, must be taken into consideration\textsuperscript{30} in order to ensure “effective protection that takes into account their specificities, their economic and social characteristics, as well as their situation of special vulnerability, their customary law, values, and customs”.\textsuperscript{31}

B. ILO Convention No. 169

12. In respect to the indigenous right to property, the organs of the Inter-American System have expressly used the provisions of ILO Convention No. 169. As explained by the Inter-American Court, “in analyzing the content and scope of Article 21 of the Convention in relation to the communal property of the members of indigenous communities, the Court has taken into account Convention No. 169 of the ILO in the light of the general interpretation rules established under Article 29 of the Convention, in order to construe the provisions of the aforementioned Article 21 in accordance with the evolution of the Inter-American system considering the development that has taken place regarding these matters in international human rights law.”\textsuperscript{32} For the IACHR, ILO Convention No. 169 is “the international human rights instrument most relevant to the protection of indigenous rights”,\textsuperscript{33} for which reason it is directly pertinent to the interpretation of the scope of the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members, in particular under the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.\textsuperscript{34}

13. Most OAS member states with large indigenous populations are now parties to ILO Convention No. 169\textsuperscript{35} and the Convention has been an important normative reference during their - and other countries’- processes of constitutional, legislative and institutional reform. The Convention has also served indigenous peoples, helping them to structure their claims and promote legislative changes consistent with States’ international obligations in the field of indigenous rights.

14. The IACHR considers the provisions of ILO Convention No. 169 a relevant factor in interpreting Inter-American human rights norms in respect to petitions filed against all OAS member states. As explained in the report on the *Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District v. Belize*: “While the Commission acknowledges that Belize is not a state party to ILO Convention (№ 169), it considers that the terms of that treaty provide evidence of contemporary international opinion concerning matters relating to indigenous peoples, and therefore


\textsuperscript{34} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 127.

\textsuperscript{35} The following OAS member states are parties to ILO Convention No. 169: Argentina (2000); Bolivia (1991); Brazil (2002); Chile (2008); Colombia (1991); Costa Rica (1993); Dominica (2002); Ecuador (1998); Guatemala (1996); Honduras (1995); México (1990); Nicaragua (2010); Paraguay (1993); Peru (1994) and Venezuela (2002).
that certain provisions are properly considered in interpreting and applying the articles of the American Declaration in the context of indigenous communities.\textsuperscript{36}

C. Other International Treaties and Pronouncements of Treaty Bodies

15. The IACHR and the Inter-American Court may look to the provisions of other international human rights treaties in interpreting the American Declaration and the American Convention in cases that concern indigenous and tribal peoples. The IACHR has clarified that the provisions of other multilateral treaties adopted within and outside of the framework of the Inter-American system are relevant to interpreting the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.\textsuperscript{37} The Inter-American Court, while examining the extent of Article 21 of the American Convention, has explained that it “deems it useful and appropriate to resort to other international treaties, aside from the American Convention (...) to interpret its provisions in accordance with the evolution of the Inter-American system, taking into account related developments in international human rights law.”\textsuperscript{38}

16. The IACHR and the Court have also had recourse to the interpretations of the United Nations human rights organs and mechanisms, in respect to the rights enshrined in the international treaties monitored by these organs and mechanisms.\textsuperscript{39} Of particular relevance has been the jurisprudence crafted by the Human Rights Committee in relation to articles 27 (rights of minorities) and 1 (self-determination) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR);\textsuperscript{40} the Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CEDR) in relation to article 5 and other relevant provisions of the Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination;\textsuperscript{41} the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in its general comments on several provisions of the ICESCR,\textsuperscript{42} and the Committee on the Rights of the Child on the Convention on the Rights of the Child.\textsuperscript{43}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{IACHR} IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, footnote No. 123.
\bibitem{IACHR2} IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 87.
\bibitem{IACHR4} In the case of the Saramaka people, the Inter-American Court held that Suriname did not recognize in its internal legislation the right to communal property of the members of its tribal peoples, and that it had not ratified ILO Convention 169. However, it had ratified both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; consequently, the Court resorted to the text of these instruments, as it had been interpreted respectively by the Human Rights Committee and the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, for purposes of establishing the content of Article 21 of the American Convention as it applied to Suriname in that case, reiterating that “pursuant to Article 29(b) of the American Convention, this Court may not interpret the provisions of Article 21 of the American Convention in a manner that restricts its enjoyment and exercise to a lesser degree than what is recognized in said covenants.” [I/A Court H.R., \textit{Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172}, par. 93] See, in general, UN – Human Rights Council, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people (Mr. James Anaya), UN Doc. A/HRC/9/9 (August 11, 2008), paras. 20-30.
\bibitem{IACHR5} In its General Comment on Article 27 of the ICCPR, the Human Rights Committee expressly linked States’ duty to guarantee indigenous peoples’ right to enjoy their culture to the protection of their ways of life, closely linked to territory and resource use. General Comment No. 23 (1994): Article 27 (rights of minorities), CCPR/C/21/rev.1/Add.5 (1994), par. 7.
\bibitem{IACHR6} In 1997 the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination adopted its General Recommendation on indigenous peoples, in which it set forth, inter alia, the obligations of States Parties in relation to the protection of indigenous lands and territories, and underscored the right of indigenous peoples to “to own, develop, control and use their communal lands, territories and resources.” General Recommendation XXIII: Indigenous Peoples, CERD/C/51/Misc. 23/rev. 1 (1997), para. 5.
\bibitem{IACHR7} Several of the general comments by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights are of special relevance for the rights of indigenous peoples to their lands, territories, and natural resources. See, e.g., General Comment No. 7 (1997): The right to adequate housing: forced evictions (Article 11(1)), E/1998/22, annex IV, para. 10; General Comment No. 12 (1999): The right to adequate food (Article 11), E/C.12/1999/5, para. 13; General Comment No. 14 (2000), The right to the highest attainable standard of health (Article 12), E/C.12/2000/4, paras. 12(b) and 27; General Comment No. 15 (2002): The right to water (Articles 11 and 12) E/C.12/2002/11, paras. 7, 16.
\bibitem{IACHR8} The Committee has linked the rights of indigenous children to the protection of the property rights of their communities and peoples: “the right [of the child], in community with other members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practice his or her own religion or to use his or her own language ... may be closely associated with the use of traditional territory and the use of its resources”. General Comment No. 1 (2009): Indigenous children and their rights under the Convention, CRC/C/GC/11 (2009), par. 16.
\end{thebibliography}
17. Although not specifically focused on the issue, other international treaties incorporate provisions that are relevant for indigenous peoples’ rights over their lands, territories and natural resources. Of particular pertinence is Article 8(j) of the Biological Diversity Convention (1992), which calls on States to respect, preserve and maintain “knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application” with the participation of these communities and for their benefit. The Biodiversity Convention’s implementation process is equally relevant for the protection of rights associated to indigenous peoples’ property over their lands, territories and resources. In 2004, the Conference of the Parties to the Convention adopted the “Akwé:Kon” Voluntary Guidelines for the conduction of cultural, environmental and social impact assessments in cases of projects to be developed in indigenous territories, including sacred sites.\(^{44}\)

D. International Customary Law

18. The Inter-American organs have also identified international customary law as a legal ground for indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to territorial property. In the IACHR’s opinion, there is a “customary international law norm which affirms the rights of indigenous peoples to their traditional lands.”\(^{45}\)

E. Other International Instruments

19. The IACHR and the Inter-American Court, in their elaboration of the right to indigenous property, view as relevant and important the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.\(^{46}\) Since its adoption by the UN General Assembly in 2007, the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples has begun to play a role similar to that of Convention No. 169 as a guide for the adoption and implementation of norms and public policies in the countries of the Inter-American system. Its provisions, together with the System’s jurisprudence, constitute a corpus iuris which is applicable in relation to indigenous peoples’ rights, and specifically in relation to the recognition and protection of the right to communal property. The IACHR has appreciated, as a legislative advance, the legal incorporation of the UN Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples into domestic law, and has called upon States to provide information on its implementation.\(^{47}\) The Inter-American Court has resorted to its provisions in order to construe specific rights.\(^{48}\)

20. Inter-American organs have also made reference to the findings of the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental liberties of indigenous people. The Rapporteur’s mandate, established in 2001,\(^{49}\) infused new support for the right to indigenous collective property into the framework of the United Nations special procedures.\(^{50}\) The Special Rapporteur has actively promoted indigenous territorial rights through communications with States, reports on country visits, and thematic reports.

---

\(^{44}\) Voluntary guidelines for the conduct of cultural, environmental and social impact assessments regarding developments proposed to take place on or which are likely to impact on, sacred sites and on lands and waters traditionally occupied or used by indigenous and local communities, COP-7 (Kuala Lumpur, February 9-20, 2004), Decision VII/16, Annex [“Akwé: Kon Guidelines”].


\(^{46}\) United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, adopted by the UN General Assembly by Resolution A/61/295, 61st period of sessions (September 13, 2007).


21. Other United Nations mechanisms with specific mandates related to indigenous peoples’ rights have also contributed to international discussions surrounding indigenous peoples’ property rights over lands, territories and natural resources. It is noteworthy to mention the thematic reports of the former Working Group on Indigenous Populations and the diverse reports submitted annually by the members and the Secretariat of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues.

22. Finally, indigenous property rights are part of the array of rights included in the draft American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. At its 95th session in February 1997, the IACHR approved a “Draft American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.” A meeting of governmental experts held a consultation with stakeholders at the OAS in February 1999. The experts decided to open a negotiation process to seek consensus, inviting the broad participation of indigenous peoples. In 2006, the Working Group initiated a final phase for “review” of the text of the draft Declaration and negotiations on its content are currently unfolding within this phase. While the provisions of the draft American Declaration related to the rights of indigenous peoples to lands, territories and natural resources are pending final approval, the IACHR and individual members of the Inter-American Court have drawn on these provisions as an expression of an emerging normative consensus around the content of those rights in the context of the Inter-American system.

F. Domestic Law

23. The IACHR and the Court have looked to the constitutional and legislative developments of specific countries, because “the right to property embodied in the American Convention cannot be interpreted in isolation, but rather taking into account the overall legal system in which it exists, bearing in mind both domestic and international law, in light of Article 29 of the Convention.” The Inter-American Court of Human Rights considers that “Article 29(b) of the Convention ... prohibits an interpretation of any provision of the Convention in a manner that restricts its enjoyment to a lesser degree than what is recognized in the domestic laws of the State.

---


55 Procedure for promptly concluding negotiations in the quest for points of consensus of the Working Group to prepare the draft American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, OEA/Ser.K/XXVI, GT/DADIN/doc.246/06 rev. 7 (November 27, 2006).

56 As of the writing of this report, the articles of the draft American Declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples to the land, territories, and natural resources are still pending approval. See more information at: http://www.oas.org/dil/indigenous_peoples_preparing_draft_american_declaration.htm.

57 Separate opinion of Judge Sergio Garcia Ramirez in Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community, August 31, 2001, para. 8. Dann case, para. 129; Case of Maya Communities, para. 118.

in question or in another treaty to which the State is a party.\textsuperscript{59} Accordingly, the Court has interpreted Article 21 of the Convention in light of the domestic law pertaining to indigenous peoples’ rights.\textsuperscript{60}

III. DEFINITIONS

A. Indigenous Peoples; Tribal Peoples

24. In addition to the full panoply of national and international rights accorded all individuals,\textsuperscript{61} international human rights law establishes a set of specific individual and collective rights for indigenous peoples and their members.\textsuperscript{62} In most domestic legal systems, as well, the category “indigenous peoples” is distinguished from others such as “peasant communities,”\textsuperscript{63} or “minorities”. For this reason, it is necessary to identify the criteria under which a given group can be so designated.

*Indigenous peoples*

25. There is no precise definition of “indigenous peoples” in international law, and the prevailing position is that such a definition is not necessary for purposes of protecting their human rights.\textsuperscript{64} Given the immense diversity of the indigenous peoples of the Americas and the rest of the world, a strict and closed definition will always risk being over- or under-inclusive. International law does provide some useful criteria to determine when a given human group can be considered as an “indigenous people.” Such a determination has critical importance in international law.

26. While neither the Inter-American human rights instruments, nor the jurisprudence of the Inter-American protection organs, have determined exactly the criteria for constituting an “indigenous people,” relevant criteria have been established in other international instruments, such as ILO Convention No. 169, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and others.\textsuperscript{65}

27. Article 1.1 (b) of ILO Convention No. 169 states that the treaty shall apply to

“peoples in independent countries who are regarded as indigenous on account of their descent from the populations which inhabited the country, or a geographical region to which the country belongs, at the time of conquest or colonization or the establishment of present state boundaries and who, irrespective of their legal status, retain some or all of their own social, economic, cultural and political institutions.”


\textsuperscript{61} In this sense, Article 1 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples establishes that “[i]ndigenous peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and international human rights law.” Likewise, Article 3.1 of ILO Convention No. 169 provides that “[i]ndigenous and tribal peoples shall enjoy the full measure of human rights and fundamental freedoms without hindrance or discrimination.”


28. Article 1.2 of the same Covenant establishes that “self-identification as indigenous or tribal shall be regarded as a fundamental criterion for determining the groups to which the provisions of this Convention apply.”

29. In the Convention No. 169 Application Guide, the ILO explains that the elements that define an indigenous people are both objective and subjective; objective elements include: (i) historical continuity, i.e. they are societies that descend from groups that preceded conquest or colonization; (ii) territorial connection, in the sense that their ancestors inhabited that country or region; and (iii) distinctive and specific social, economic, cultural and political institutions, which are their own and are totally or partially retained. The subjective element corresponds to collective self-identification as an indigenous people.\(^66\)

30. Other international bodies apply similar criteria. A study of the UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations concluded that the factors relevant to understand the notion of “indigenous” include: (i) priority in time, with regard to the occupation and use of a specific territory; (ii) voluntary perpetuation of cultural specificity, which can include aspects of their language, social organization, religion and spiritual values, modes of production, legal forms and institutions; (iii) self-identification, as well as recognition by other groups, or by State authorities, as differentiated collectives; and (iv) an experience of subjugation, marginalization, dispossession, exclusion or discrimination, whether these conditions persist or not. These factors, warns the study, do not constitute, nor can they constitute, an inclusive or comprehensive definition; they are, rather, factors which can be present to a greater or lesser degree in different regions and national or local contexts, for which reason they can provide general guidelines for the adoption of reasonable decisions in practice.\(^67\) The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, in turn, opts for not defining the indigenous peoples who are the beneficiaries of its provisions; nonetheless, Article 33.1 establishes that “indigenous peoples have the right to determine their own identity or membership in accordance with their customs and traditions.”

31. Taking ILO Convention No. 169 into account, the IACHR has also underscored that “the criterion of self-identification is the principal one for determining the condition of indigenous people, both individually and collectively.”\(^68\) In this respect, regarding individual self-identification, the IACHR highlighted as a positive advance the fact that the 2001 Bolivian population census utilized the criterion of self-identification in order to establish the country’s percentage of indigenous inhabitants who were above the age of 15.\(^69\) As for collective self-identification, the Inter-American Court considers that the identification of each indigenous community is a social-historical fact that forms part of its autonomy,\(^70\) for which reason it is up to the corresponding community to identify its own name, composition and ethnic affiliation, without having the State or other external entities do it or contest it – the Inter-American bodies and the State must respect the determinations presented in this sense by each community, that is to say, its own self-identification.\(^71\)

---

\(^66\) According to article 1.2 of ILO Convention No. 169, the subjective element is a fundamental criterion for the classification of a group as indigenous. The Convention combines both sets of elements in order to arrive at a determination in concrete cases. ILO, “Indigenous & Tribal peoples’ rights in practice – A guide to ILO Convention No. 169.” Programme to Promote ILO Convention No. 169 (PRO 169), International Labour Standards Department, 2009, p. 9.


Tribal peoples

32. Tribal peoples are peoples who are “not indigenous to the region [they inhabit], but that share similar characteristics with indigenous peoples, such as having social, cultural and economic traditions different from other sections of the national community, identifying themselves with their ancestral territories, and regulating themselves, at least partially, by their own norms, customs, and traditions”. This definition is in accordance with the provisions of Article 1.1.(a) of ILO Convention No. 169.

33. As happens with indigenous peoples, the determination of whether or not a given group can be considered as “tribal” depends on a combination of objective and subjective factors. According to the ILO, the objective elements of tribal peoples include (i) a culture, social organization, economic conditions and way of life that are different from those of other segments of the national population, for example their livelihoods, language, etc.; and (ii) distinctive traditions and customs, and/or special legal recognition. The subjective element consists of the self-identification of these groups and their members as tribal. Thus, a fundamental element for the determination of a tribal people is collective and individual self-identification as such. The fundamental criterion of self-identification, according to Article 1.2 of ILO Convention No. 169, is equally applicable to tribal peoples.

34. Tribal peoples and their members have the same rights as indigenous peoples and their members. For the IACHR, “international human rights law imposes an obligation on the State to adopt special measures to guarantee the recognition of tribal peoples’ rights, including the right to collectively own property.” The jurisprudence of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in relation to the right to collective property applies not only to indigenous peoples, but also to tribal peoples who preserve their traditional ways of life based on a special link to their lands and territories. Thus, in the Aloeboetoe, Moiwana Community and Saramaka cases, the victims belonged to different communities or peoples who form part of the Maroon population of Suriname, descending from self-emancipated slaves that settled in their territories since the colonial period and are therefore not regarded, stricto sensu, as “indigenous.” The Court considers the Maroon to be “tribal” peoples and communities.

The relevance of History to identifying indigenous and tribal peoples

35. A key element in the determination of when a given group can be regarded as indigenous or tribal is the historical continuity of its presence in a given territory, and, for indigenous peoples, an ancestral relationship with the societies that pre-existed a period of colonization or conquest. This does not imply, however, that indigenous or tribal peoples are static societies that remain identical to their predecessors. On the contrary, as human groups, indigenous and tribal peoples have their own social trajectory that adapts to changing times, maintaining in whole or in part the cultural legacy of their ancestors. Indigenous cultures evolve over time. The

---


77 Likewise, the IACHR has considered the situation of the Garifuna people of Central America and the Caribbean from the perspective of the standards applicable to indigenous peoples.

78 Just like any human society, indigenous peoples –and the communities that compose them– have their own history. They are dynamic human groups, who reconfigure themselves over the course of time on the grounds of the cultural traits that distinguish them. Indeed, indigenous and tribal peoples’ culture is continually adapting to historical changes; indigenous and tribal peoples develop their cultural identity...
indigenous communities of the present are the descendants of inhabitants of the pre-Columbian Americas; over the centuries they have experienced specific events which have shaped their distinctive social structures, spirituality and ritual practices, language, art, folklore, memory and identity—i.e., their culture. It is on the basis of that individual and dynamic history that the relationship of each indigenous people and community with its territory is built, a relationship from which their physical and cultural subsistence emerges, and to which international law has given a privileged level of protection. 79

36. The history of indigenous peoples and their cultural adaptations over time, as constitutive elements of their contemporary structural configuration, are consistent with the preservation of a fundamental relationship to their territory. In the case of Yakye Axa v. Paraguay, the Inter-American Court described the history of the affected community as follows:

“...it is necessary to consider that the victims of the instant case have to date an awareness of an exclusive common history; they are the sedentary expression of one of the bands of the Chanawatsan indigenous peoples (...). Possession of their traditional territory is indelibly recorded in their historical memory, and their relationship with the land is such that severing that tie entails the certain risk of an irreparable ethnic and cultural loss, with the ensuing loss of diversity. In the process of sedentarization, the Yakye Axa Community took on an identity of its own that is connected to a physically and culturally determined geographic space, which is a specific part of what was the vast Chanawatsan territory” 80.

37. It is also important to understand that the cultural identity of indigenous and tribal peoples is shared by their members, but it is inevitable that some members of each group will live with less attachment to the corresponding cultural traditions than others. This fact does not lead to the conclusion that indigenous or tribal peoples lose their identity or the rights conferred upon them by international law. As the Inter-American Court of Human Rights said in the case of Saramaka people v. Suriname: “The fact that some individual members of the Saramaka people may live outside of the traditional Saramaka territory and in a way that may differ from other Saramakas who live within the traditional territory and in accordance with Saramaka customs does not affect the distinctiveness of this tribal group nor its communal use and enjoyment of its property.” 81

Insofar as they continue preserving and living their own cultural traditions, indigenous and tribal peoples and their members continue to have the individual and collective rights recognized by the Inter-American system.

38. Likewise, indigenous communities may be composed of persons and families that belong to more than one ethnic group, but regard and identify themselves as a single community. This multiethnic composition of some indigenous communities, which responds to their position as historical subjects, is consistent with the protection and exercise of their full range of entitlements under international human rights law. 82

....continuation

over time. In this sense, the IACHR has recognized, for example, that the Guatemalan indigenous peoples, in spite of the ethnic discrimination to which they have historically been subjected, "whether they live in rural or urban areas, they maintain an intense level of activity and social organization, a rich culture, and are continuously adapting to situations imposed by the exigencies of historical change, while protecting and developing their cultural identity" [IACHR, Fifth Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Guatemala. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/III.111, Doc. 21 rev., April 6, 2001, Chapter XI, par. 4].


82 I/A Court H.R., Case of the Xákmok Kásek Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of August 24, 2010. Series C No. 214, pars. 39-43. In this case, the petitioner community was composed mostly of members of two distinct ethnic groups, the Enxet-Sur and the Sanapaná.
B. Lands and Territories

39. The territorial rights of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members extend over the Earth’s surface, and over the natural resources that are located on the surface and in the subsoil – with due regard for the specificities of water and subsoil resources, as explained in Chapter VIII. Holistically, the lands and the natural resources they contain comprise the legal notion of “territory”, as confirmed by the Inter-American Court.\(^{85}\) ILO Convention No. 169 in its Article 13.2, similarly provides that "the use of the term lands (...) shall include the concept of territories, which covers the total environment of the areas which the peoples concerned occupy or otherwise use."

40. The IACHR has acknowledged the value of the legislative incorporation of “a broad concept of indigenous land and territories, wherein the latter category includes not only physically occup[ied] spaces but also those used for their cultural or subsistence activities, such as routes of access,"\(^{86}\) finding “this approach to be compatible with the cultural reality of indigenous peoples and their special relationship with the land and territory, as well as with natural resources and the environment in general.”\(^{87}\) The occupation of a territory by an indigenous people or community is thus not restricted to the nucleus of houses where its members live; “rather, the territory includes a physical area constituted by a core area of dwellings, natural resources, crops, plantations and their milieu, linked insofar as possible to their cultural tradition,”\(^{88}\) In this same sense, the relationship between indigenous peoples and their territories is not limited to specific villages or settlements; territorial use and occupation by indigenous and tribal peoples “extend beyond the settlement of specific villages to include lands that are used for agriculture, hunting, fishing, gathering, transportation, cultural and other purposes”;\(^{89}\) therefore indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights encompass the territory as a whole.\(^{90}\)

C. Natural Resources

41. Natural resources are substances that exist naturally in the Earth. Natural resources are valuable in manufacturing products, supplying human necessities or comforts, and providing ecosystem services that maintain the health of the biosphere. Natural resources include air, land, water, natural gas, coal, oil, petroleum, minerals, wood, topsoil, fauna, flora, forests and wildlife. Renewable natural resources are those that reproduce or renew and include animal life, plants, trees, water, and wind. Nonrenewable resources are irreplaceable once extracted from water or soil and include gold, silver, fossil fuels, diamonds, natural gas, copper and ore.

---

85 For the Inter-American Court, the term “territory” refers to the totality of the lands and natural resources that indigenous and tribal peoples have traditionally used. I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, footnote No. 63.


89 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 129.

90 The Inter-American Court has explained in this regard that “the scope of ‘respect’ afforded to the members of [an indigenous or tribal people’s] territory [is not limited] solely to ‘villages, settlements and agricultural plots’. Such limitation fails to take into account the all-encompassing relationship that members of indigenous and tribal peoples have with their territory as a whole, not just with their villages, settlements, and agricultural plots”. [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 114].
IV. STATE OBLIGATIONS TOWARDS INDIGENOUS AND TRIBAL PEOPLES AND THEIR MEMBERS

A. Respect and Ensure Rights

42. The duty of OAS member States to promote and protect human rights stems from the human rights obligations established in the OAS Charter. In addition, the American Convention and the American Declaration establish a series of State obligations to promote and secure the effective enjoyment of human rights. Articles 1.1 and 2 of the Convention expressly demand that States Parties “respect” and “ensure” the “free and full exercise” of the rights recognized therein, including through the adoption of “such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to those rights or freedoms.”

43. Article 2 of the American Convention places States parties under the general obligation to adjust their domestic legislation to the standards of the Convention so as to ensure the enjoyment of the rights it embodies. The obligation of adapting internal legislation to the American Convention under Article 2 “is, by its very nature, one that must be reflected in actual results.” States must, therefore, review their legislation, procedures and practices so as to ensure that indigenous and tribal peoples’ and persons’ territorial rights are defined and determined in accordance with the rights established in Inter-American human rights instruments. As a corollary, States are under the obligation to abstain from adopting legislative or administrative measures of a regressive nature, which can hinder the enjoyment of indigenous peoples’ territorial rights.

44. The IACHR has deemed it a good practice for states to adopt and promulgate rules in their domestic legal systems that recognize and protect the rights of indigenous peoples and their members, but juridically beneficial laws “cannot by themselves guarantee the rights of such peoples.” States must effectively implement and enforce the constitutional, legislative and regulatory provisions of their internal law that enshrine the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members, so as to ensure the real and effective enjoyment of such rights. Domestic legal provisions for this purpose must be effective (principle of effet utile). A favorable legal framework is “insufficient for due protection of their rights if it does not go hand in hand with policies and actions by the State to ensure application of and effective compliance with the provisions which the sovereign

---


90 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 173, Recommendations 1 and 2.

91 In case of adopting such regressive provisions, States are in the obligation of voiding them or refraining from their application. IACHR, Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Paraguay. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.110, Doc. 52, March 9, 2001, Chapter IX, par. 49, 50 – Recommendation 4.


State has undertaken to apply." The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has similarly insisted that the governments "ensure the actual existence of an efficient guarantee of the free and full exercise of human rights. Indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to see the law implemented and applied in practice, specifically in relation to their territorial rights." 


98 IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser./L/V. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, par. 1062. Only a sustained implementation of constitutional and legal advances that are pertinent for the legal force of indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights can mark and advance in their real situation; referring to the Guatemalan legal system, the IACHR has held that “these very important provisions enshrine principles that can be developed in the legislative sphere, and which, if implemented on a sustained basis, can lead to improvement in the situation of indigenous populations” [IACHR, Fifth Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Guatemala. Doc. OEA/Ser./L/V/II.111, Doc. 21 rev., April 6, 2001, Chapter XI, par. 35]. In the same line, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has explained that “legislation alone is not enough to guarantee the full effectiveness of the rights protected by the Convention, but rather, such guarantee implies certain governmental conducts to ensure the actual existence of an efficient guarantee of the free and full exercise of human rights” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 167. I/A Court H.R., Case of the Pueblo Bello Massacre v. Colombia. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2006. Series C No. 140, par. 142]. The UN Special Rapporteur has also signaled the lack of application of the legal provisions that enshrine indigenous peoples’ rights, describing it as a “gap in implementation between, on the one hand, the advances made by many countries in their domestic legislation, which recognizes indigenous peoples and their rights, and, on the other, the daily reality in which many obstacles to the effective enforcement of those legislative measures are encountered.” UN – Commission on Human Rights – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous peoples, Mr. Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. E/CN.4/2006/78, Summary. The Special Rapporteur has explained that obstacles to implementation include: (i) inconsistencies between international standards and principles and domestic legislation, the lack of incorporation of such standards into domestic law, or their disregard by judges and public officials; (ii) inconsistencies between sectoral legislations, or the lack of application of the existing sectoral legislation; (iii) the bureaucratic or rigid structure of public administration, and the lack of mechanisms to follow up implementation of the law; (iv) different interpretations of legal standards by different state authorities; and (v) the blocking of protective constitutional provisions through regressive legal and regulatory standards. UN – Commission on Human Rights – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Mr. Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. E/2006/78, paras. 18, 19, 26, 33. See also: UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. A/HRC/4/32, 27 February 2007, paras. 5-13.

99 With regard to the right to property, formal recognition of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to communal property in domestic law must be accompanied by concrete measures to make the right effective. [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 141] “Merely abstract or juridical recognition of indigenous lands, territories, or resources, is practically meaningless if the property is not physically delimited and established.” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 143]. For the IACHR and the Inter-American Court, it is necessary that the legally guaranteed territorial rights of indigenous peoples are coupled with the adoption of the legislative and administrative measures and mechanisms to ensure the enjoyment of said rights in reality. Under Article 21, it is necessary for the legal and constitutional provisions that enshrine the right of members of indigenous communities to the property of their ancestral territory to be translated into the effective restitution and protection of such territories. [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Sawhoyamaxa v. Paraguay. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 113(b). IACHR, Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Paraguay. Doc. OEA/Ser./L/VII.110, Doc. 52, March 9, 2001, Chapter IX, par. 50, Recommendation 1]. Even if there is a formal affirmation of the territorial and other rights of indigenous and tribal peoples, States’ failure to adopt the measures required to recognize and guarantee said rights generates situations of uncertainty among the members of the communities. [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 170] The UN Special Rapporteur has denounced the lack of implementation of the legislation that protects indigenous peoples’ territorial rights as part of the current trend towards territorial dispossession, as follows: “The trend towards the depletion of the natural resources of the indigenous people is continuing, mainly through expropriation of their lands. Although in recent years many countries have adopted laws recognizing the indigenous communities’ collective and inalienable right to ownership of their lands, land-titling procedures have been slow and complex and, in many cases, the titles awarded to the communities are not respected in practice. At the same time, privatization of traditional lands is on the increase. This measure is claimed to benefit indigenous owners in that it provides legal certainty. The Special Rapporteur has, however, observed that in the long run the indigenous communities tend to lose their traditional lands and territories to the various private economic interests of either firms or individual invaders and settlers who have managed to install themselves in traditional indigenous areas.” UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. A/HRC/4/32, 27 February 2007, par. 14.
45. Similarly, the ratification of international treaties or the approval of international instruments that protect indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights are often insufficient to guarantee effective enjoyment of the rights they contain. The IACHR has reacted positively to the acceptance of ILO Convention No. 169 by OAS member states, while emphasizing that once member states become party to the Convention, they are bound to “take special measures to guarantee indigenous peoples the effective enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms, without restrictions, and to include measures that promote the full effectiveness of their social, economic, and cultural rights, respecting their social and cultural identity, and their customs, traditions, and institutions.” The IACHR has also indicated that states must develop adequate compliance mechanisms to monitor the performance of state authorities and ensure the effective enjoyment of the rights and guarantees that they pledged to respect upon becoming party to ILO Convention No. 169. The lack of regulation does not excuse failure to comply with the application of Convention No. 169.

46. Applying these rules in the Awas Tingni case the Inter-American Court held that it “believes it necessary to make the rights recognized by the Nicaraguan Constitution and legislation effective, in accordance with the American Convention. Therefore, pursuant to article 2 of the American Convention, the State must adopt in its domestic law the necessary legislative, administrative, or other measures to create an effective mechanism for delimitation and titling of the property of the members of the Awas Tingni Mayagna Community, in accordance with the customary law, values, customs and mores of that Community.” In the case of the Sawhoyamaxa v. Paraguay, the Inter-American Court insisted that “merely abstract or legal recognition becomes meaningless in practice if the lands have not been physically delimited and surrendered because the adequate domestic measures necessary to secure effective use and enjoyment of said right by the members of the Sawhoyamaxa Community are lacking.”

47. The IACHR has equally valued the establishment of public policies and governmental plans of action for the recognition of indigenous peoples’ territorial rights, expressing that it “hopes that these initiatives contribute to the demarcation and titling of indigenous peoples’ lands and ancestral territories and that their results are quantifiable in the short term.” Likewise, the IACHR has highlighted, as an advance, efforts to

---

100 The UN Special Rapporteur has pointed out the inconsistency between international law on indigenous human rights and States’ domestic legislation as one of the obstacles for implementation of the legal provisions that protect indigenous peoples: “It has been pointed out that in many countries there is a gap between international standards and principles regarding the human rights of indigenous people and domestic legislation. International standards, even when ratified, do not always and automatically become part of domestic law. They are sometimes ignored by public officials as well as in the case law of the courts.” UN – Commission on Human Rights – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Mr. Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. E/CN.4/2006/78, par. 18.


102 IACHR, Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Paraguay. Doc. OEA/Ser. L/VII.110, Doc. 52, March 9, 2001, Chapter IX, par. 13. Thus, for example, in its 2000 Report on the Human Rights situation in Peru, the IACHR recalled that “on ratifying this instrument, the Peruvian State undertook to take special measures to guarantee the indigenous peoples of Peru the effective enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms, without restrictions, and to make efforts to improve living conditions, participation, and development in the context of respect for their cultural and religious values.” IACHR, Second Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Peru. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.106, Doc. 59 rev., June 2, 2000, Chapter X, par. 7.


“establish policies in favor of indigenous peoples (...) through the creation of ministries, vice ministries, and specific entities focused directly on their needs”, but it has recalled that such State institutions must provide an “effective response for the exercise of their human rights, and in particular their economic, social and cultural rights, on equality”.

B. Specific Obligations Owed Indigenous and Tribal Peoples

48. Each state must ensure that the members of indigenous and tribal peoples effectively enjoy all human rights in equality with other persons. Article 1.1 of the American Convention establishes the obligation of the State to respect and ensure “the full enjoyment of human rights by the persons under its jurisdiction.” Failure to comply with that obligation due to the actions or omissions of any public authority can generate international responsibility for the state.

49. The State’s general obligation acquires additional content in the case of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members. The IACHR has recognized that States must adopt special and specific measures aimed at protecting, favoring and improving the exercise of human rights by indigenous and tribal peoples and their members. The need for special protection arises from the greater vulnerability of these populations, their historical conditions of marginalization and discrimination, and the deeper impact on them of human rights violations. This positive State duty of adopting special measures is enhanced when it comes to indigenous children and women, given that their level of vulnerability is even greater.

50. The duty of States to afford special protection to indigenous and tribal peoples has been underscored by the IACHR from its early decisions. In its 1972 Resolution on “Special Protection for Indigenous Populations: Action to combat racism and racial discrimination,” the IACHR held that “for historical reasons and because of moral and humanitarian principles, special protection for indigenous populations constitutes a sacred commitment of the states.” For the IACHR, “this notion of special protection has since been considered in numerous country and individual reports adopted by the Commission and (...) has been recognized and applied in

---


109 IACHR, Access to Justice and Social Inclusion: The Road towards Strengthening Democracy in Bolivia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II, Doc. 34, June 28, 2007, par. 223. The UN Special Rapporteur has called for coordination in the actions undertaken by the different State authorities responsible for protecting indigenous rights: “One aspect of the [implementation gap] is the lack of a coordinated or systematic policy –with the participation of the indigenous peoples- that plays a cross-cutting role in the various ministries and organs of State regarding indigenous issues, such as ministries of agriculture, energy, mines and natural resources, education and health, to name but a few, in order to guarantee the rights of the indigenous peoples. The existence of human rights commissions or ombudsmen is not enough if the ministries with responsibilities in sensitive areas for the indigenous peoples do not take coordinated action.” UN – Commission on Human Rights – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Mr. Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. E/CN.4/2006/78, par. 86.


the context of numerous rights and freedoms under both the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the American Convention on Human Rights, including the right to life, the right to humane treatment, the right to judicial protection and to a fair trial, and the right to property.\textsuperscript{117} The IACHR has explained that a central element underlying the relevant norms and principles of international law “is a recognition that ensuring the full and effective enjoyment of human rights by indigenous peoples requires consideration of their particular historical, cultural, social and economic situation and experience. In most instances, this has included identification of the need for special measures by states to compensate for the exploitation and discrimination to which these societies have been subjected at the hands of the non-indigenous.”\textsuperscript{118} In deciding complaints presented against States, the IACHR has thus afforded “due consideration to the particular norms and principles of international human rights law governing the individual and collective interests of indigenous peoples, including consideration of any special measures that may be appropriate and necessary in giving proper effect to these rights and interests.”\textsuperscript{119}

51. The obligation to adopt special and specific protective measures is inherent in ILO Convention No. 169; the IACHR has highlighted the need for its States parties to “take special measures to guarantee indigenous peoples the effective enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms, without restrictions, and to include measures that promote the full effectiveness of their social, economic, and cultural rights, respecting their social and cultural identity, and their customs, traditions, and institutions.”\textsuperscript{120} The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has similarly held, based on Article 1.1 of the American Convention,\textsuperscript{121} that “members of indigenous and tribal communities require special measures that guarantee the full exercise of their rights, particularly with regards to their enjoyment of property rights, in order to safeguard their physical and cultural survival.”\textsuperscript{122} Other international bodies\textsuperscript{123} have also established that the members of indigenous and tribal peoples require special measures to secure the full exercise of their rights.\textsuperscript{124}

52. As explained in detail below, this obligation includes the State duty to adopt special, effective measures to ensure indigenous communities’ property rights over their ancestral lands and natural resources,\textsuperscript{125} consequently, the general State duty to give special protection to indigenous peoples is specifically applicable in

\textsuperscript{117} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 126.

\textsuperscript{118} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 125. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 95.

\textsuperscript{119} IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 98.


\textsuperscript{121} As the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has explained on this same point, “within the framework of the American Convention, the international responsibility of States arises at the moment of the violation of the general obligations embodied in Articles 1(1) and 2 of such treaty. (...) From these general obligations special duties are derived that can be determined according to the particular needs of protection of the legal persons, whether due to their personal conditions or because of the specific situation they have to face [Cf. Case of the Pueblo Bello Massacre, supra note 3, 111 and 112; Case of the ‘Mapiripán Massacre’, supra note 3, paras. 108 and 110, and Case of the Gómez-Paquiyauri Brothers. Judgment of July 8, 2004. Series C No. 110, para. 71], such as extreme poverty, exclusion or childhood.” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 154].


relation to their right to territorial property. As the Inter-American Court has clearly established, the “protection of property under Article 21 of the Convention, read in conjunction with Articles 1(1) and 2 of said instrument, places upon States a positive obligation to adopt special measures that guarantee members of indigenous and tribal peoples the full and equal exercise of their right to the territories they have traditionally used and occupied”.

53. Such special measures are not discriminatory against the rest of the population because “[i]t is a well established principle of international law that unequal treatment towards persons in unequal situations does not necessarily amount to impermissible discrimination. (...) Legislation that recognizes said differences is therefore not necessarily discriminatory. In the context of members of indigenous and tribal peoples, this Court has already stated that special measures are necessary in order to ensure their survival in accordance with their traditions and customs.”

54. The unique indigenous way of life has to be taken into account by the State in adopting special measures aimed at protecting their human rights: “as regards indigenous peoples, it is essential for the States to grant effective protection that takes into account their specificities, their economic and social characteristics, as well as their situation of special vulnerability, their customary law, values, and customs.” This obligation applies in regard to the implementation of domestic laws and to the implementation of the Inter-American human rights instruments. This duty of specificity also entails that State measures aimed at protecting the human rights of indigenous peoples and promoting their social inclusion must start off from their recognition as historically excluded groups, keeping in mind that “the complexity of the matter is no excuse for the State not to fulfill its obligations.”

---

126 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 126.
130 In addition to adopting special measures to guarantee the exercise of human Rights by indigenous and tribal peoples and their members, States must make sure that they interpret and comply with their international obligations with due consideration for the sociocultural specificity of these populations. Articles 24 and 1.1 of the American Convention on Human Rights bind States to guarantee, in conditions of equality, the full exercise and enjoyment of the human rights of persons under their jurisdiction, including the members of indigenous communities; “however, it is necessary to emphasize that to effectively ensure those rights, when they interpret and apply their domestic legislation, the States must take into account the specific characteristics that differentiate the members of the indigenous peoples from the general population and that constitute their cultural identity” I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 51. I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 59.
V. INDIGENOUS AND TRIBAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. The Special Relationship between Indigenous and Tribal Peoples and their Territories

55. The unique relationship between indigenous and tribal peoples and their territories has been broadly recognized in international human rights law. Article 21 of the American Convention and Article XXIII of the American Declaration protect this close bond with the land, as well as with the natural resources of the ancestral territories,\(^{135}\) a bond of fundamental importance for the enjoyment of other human rights of indigenous and tribal peoples.\(^{136}\) As reiterated by the IACHR and the Inter-American Court, preserving the particular connection between indigenous communities and their lands and resources is linked to these peoples’ very existence and thus “warrants special measures of protection.”\(^{137}\) The Inter-American Court has insisted that “States must respect the special relationship that members of indigenous and tribal peoples have with their territory in a way that guarantees their social, cultural, and economic survival.”\(^{138}\) For the IACHR, the special relationship between indigenous and tribal peoples and their territories means that “the use and enjoyment of the land and its resources are integral components of the physical and cultural survival of the indigenous communities and the effective realization of their human rights more broadly.”\(^{139}\)

---


\(^{136}\) IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, par. 1054. The right to territory and to the use and enjoyment of its natural resources, is directly related to the rights to an existence under conditions of dignity, to food, water, health and life, because its effective enjoyment is a precondition for access to nutritional and water sources, as well as the traditional healthcare systems [IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela, 2009, Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II, Doc. 54, December 30, 2009, pars. 1076-1080] and other aspects of culture; for this same reason, “[each community’s] relations to its land and resources are protected by other rights set forth in the American Convention, such as the right to life, honor, and dignity, freedom of conscience and religion, freedom of association, rights of the family, and freedom of movement and residence.” [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 140(f)].

\(^{137}\) IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128.

\(^{138}\) I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 91. The Inter-American Court has reiterated that “the close ties of indigenous people with the land must be recognized and understood as the fundamental basis of their cultures, their spiritual life, their integrity, and their economic survival” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 149].

\(^{139}\) IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 114. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights “has taken a similar approach to the right to property in the context of indigenous peoples, by recognizing the communal form of indigenous land tenure as well as the distinctive relationship that indigenous peoples maintain with their land” [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 116. I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 149].
This special relationship is fundamental both for the material subsistence\textsuperscript{140} and for the cultural integrity\textsuperscript{141} of indigenous and tribal peoples.\textsuperscript{142} The IACHR has emphatically explained, in this line, that “the indigenous population is structured on the basis of its profound relationship with the land”,\textsuperscript{143} that “land, for the indigenous peoples, is a condition of individual security and liaison with the group”,\textsuperscript{144} and that “the recovery, recognition, demarcation, and registration of the lands represents essential rights for cultural survival and for maintaining the community’s integrity”.\textsuperscript{145} Likewise, the Inter-American Court has pointed out that “for indigenous communities, relations to the land are not merely a matter of possession and production but a material and spiritual element which they must fully enjoy, even to preserve their cultural legacy and transmit it to future generations”,\textsuperscript{146} that “the culture of the members of the indigenous communities directly relates to a specific way of being, seeing, and acting in the world, developed on the basis of their close relationship with their traditional territories and the resources therein, not only because they are their main means of subsistence, but also because they are part of their worldview, their [religiousness], and therefore, of their cultural identity”,\textsuperscript{147} and that “to guarantee the right of indigenous peoples to communal property, it is necessary to take into account that the land is closely linked to their oral expressions and traditions, their customs and languages, their arts and rituals, their knowledge and practices in connection with nature, culinary art, customary law, dress, philosophy, and values. In connection with their milieu, their integration with nature and their history, the members of the indigenous communities transmit this nonmaterial cultural heritage from one generation to the next, and it is constantly recreated by the members of the indigenous groups and communities”\textsuperscript{148}

\textsuperscript{140} The protection of indigenous peoples’ culture encompasses the preservation of aspects linked to their productive organization, which includes, among other elements, the issue of ancestral and communal lands [[IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 120]. The control of the land protected by Article 21 “refers both its capacity for providing the resources which sustain life, and to the geographic space necessary for the cultural and social reproduction of the group” [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128].

\textsuperscript{141} The notions of family and religion are intimately connected to traditional territory, where the ancestral cemeteries, places of religious meaning and importance and kinship patterns are linked to the occupation and use of physical territories [[IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 155]. Therefore, given that territory and natural resources are substantial elements of the worldview, spiritual life and forms of subsistence of indigenous and tribal peoples, they form an intrinsic part of their members’ right to cultural identity [[IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, par. 1054].

\textsuperscript{142} The special relationship between indigenous or tribal peoples and their ancestral territories has additional legal relevance in specific aspects. Recognition of the close material and cultural link between indigenous peoples and their traditional territories is a fundamental factor for the determination of rights in cases of property conflicts with third parties, in which States must consider the implications of indigenous peoples’ territorial rights for their cultural identity and material survival. The special relationship that indigenous and tribal peoples keep with their traditional territories has also been taken into account by the Inter-American Court at the moment of determining the reparations in cases in which specific communities have been forcibly dispossessed of their territories. Thus, in the Moiwana case, the Court held that the community’s forced displacement had hurt its members in emotional, spiritual, cultural and economic terms, and considered this fact relevant for the calculation of the indemnity for the immaterial damage that the State had to repair. [I/A Court H.R., Moiwana Case, par. 145[c]].


57. The lack of access to land and natural resources can produce conditions of extreme poverty for the affected indigenous communities, given that the lack of possession of, and access to, their territories prevents them from using and enjoying the natural resources that they need to obtain the goods necessary for their subsistence, develop their traditional cultivation, hunting, fishing or gathering activities, and access traditional health systems, and other key socio-cultural functions. Therefore, the lack of access to ancestral territories, and the lack of State action in this regard, expose indigenous and tribal peoples to precarious or sub-human living conditions in the fields of access to food, water, dignified housing, basic utilities and health, and consequently bear an impact —inter alia— upon higher rates of child and infant mortality and malnutrition, and higher vulnerability to illnesses and epidemics. To that extent, the State’s lack of guarantee of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to live in their ancestral territory may imply subjecting them to situations of extreme unprotectedness, which entail violations of their rights to life, to personal integrity, to a dignified existence, to food, to water, to health, to education and children’s rights, among others. In addition, disregard for the rights of the members of indigenous communities over their ancestral territories can affect, for the same causes, other basic rights, such as the right to cultural identity, the collective right to cultural integrity, or the right to collective survival of communities and their members. The extreme living conditions borne by the members of indigenous communities that lack access to their ancestral territory cause them to suffer, and undermine the preservation of their way of life, customs and language.

B. The Right to Indigenous Territorial Property in Inter-American Human Rights Instruments

58. Although neither the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man nor the American Convention on Human Rights expressly recognize indigenous peoples’ rights over their territories, the organs of the Inter-American protection system have concluded that these rights are protected by the right to property in the Declaration Article XXIII and Convention Article 21.

---


158 Indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to territorial property is not a mere internal affair of States. The rules and principles of International Law on indigenous peoples include human rights considerations related to the property, use and occupation by indigenous peoples of their traditional lands. On account of these considerations, it is not valid for States to argue that indigenous peoples’ territorial disputes refer solely to internal agrarian controversies over land titles or use; these disputes imply internationally protected human rights aspects [IACHDR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 124].
59. Consistent with its evolutionary interpretation of human rights guarantees in Inter-American instruments, the IACHR has held that “Article 21 of the American Convention recognizes the right to property of members of indigenous communities within the framework of communal property,” and that the right to property under Article XXIII of the American Declaration “must be interpreted and applied in the context of indigenous communities with due consideration of principles relating to the protection of traditional forms of ownership and cultural survival and rights to land, territories and resources.”

60. The Inter-American Court has recalled that “the terms of an international human rights treaty have an autonomous meaning, for which reason they cannot be made equivalent to the meaning given to them in domestic law.” Thus, the right to property may encompass property interests in addition to those that are already recognized by states or defined by their internal legislation. The Inter-American Court has underscored that “both the private property of individuals and communal property of the members of the indigenous communities are protected by Article 21 of the American Convention.”

61. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ property rights over their territories are legally equivalent to non-indigenous private property rights, an aspect mandated by the duty of non-discrimination established in the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and in the American Convention on Human Rights. The rights to equality before the law, equality of treatment and non-discrimination mean that states must establish the legal mechanisms which are necessary to clarify and protect indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to communal property, in the same way that property rights in general are protected in the domestic legal system. States violate the rights to equality before the law, equal protection of the law and non-discrimination when they fail to grant indigenous peoples “the protections necessary to exercise their right to property fully and equally with other members of the population.” Applying this rule, in the case of Mary and Carrie Dann the IACHR found a violation of Article II, in addition to a violation of the right to property (Article XXIII), insofar as the facts of the case revealed that the Western Shoshone people, to which the co-plaintiffs belonged, had historically experienced

---

60. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115.
62. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 131.
64. Thus, any legal distinction that privileges the property rights of third parties over the property rights of indigenous and tribal peoples is incompatible with Articles 21 and 2 of the American Convention; for example, the Inter-American Court concluded that such was the case in Suriname, where the legal system used the term “factual rights” or “de facto rights” to distinguish indigenous rights from the “de jure” rights of the bearers of real title and other property rights subject to registration, recognition and issuance by the State: “This limitation on the recognition of the legal right of the members of the Saramaka people to fully enjoy the territory they have traditionally owned and occupied is incompatible with the State’s obligations under Article 2 of the Convention to give legal effect to the rights recognized under Article 21 of such instrument.” I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 110.
65. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 119.
66. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 155.
67. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 171.
forced expropriation of their lands without benefiting from the application of guarantees established in the United States Constitution to protect persons from arbitrary takings of property.  

62. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has repeatedly characterized the right to territorial property as a right whose bearers are the individual persons that make up indigenous or tribal peoples, and whose exercise takes place within collective property systems. At the same time, the IACHR has reiterated that indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to property is also a collective right, whose bearer is the corresponding people. This collective dimension coexists with the individual dimension of the right. For the organs of the system, there is no contradiction between the protection of the individual and collective dimensions of the territorial property rights of indigenous peoples and their members.  

---

168 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, pars. 142-145.

169 According to the characterization of the right to indigenous communal property advanced by the IACHR and the Inter-American Court, one of the fundamental elements of this right is its communal or collective nature. Both organs have recognized the collective aspect of indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights, “in the sense of rights that are realized in part or in whole through their guarantee to groups or organizations of people” [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128]. In ruling on the complaints presented against States in the context of indigenous peoples, the IACHR has explained that the provisions of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man must be interpreted and applied “with due regard to the particular principles of international human rights law governing the individual and collective interests of indigenous peoples” [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 131. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 98]. In the same sense, applying Article 29 of the American Convention, in cases concerning indigenous and tribal peoples the IACHR has stated that “the American Convention must be interpreted including the principles pertaining to collective rights of indigenous peoples” [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/ACourt H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31st, 2001. Series C No. 79, pars. 140[r]). The right to territorial property has been identified by the IACHR as one of the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples with a collective aspect [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 113]: “the rights of the Community are protected by the American Convention and by provisions set forth in other international conventions” [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/ACourt H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 140[c]). Indigenous peoples’ right to recognition, titling and/or restitution of their ancestral lands and territories is, thus, a collective right, which is protected by the right to property established in the American Convention on Human Rights [IACHR, Access to Justice and Social Inclusion: The Road towards Strengthening Democracy in Bolivia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.135, Doc. 40, August 7, 2009, par. 156].

170 The Inter-American Court of Human Rights, in turn, “has taken a similar approach to the right to property in the context of indigenous peoples, by recognizing the communal form of indigenous land tenure as well as the distinctive relationship that indigenous people maintain with their land” [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 116. I/ACourt H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79] – even though, as explained above, the Inter-American Court has consistently held that territorial property rights are rights of the members of indigenous peoples, individually considered. In the Court’s words, “through an evolutionary interpretation of international instruments for the protection of human rights, taking into account applicable norms of interpretation and pursuant to article 29(b) of the Convention -which precludes a restrictive interpretation of rights-, it is the opinion of this Court that article 21 of the Convention protects the right to property in a sense which includes, among others, the rights of members of the indigenous communities within the framework of communal property” [I/ACourt H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 148].

171 It is precisely on account of the collective dimension of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to property, that the organs of the Inter-American system have acknowledged that indigenous peoples have a distinctive relationship with the lands and resources they have traditionally occupied and used, by virtue of which said lands and resources are considered to be under the property and enjoyment of indigenous communities as a whole [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 114. I/ACourt H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79]; recognition of the collective aspect of indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights that “has extended to acknowledgement of a particular connection between communities of indigenous peoples and the lands and resources that they have traditionally occupied and used” [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128].
63. The collective dimension refers to the “particular connection between communities of indigenous peoples and the lands and resources that they have traditionally occupied and used, the preservation of which is fundamental to the effective realization of the human rights of indigenous peoples more generally and therefore warrants special measures of protection.”172 The IACHR has explained that indigenous rights and liberties are frequently exercised and enjoyed in a collective manner, in the sense that they can only be properly ensured through their guarantee to an indigenous community as a whole.173 In that sense, the American Convention on Human Rights protects modalities of indigenous property in which “the overall territory of the Community is possessed collectively, and the individuals and families enjoy subsidiary rights of use and occupation.”174 In general, the legal regime on the distribution and use of communal lands must be in accordance with the customary law, values, uses and customs of indigenous peoples and communities.

64. The Inter-American Court has noted that “among indigenous peoples there is a communitarian tradition regarding a communal form of collective property of the land, in the sense that ownership of the land is not centered on an individual but rather on the group and its community.”175 For the Court, “[t]his notion of ownership and possession of land does not necessarily conform to the classic concept of property, but deserves equal protection under Article 21 of the American Convention. Disregard for specific versions of use and enjoyment of property, springing from the culture, uses, customs, and beliefs of each people, would be tantamount to holding that there is only one way of using and disposing of property, which, in turn, would render protection under Article 21 of the Convention illusory for millions of persons.”176

65. The IACHR has held that respect for indigenous peoples’ collective rights to property and possession of their ancestral lands and territories is an obligation of OAS member States. Non-compliance with this obligation incurs a State’s international responsibility.177 The collective right to property in indigenous lands also implies the recognition of a collective property title over such lands. This obligation, as discussed below, has been reiterated in a number of contentious cases decided by the Inter-American Court.

66. The collective nature of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to territorial property bears a direct incidence upon the content of other rights protected by the American Convention and the American Declaration, giving them a collective dimension. Such is the case of the right to juridical personality,178 or of the right to effective judicial protection.179

172 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128.
173 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 113. IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128. IACHR, Resolution No. 12/85, Case No. 7.615, Yanomami People (Brazil), May 3, 1985. The IACHR has underlined that “by interpreting the American Declaration so as to safeguard the integrity, livelihood and culture of indigenous peoples through the effective protection of their individual and collective human rights, the Commission is respecting the very purposes underlying the Declaration which, as expressed in its Preamble, include recognition that “[s]ince culture is the highest social and historical expression of that spiritual development, it is the duty of man to preserve, practice and foster culture by every means within his power.” IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 131.
177 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115.
178 Lacking the legal capacity to collectively enjoy the right to property and resort to domestic courts to claim its violation, indigenous and tribal peoples are in a situation of vulnerability towards both the State and private third parties [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 174]. The State must recognize such capacity to the members of the people, in order for them to fully exercise these rights in a collective manner [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Continued...
67. The persons who belong to indigenous and tribal groups are guaranteed the totality of human rights protected by international law, and consequently they may exercise an individual right to private property, striving as they do so to avoid entering into conflict with the collective rights of the people.

C. Foundations of the Right to Territorial Property

68. Inter-American jurisprudence has characterized indigenous territorial property as a form of property whose foundation lies not in official state recognition, but in the traditional use and possession of land and resources; indigenous and tribal peoples’ territories “are theirs by right of their ancestral use or occupancy.” The right to indigenous communal property is also grounded in indigenous legal cultures, and in their ancestral ownership systems, independent of state recognition, the origin of indigenous and tribal peoples’ property rights is, therefore, also found in the customary system of land tenure that has traditionally existed among the communities. In the case of the Maya Communities of the Toledo District, for example, the IACHR concluded that the communities had proved their communal property rights over the lands they inhabited, rights that had arisen “from the longstanding use and occupancy of the territory by the Maya people, which the parties have agreed pre-dated European colonization, and have extended to the use of the land and its resources for purposes relating to the physical and cultural survival of the Maya communities.” The Inter-American Court, for

...continuation

Series C No. 172, par. 174]. Recognition of collective juridical capacity “may be achieved by implementing legislative or other measures that recognize and take into account the particular way in which the [respective] people view themselves as a collectivity capable of exercising and enjoying the right to property.” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 174].

In its judgment in the Saramaka v. Suriname case, the Inter-American Court explained that judicial recourses that are only available to individual persons who claim the violation of their individual rights to private property are not adequate or effective to repair alleged violations of the right to communal property of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members; it is necessary for indigenous and tribal peoples, as collective entities, to use such recourses as communities, in order to affirm their members’ right to communal property [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 179]. For the Inter-American Court, it is also necessary for the State to recognize the right to communal property of the members of indigenous and tribal peoples in order for judicial remedies to be effective; a judicial recourse that requires proof of the violation of a right that is not recognized by the State would not be adequate for these types of claims [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 182]. For these reasons, in its judgment in the Saramaka People case, the Inter-American Court ordered Suriname, as a measure of reparation: “grant the members of the Saramaka people legal recognition of their collective juridical capacity, pertaining to the community to which they belong, with the purpose of ensuring the full exercise and enjoyment of their right to communal property, as well as collective access to justice, in accordance with their communal system, customary laws, and traditions” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 194(b)].


Indeed, the right to communal property is derived in the first place from the traditional use and occupation of the land and resources necessary for the physical and cultural subsistence of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 96], and in the second place from the customary property systems that stem therefrom. As the IACHR has explained, indigenous communities have “communal property rights to land and natural resources based on traditional patterns of use and occupation of ancestral territory” [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 140(a)]. Indigenous and tribal peoples have, therefore, rights of property, possession and ownership over the lands, territories and resources they have historically occupied [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115].


IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 127.
its part, has explained that “as a result of customary practices, possession of the land should suffice for indigenous communities lacking real title to property of the land to obtain official recognition of that property, and for consequent registration.”184 As clarified below, however, indigenous peoples who have been deprived of the possession of the territory they have traditionally occupied preserve their property rights, and have the right to restitution of their lands.185

69. Given that the foundation of territorial property lies in the historical use and occupation which gave rise to customary land tenure systems, indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights “exist even without State actions which specify them”186 or without a formal title to property.187 Official recognition “should be seen as a process of ‘production of evidence establishing the prior ownership of the communities’”188 and not as a grant of new rights. Territorial titling and demarcation are thus complex acts that do not constitute rights, but merely recognize and guarantee rights that appertain to indigenous peoples on account of their customary use.189 The organs of the Inter-American system have held that the American Convention is violated when indigenous lands are considered to be state lands because the communities lack a formal title of ownership or are not registered under such title.190 A legal system which subjects the exercise and defense of the property rights of indigenous and tribal peoples’ members to the existence of a title of private, personal or real ownership over ancestral territories, is inadequate to make such rights effective.191

70. On the other hand, regarding indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights over lands and natural resources, “traditional land tenure is linked to a historical continuity, but not necessarily to a single place and to a single social conformation throughout the centuries”.192 For such reason, the specific location of settlements within ancestral territory does not determine the existence of the rights; there may have been movements of the places of settlement along history, without hindrance to the American Convention’s protection of the corresponding property rights.193 Ultimately, as explained above, the history of indigenous peoples and their

---


189 The exercise of indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights is not conditioned to their express recognition by the State, and the existence of a formal title to property is not a requirement for the existence of the right to indigenous territorial property under Article 21 of the Convention [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 128]. The dissociation between the customary right to indigenous property and the existence, or lack thereof, of a formal title to property, implies that the act of granting title by States is an act of official recognition and protection of rights, not an act of constitution of rights. Consequently, customary possession and use by indigenous peoples must be the guiding principle for the identification and guarantee of these rights through titling.


193 Thus, the IACHR argued before the Inter-American Court in the Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua case that the historical relocation of Continued...
cultural adaptations along time are not obstacles for preserving their fundamental relationship with their territory, and the rights that stem from it.

71. Indigenous property rights based on customary use or possession, regardless of the existence of state recognition, exist not only in cases of state claims to property, but also in relation to third parties who purport to hold real property titles over the same areas. The recognition of the normative value of customary indigenous law as the foundation of the right to property also implies that claims to property by indigenous communities who lack a formal title over their lands must be fully taken into account for all legal purposes, most significantly in relation to compliance with State duties related to investment, development or extractive projects, as discussed in further detail below.

D. Land Management and Rights over Natural Resources

72. Indigenous peoples have the right to legal recognition of their diverse and specific forms and modalities of control, ownership, use and enjoyment of their territories, "springing from the culture, uses, and

...continued

settlements within ancestral territory did not affect the existence of the territorial rights of which the community was the bearer: “most inhabitants of Awas Tingni arrived during the 1940s to the place where they have their main residence, having come from their former ancestral place: Tuburús. There was a movement from one place to another within their ancestral territory; the Mayagna ancestors were here since immemorial times”. [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the Case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 140(h)]. The occupation of a territory by an indigenous people or community is not restricted to the nucleus of houses where its members live; “rather, the territory includes a physical area constituted by a core area of dwellings, natural resources, crops, plantations and their milieu, linked insofar as possible to their cultural tradition” [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of the Yakye Axa community v. Paraguay. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 120(h)]. To that same extent, the relationship between indigenous peoples and their territories is not limited to specific villages or settlements; territorial use and occupation by indigenous and tribal peoples “extend beyond the settlement of specific villages to include lands that are used for agriculture, hunting, fishing, gathering, transportation, cultural and other purposes” [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 129]. Hence in the case of the Maya Communities of the Toledo District, the State of Belize had contested the continuity of Maya occupancy of the territory, on the grounds of the dates of establishment of 13 of the 38 villages to which the petition referred; however, the IACHR held that in its opinion, there is significant evidence that the Maya people, through their traditional agriculture, hunting, fishing and other land and resource use practices, have occupied significant areas of land in the Toledo District beyond particular villages since pre-colonial times and that the dates of establishment of particular Maya villages, in and of themselves, are not determinative of or fatal to the existence of Maya communal property rights in these lands”. [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 130].

The State may not liberate itself from its obligation of recognizing the right of the members of indigenous and tribal groups to the use and enjoyment of their system of communal property over territory, arguing that there is a lack of clarity about the ancestral systems of property and possession; thus, in the Saramaka case, the Court held that “the alleged lack of clarity as to the land tenure system of the Saramakas does not present an insurmountable obstacle for the State, which has the duty to consult with the members of the Saramaka people and seek clarification of this issue [...], in order to comply with its obligations under Article 21 of the Convention, in conjunction with Article 2 of such instrument” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 101].

This right is included among the principles and rights that must be considered in interpreting and applying the right to property under the Inter-American human rights instruments. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115. As clarified by the IACHR, the general international legal principles applicable in the context of indigenous human rights include “the right of indigenous peoples to legal recognition of their varied and specific forms and modalities of their control, ownership, use and enjoyment of territories and property” [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130]; indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to communal property over the lands they have traditionally used and occupied, and “the character of these rights is a function of [the respective people’s] customary land use patterns and tenure” [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 151]. For the Inter-American Court, “disregard for specific versions of use and enjoyment of property, springing from the culture, uses, customs, and beliefs of each people, would be tantamount to holding that there is only one way of using and disposing of property, which, in turn, would render protection under Article 21 of the Convention illusory for millions of persons” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamanaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 120]. The notion of current use of indigenous territory is understood by the Court in a broad sense, which encompasses not only permanent occupation of such territory, but also an entire array of activities, both permanent and seasonal, aimed at the use of land and natural resources for subsistence purposes, and also at other uses related to the exercise of indigenous culture and spirituality. To this extent, the IACHR has positively valued the legislative incorporation of Continued...
customs, and beliefs of each people”. Their unique relationship to traditional territory may be expressed in different ways, depending on the particular indigenous people involved and their specific circumstances. “[I]t may include the traditional use or presence, be it through spiritual or ceremonial ties; settlements or sporadic cultivation; seasonal or nomadic gathering, hunting and fishing; the use of natural resources associated with their customs and any other element characterizing their culture.” These modes of using territory are protected by the right to property.

73. For this reason, states must recognize and protect productive systems based on extensive use of territory, on temporary use of crops, along with crop rotation and leaving fields fallow – among many other...
examples. Disregarding these systems, or considering that they are tantamount to abandonment of the land, deprives the communities of effective security and legal stability in respect to their property rights. Such traditional systems for the control and use of territory “are in many instances essential to the individual and collective well-being, and indeed the survival of, indigenous peoples,” given that “control over the land refers both its capacity for providing the resources which sustain life and to “the geographic space necessary for the cultural and social reproduction of the group.”

74. The Inter-American system’s jurisprudence is supported by the terms of other international instruments; ILO Convention No. 169 expressly establishes the state duty to “safeguard the right of the peoples concerned to use lands not exclusively occupied by them, but to which they have traditionally had access for their subsistence and traditional activities. Particular attention shall be paid to the situation of nomadic peoples and shifting cultivators in this respect.” Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights similarly establishes the right of persons who belong to ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities to enjoy their own culture together with other members of the group. The right to culture includes distinctive forms and modalities of using territories such as traditional fishing, hunting and gathering as essential elements of indigenous culture. This complex notion of the right to indigenous property is also reflected in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, by which “indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.”

75. Distinctive modalities of relationship to the ancestral territory generate, in turn, customary systems of land tenure that must be recognized and protected by the State, as the very foundation of indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights. Recognition of indigenous customary law by the authorities, and

...continuation

12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115]. Likewise, for the IACHR “the concept of property can consist of co-ownership or in access and use rights, according to the customs of indigenous communities” [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 140(i)]. In this line, the Inter-American system’s jurisprudence has acknowledged that indigenous peoples’ property rights are not defined exclusively by their rights or titles within States’ formal legal systems, but also include the forms of indigenous communal property that stem from, are derived from or are grounded upon indigenous custom and tradition [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), December 12, 2004, par. 117].


201 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128.

202 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128.

203 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 128.

204 ILO Convention 169, art. 14.1.

205 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130, footnote No. 97. The Human Rights Committee has explained that “culture manifests itself in many forms, including a particular way of life associated with the use of land resources, especially in the case of indigenous peoples” [Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 23 (1994): Article 27 (rights of minorities), CCPR/C/21/rev.1/Add.5 (1994), par. 7; cited in IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130, footnote No. 97]


209 The IACHR has explained, in this line, that the relationship between historic tradition, customary law and territorial property is protected by the American Convention: “traditional patterns of use and occupation of territory by the indigenous communities (.) generate Continued...
particularly by the courts, is necessary for indigenous and tribal peoples to be able to claim and obtain respect for their rights over their territory and natural resources.  

76. The Court has reiterated that the right of indigenous peoples to administer, distribute and effectively control their ancestral territory, in accordance with their customary law and communal property systems, forms part of the scope of the right to property encompassed by Article 21 of the American Convention.

VI. THE SPECIFIC CONTENT OF INDIGENOUS PROPERTY RIGHTS OVER TERRITORIES

77. Failure to adopt measures to guarantee indigenous peoples’ and communities’ rights over lands and natural resources in accordance with their traditional patterns of use and occupation is a violation of Articles 1.1 and 2 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

A. The Geographic Scope of Indigenous Property Rights

78. Indigenous property rights over territory extend in principle over all of those lands and resources that indigenous peoples currently use, and over those lands and resources that they possessed and of which they were deprived, with which they preserve their internationally protected special relationship – i.e. a cultural bond of collective memory and awareness of their rights of access or ownership, in accordance with their own cultural and spiritual rules. Since the Awas Tingni case, the Inter-American Court described the extent of the community’s right to property, which the State had to protect through delimitation, demarcation and titling, as “the geographical area where the members of the Community live and carry out their activities”. In similar terms, in Yakye Axa, the Court elucidated that the community’s right to property extended over “their traditional territories and the resources therein.”

79. In order to identify the traditional territory of a given community or people in specific cases, the organs of the Inter-American system have looked to evidence of the historical occupation and use of the lands and...
resources by members of the community, of the development of traditional subsistence, ritual and healing practices therein, of the names given to the area in the community’s language, and also to technical studies and documentation, as well as to evidence of the adequacy of the claimed territory for the development of the corresponding community.215 – always bearing in mind that the relevant traditional territory, for purposes of the protection of the right to communal property, is that of the community itself, and not that of its historical ancestors.216

80. It has also been held by the IACHR that States are under a duty to grant to indigenous and tribal peoples “lands, at no cost, of sufficient extent and quality to conserve and develop their ways of life.”217 The test to determine whether the lands are sufficient in size and quality is whether the members of the community living in that area are or will be guaranteed the continuous exercise of the activities from which they derive their livelihood, and on which the preservation of their culture depends.218 The right to a territory of sufficient quality and extent is particularly relevant for certain types of indigenous and tribal peoples whose sociocultural specificity, and whose concrete situations, require a special level of protection. Hence, in the case of hunter-gatherer indigenous communities, who are characterized by itinerant residence patterns, “the area transferred must be sufficient for conservation of their form of life, to ensure their cultural and economic viability, as well as their own expansion”.219

81. Likewise, special care must be taken in adopting measures to guarantee territories of sufficient extent and quality to peoples in voluntary isolation,220 peoples in initial contact, binational or plurinational

---


218 The IACHR has recommended States, in this sense, to “promptly adopt any such measures as may be necessary to enforce the right to property and possession of the ancestral territory of [indigenous communities] and [their] members, specifically to (...) guarantee the members of the Community the exercise of their traditional subsistence activities” [IACHR, Report No. 73/04, Case of the Sawoyamarxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay, October 19, 2004, Recommendation 1. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawoyamarxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 8].


220 The IACHR has granted precautionary measures on different occasions to protect the rights of indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation, emphasizing the need to protect their territory for purposes of effectively safeguarding the rights to life and integrity of their members, inter alia. Thus, on May 10th, 2006, the IACHR granted precautionary measures in favor of the Tagaeri and Taromenani indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation in the Amazon forest of Ecuador, who were directly threatened in their very existence as groups by the actors who carried out illegal logging in their territories, and had suffered several murders in the course of said conflict. The IACHR requested the State of Ecuador to adopt the necessary measures to protect these peoples’ ancestral territory from the presence and activities of third parties. On March 22, 2007, the IACHR granted precautionary measures in favor of the Mashco Piro, Yora and Amahuaca indigenous peoples, in voluntary isolation in the Department of Madre de Dios, in Peru, threatened in their life and personal integrity, and at risk of disappearance, because of the illegal logging activities carried out in their territory. The IACHR requested the Peruvian State to adopt all the necessary measures to guarantee the life and personal integrity of the members of these three groups, in particular that it adopt measures to prevent irreparable harm resulting from the activities of third parties in their territory. For more information, see: http://www.iachr.org. Under the auspices of the UN, a process of formulation of protective guidelines for indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation and initial contact is currently underway. The corresponding report, prepared by the Secretariat of the UN Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, explains that “[p]eople in isolation are indigenous peoples or subgroups thereof that do not maintain regular contact with the majority population and tend to shun any type of contact with outsiders. Most isolated peoples live in tropical forests and/or in remote, untravelled areas, which in many cases are rich in natural resources. For these peoples, isolation is not a voluntary choice but a survival strategy. (...) Despite their great diversity, these peoples share some general features that are common to all of them: (a) They are highly integrated into the ecosystems which they inhabit and of which they are a part, maintaining a closely interdependent relationship with the environment in which they live their lives and develop their culture. Their intimate knowledge of their environment enables them to maintain a self-sufficient lifestyle generation after generation, meaning that the retention of their territories is vitally important for all of them; (b) They are unfamiliar with the ways in which mainstream society functions, and are thus defenceless and extremely vulnerable in relation to the various actors that attempt to approach them or to observe their process of developing relations with the rest of society (...); (c) They are highly vulnerable and, in most cases, at high...
peoples, peoples at risk of disappearance, peoples in reconstitution processes, shifting cultivators or pastoralist peoples, nomadic or semi-nomadic peoples, displaced from their territories, or peoples whose territory has been fragmented, inter alia.

**B. Legal Title and Registration**

82. By virtue of Article 21 of the American Convention and Article XXIII of the American Declaration, indigenous and tribal peoples are bearers of the rights to property and ownership over the lands and resources they have historically occupied, and therefore they have the right to be recognized as the legal owners of their territories, to obtain a formal legal title to property over their lands, and to the due registration of said lands.

...continuation of risk of extinction. Their extreme vulnerability is worsened by threats and encroachments on their territories, which directly jeopardize the preservation of their cultures and ways of life. (...) Their vulnerability is even further aggravated by the human rights violations which they often suffer at the hands of those who seek to exploit the natural resources in their territories and by the fact that aggression against these peoples and their ecosystems generally goes unpunished. (...) Their right to territory is essential, as indigenous peoples in isolation and in initial contact are totally dependent on their environment and their lives revolve around a near-perfect symbiosis with that environment, which enables them to sustain their lives and cultures through the profound knowledge they have of the uses, appications and care of their surroundings. This means that it is impossible to respect their decision to remain in isolation without guaranteeing and respecting the exercise of their territorial rights, as any attack on their environment would amount to an attack on their culture and would jeopardize the maintenance of their isolation.”

UN – Human Rights Council – Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Draft Guidelines on the Protection of Indigenous Peoples in Voluntary Isolation and in Initial Contact of the Amazon Basin and El Chaco – Report prepared by the Secretariat. UN Doc. A/HRC/EMRIP/2009/6, 30 June 2009, paras. 7, 13, 23. On indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation, the UN Special Rapporteur has explained: “Small indigenous communities that shun all contact with modern society and prefer to live in isolation and devote themselves to their traditional subsistence economy are to be found in different parts of the equatorial forests that still exist in the world. Contrary to the image portrayed by some media, these groups are not the original settlers ‘who have never had contact with civilization’, but population groups that for generations have been avoiding contacts that have been extremely violent and deadly for them, leading them to seek refuge in forests. Many of these communities are now on the brink of what some describe as genocide, owing to oil exploration, timber extraction, the introduction of vast commercial plantations, infrastructure works, missionary activity, drug trafficking and international tourism. The few contacts that may take place can turn violent and the diseases carried by the new settlers continue to wipe out a large number of these population groups. (...) The Special Rapporteur recommends that States should undertake to put into effect the necessary mechanisms to protect the lives and integrity of isolated peoples in order to ensure their survival with respect for their human rights.”


---

221 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115.

222 Official recognition of indigenous peoples’ ownership of their territories is not an act of the free will and discretion of States, but an obligation [IACHR, Third Report on the Human Rights Situation in Colombia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.102, Doc. 9 rev. 1, 26 February 1999, Chapter IX, par. 19]; moreover, States are bound to adopt effective measures to recognize indigenous peoples’ right to communal property over the lands they have traditionally occupied and used [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 193]. The State obligation to recognize and guarantee the exercise of the right to communal property by indigenous peoples necessarily demands that the State “take the appropriate measures to protect the right of the [corresponding indigenous or tribal] people in their territory, including official recognition of that right” [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 132]. By virtue of Article XXIII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, the State is bound to “delimit, title or otherwise [establish] the legal mechanisms necessary to clarify and protect the territory on which their right exists” [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, pars. 193 and 197 – Recommendation 1]; therefore, States violate indigenous peoples’ right to property, established in Article XXIII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, “by failing to take effective measures to recognize their communal property right to the lands that they have traditionally occupied and used, and to delimit, demarcate and title or otherwise establish the legal mechanisms necessary to clarify and protect the territory on which their right exists” [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 152]. In not doing so, States also violate Articles 25, 1.1 and 2 of the American Convention to the detriment of the members of said communities [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 137].

223 States are under the obligation of securing the right to property of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members over their ancestral lands [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Sawhoyamaxa v. Paraguay. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 113(a)]. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115]. Indigenous and tribal peoples, therefore, have the right to enjoy formal title, or other instruments that recognize their property over the lands where they live and develop their cultural and subsistence activities [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Continued...
title. 224 Additionally, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to permanent use and enjoyment of their ancestral territory, to secure which they must obtain legal title. 225 The collective right to property of indigenous lands implies a collective title to territory, that is, the recognition of an equally collective title to property over such lands that reflects the community property of the land, 226 with due respect for indigenous peoples’ forms of internal organization with regard to land tenure. 227 In cases of land purchase, the titles must be allocated to the community, and not to the State. 228 The complexity of the matter is no excuse for the State to consider or administer untitled indigenous lands as State lands. 229

83. The issue of title to territory was a central axis of the Awas Tingni case, in which the Inter-American Court expressly found that the recognition of indigenous rights to communal property must be secured through the granting of a formal title to property or another similar form of State recognition, which grants legal certainty to indigenous land tenure vis-à-vis the acts of third parties or, as in the Awas Tingni case, of State agents. 230 In the case of this community, a prolonged lack of title to their lands entailed a clear limitation of their right to property when confronted with concurrent property claims by third parties or by the State itself. 231 The Court considered that the repeated failure to respond to Awas Tingni’s requests for granting of title was a violation of the community’s right to property under Article 21 of the American Convention, in connection with Articles 1...

...continuation


226 In its judgment in the Saramaka case, the Inter-American Court ordered Suriname, as a measure of reparation: “delimit, demarcate, and grant collective title over the territory of the members of the Saramaka people, in accordance with their customary laws, and through previous, effective and fully informed consultations with the Saramaka people, without prejudice to other tribal and indigenous communities” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 194(a)]. The IACHR has held that States must adopt “appropriate measures to guarantee the process of legal demarcation, recognition, and issuance to the indigenous communities of land titles, and to ensure that this process not prejudice the normal development of property and community life” [IACHR, Second Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Peru. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.106, Doc. 59 rev., June 2, 2000, Chapter X, par. 39 — Recommendation 4]. See also: IACHR, Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Paraguay. Doc. OEA/Ser./L/VII.110, Doc. 52, March 9, 2001, Chapter IX, pars. 45, 50 – Recommendation 4.

227 ILO Convention No. 169, art. 17.1 (“Procedures established by the peoples concerned for the transmission of land rights among members of these peoples shall be respected”); United Nations Declaration, Art. 26.3 (“States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.”)


231 Id., par. 141(l).
and 2. The Court’s judgment imposed upon Nicaragua the duty to grant title to the community’s lands as a form of 
reparation for the violation of its rights, in accordance with its customary law, values, uses and customs, and with 
its full participation. 232

84. Likewise, in the Saramaka case, the Inter-American Court ordered Suriname, as a measure of 
reparation, to “remove or amend the legal provisions that impede protection of the right to property of the 
members of the Saramaka people and adopt, in its domestic legislation, and through prior, effective and fully 
consultations with the Saramaka people, legislative, administrative, and other measures as may be 
required to recognize, protect, guarantee and give legal effect to the right of the members of the Saramaka 
personal to hold collective title of the territory they have traditionally used and occupied, which includes the lands and 
natural resources necessary for their social, cultural and economic survival.” 233

Example: granting of collective title as a consequence of a friendly settlement agreement
On March 25, 1998, in the framework of a petition against the State of Paraguay concerning the territorial claims of the Lamenxay and 
Kayleypapoyet (Riachito) indigenous communities of the Enxet and Sanapaná peoples, the State and the communities signed a friendly 
settlement agreement promoted by the IACHR. In said agreement, “the Paraguayan State agreed to acquire a 21,884.44-hectare tract of land in 
Pozo Colorado district, Presidente Hayes department, in the Paraguayan Chaco, hand it over to the aforesaid indigenous communities, and 
register it with the competent authorities as belonging to them” [par. 1] The State effectively complied with the Agreement: it purchased 
the lands, gave them to the communities, issued legal title to the communities in July 1999, and the corresponding titles were given to the 
community representatives by the President of the Republic in the presence of the IACHR.

In its report on the friendly settlement, the IACHR “reiterate[d] its appreciation of the Paraguayan State’s willingness to settle this case by 
means of reparations, including the measures needed to reclaim the land and hand it over to the Lamenxay and Kayleypapoyet (Riachito) 
indigenous communities and to provide them with the requisite social assistance” [par. 22]; it expressed its appreciation of the petitioners and 
other parties who were affected for having accepted the terms of the agreement; and it held that it would “continue to monitor the ongoing 
commitments assumed by Paraguay dealing with the sanitary, medical, and educational assistance to be given to the Enxet-Lamenxay and 
Kayleypapoyet (Riachito) communities in their new settlements and with the upkeep of the access roads leading to their property” [par. 23].

85. The procedures for granting title over indigenous or tribal communal lands must be effective, 234 
taking into account the respective people’s distinctive traits.  235 The lack of effective, specific and regulated 
procedures for the granting of title to indigenous communal lands causes a general uncertainty that does not 
conform to the standards imposed by Article 25 of the American Convention. 236 The lack of internal legislation to 
grant title to indigenous ancestral lands is not redressed by the mere availability of judicial recourses that can 
potentially recognize those rights; the mere possibility of judicial recognition is not a substitute for the real 
recognition and the granting of title thereof: “a distinction should be made between the State’s duty under Article 
2 of the Convention to give domestic legal effect to the rights recognized therein, and the duty under Article 25 to 
provide adequate and effective recourses to remedy alleged violations of those rights. (…) The Court observes that 
although so-called judge-made law may certainly be a means for the recognition of the rights of individuals, 
particularly under common-law legal systems, the availability of such a procedure does not, in and of itself, comply 
with the State’s obligation to give legal effect to the rights recognized in the American Convention. That is, the 
mere possibility of recognition of rights through a certain judicial process is no substitute for the actual recognition 
of such rights. The judicial process mentioned by the State is thus to be understood as a means by which said

---

232 Id., pars. 153(1), 164, 173(3).
233 I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of 
234 I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of 
235 I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of 
236 I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of 
rights might be given domestic legal effect at some point in the future, but that has not yet effectively recognized the rights in question.” 237

Example: legal obstacles to obtaining legal title to ancestral territory

In its 1997 report on the situation of human rights in Ecuador, the IACHR identified some legal barriers to the full and effective enjoyment of the right to obtain legal title of property over ancestral territory. The IACHR explained that in Ecuador, “the Civil Code establishes that registered title is required to prove ownership of land, and any land which is not registered is deemed to belong to the State. The system of attributing title provides for the communal holding of real property; however, indigenous leaders complain of encountering consistent barriers to gaining communal title.”

The first barrier was lack of full recognition of indigenous peoples’ organizational units. The IACHR explained that “communities and cooperatives are recognized in Article 46(3) of the Constitution as one of the basic sectors of the economy, and such groups are authorized to hold property communally. Indigenous communal ownership of land is specifically recognized under the Law of ‘Comunas’. However, while the Comuna [administered by an elected ‘cabildo’] is very popular in the Highlands, the Amazonian indigenous peoples utilize other forms of internal administration.” Thus, the legal system did not recognize the distinctive forms of organization of the country’s different indigenous peoples, preventing some of them from acquiring property titles.

The second barrier consisted of failure to recognize indigenous peoples’ traditional cultivation methods, which made it possible to expropriate communal lands under certain circumstances. The IACHR reported that “the Law of Agrarian Development permits the State to expropriate land that has been left fallow for more than two years. This requirement is inconsistent with indigenous land use systems in some regions of the country. For example, Amazonian forest-dwelling indigenous peoples clear and cultivate small gardens on a rotating basis to maximize the productivity of the shallow top soil. Their methods of managing and harvesting the resources of the forest are consistent with their needs, and with the characteristics of the forest top soil, which is shallow and poorly suited for the intensive cultivation models contemplated in the Law of Agrarian Development.”

A third limitation identified by the IACHR was “the provision of the Forestry Law which specifies that all land within the borders of legally designated natural reserves must be appropriated by or reverted back to the State. The law does not take into account that a number of these protected areas include lands traditionally inhabited by and of special importance to indigenous peoples.”

The IACHR pointed to other difficulties for territorial legalization including “the continuing designation of traditionally indigenous lands as ‘tierras baldias’ [unclaimed lands],” as well as “bureaucratic obstacles which continue to hinder claimants seeking action or redress.”

C. Legal Certainty of Title to Property

86. Ensuring the effective enjoyment of territorial property by indigenous or tribal peoples and their members is one of the ultimate objectives of this right’s legal protection. As established in the foregoing sections, States have the obligation to adopt special measures to secure the real and effective enjoyment of indigenous peoples’ rights to territorial property. For this reason, the IACHR has emphasized that “demarcation and legal registry of the indigenous lands is in fact only the first step in the establishment and real defense of those areas,” 238 given that the ownership and effective possession are constantly being threatened, usurped or eroded by various de facto or legal acts.

87. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to territorial property must have legal certainty. 239 The legal framework must provide indigenous communities with effective security and legal stability for their lands. 240 This implies that indigenous and tribal peoples’ legal title to property over land “must be recognized and respected, not only in practice, but also in law, in order to ensure its legal certainty.” 241 Legal uncertainty in respect to these

rights makes indigenous and tribal peoples “especially vulnerable and open to conflicts and violation of rights.” Factors that cause legal uncertainty include: the possession of titles to property that are not recognized by common law; titles to property that are in conflict with other titles; titles that are not fully registered; unrecognized titles. In some cases they also include lack of knowledge by the courts of the rights that stem from ancestral use and possession, or lack of recognition of indigenous customary law, which “blocks or considerably limits their ability to assert these rights, as well as recognition of ancestral possession of their lands.”

88. The right to legal certainty of territorial property requires the existence of special, prompt and effective mechanisms to resolve existing legal conflicts over the ownership of indigenous lands. States are, consequently, bound to adopt measures to establish such mechanisms including protection from attacks by third parties. Part of the legal certainty to which indigenous and tribal peoples are entitled consists in having their territorial claims receive a final solution. That is to say, once the claims procedures over their ancestral territories have been initiated, be it before administrative authorities or before the Courts, their claim should be given a final solution within a reasonable time, without unjustified delays.

89. Effective security and legal stability of lands are affected whenever the law fails to guarantee the inalienability of communal lands and instead allows communities to freely dispose of them, to establish liens, mortgages or other encumbrances, or to lease them. To avoid this, some of the OAS member states have crafted special legal mechanisms for the protection of indigenous lands and territories, such as the recognition of legal guarantees of indivisibility, inalienability, and non-subjection to adverse possession or to liens of the lands titled in favor of indigenous peoples. These mechanisms may be adequate to guarantee the legal certainty of indigenous territorial property rights.

90. Legal certainty also requires that indigenous peoples’ titles to property be protected against arbitrary extinction or reduction by the State, and against trumping by third parties’ property rights. Prior consultation with, and the consent of, the relevant indigenous people are required for the adoption of any State decision that can legally affect, modify, reduce or extinguish indigenous property rights; in the IACHR’s opinion, “Articles XVIII and XXIII of the American Declaration specially oblige a member state to ensure that any determination of the extent to which indigenous claimants maintain interests in the lands to which they have traditionally held title and have occupied and used is based upon a process of fully informed consent on the part of

---

the indigenous community as a whole." \textsuperscript{250} For the IACHR, the general international legal principles applicable in the context of indigenous peoples’ human rights include the right to have their legal title to the property and use of territories and resources “changed only by mutual consent between the state and respective indigenous peoples when they have full knowledge and appreciation of the nature or attributes of such property.” \textsuperscript{251} If such consent is obtained, and an indigenous people’s title to property is consequently to be extinguished or reduced, the state must secure its members equality of treatment vis-à-vis non-indigenous persons, and comply with the general requirements established in international law for an expropriation, \textsuperscript{252} including fair compensation \textsuperscript{253} - and respecting all of the additional guarantees and safeguards of indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial property provided by International Law, as explained in the present Study. \textsuperscript{254} In this same fashion, the IACHR has explained that the State may not justify the extinction of indigenous ancestral title to property over territory based on a desire or policy to promote settlements or agricultural development, especially when there is continuity in the occupation and use of that territory by the corresponding indigenous or tribal people’s members, even if such occupation and use are partial. \textsuperscript{255}

91. Legal certainty for indigenous and tribal peoples’ titles to territorial property also requires State authorities to abstain from affecting such titles by means of legal or socio-political strategies, such as the creation of non-indigenous municipalities inside indigenous territories, \textsuperscript{256} the adoption of judicial decisions which are arbitrarily contrary to their rights, \textsuperscript{257} or the deployment of legal or political attacks aimed at undermining the stability of the rights which have already been established, or the consolidation of those which are in the process of establishment. \textsuperscript{258}

92. The legal certainty of title to territorial property also has practical manifestations which have been highlighted by the Inter-American protection system. The lack of effective delimitation and demarcation of indigenous territories, even if there exists a formal recognition of their members’ right to communal property, causes “a climate of constant uncertainty” in which the members of the communities “do not know for certain how far their communal property extends geographically and, therefore, they do not know until where they can freely use and enjoy their respective property.” \textsuperscript{259}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{250} IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 142.
\item \textsuperscript{251} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130.
\item \textsuperscript{252} Giving indigenous peoples a different treatment as regards compliance with these requirements of expropriation, without an objective and reasonable justification based on a legitimate purpose, is a violation of the right to equality in the determination of their property rights over their ancestral territories [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, pars. 143, 144, 145].
\item \textsuperscript{253} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, pars. 143, 144, 145.
\item \textsuperscript{254} By virtue of Articles II (right to equality), XVIII (right to due process and to a fair trial) and XXIII (right to property) of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, States are in the obligation of adopting “special measures to ensure recognition of the particular and collective interest that indigenous people have in the occupation and use of their traditional lands and resources and their right not to be deprived of this interest except with fully informed consent, under conditions of equality, and with fair compensation” [IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 131].
\item \textsuperscript{255} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 145.
\item \textsuperscript{256} IACHR, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Brazil, Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.97, Doc. 29 rev. 1, September 29, 1997, pars. 40-43, 83-Recommendation S.
\item \textsuperscript{257} IACHR, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Brazil, Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.97, Doc. 29 rev. 1, September 29, 1997, pars. 34, 82(a), 82(d).
\item \textsuperscript{258} IACHR, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Brazil, Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.97, Doc. 29 rev. 1, September 29, 1997, pars. 33-39, 82(a), 82(d).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
93. The Inter-American Court has also explained that recognition of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to property must be made in full, and have legal certainty as to its stability; it does not satisfy the American Convention to substitute it for other legal devices, such as forestry concessions, which grant limited rights and are subject to revocation.\textsuperscript{260} The Inter-American Court has held that Articles 21, 2 and 1.1 of the American Convention are not fulfilled by a legal framework that grants the members of indigenous and tribal peoples a mere privilege to use the land, instead of securing them the permanent use and enjoyment of their territory: “The Court has held that, rather than a privilege to use the land, which can be taken away by the State or trumped by real property rights of third parties, members of indigenous and tribal peoples must obtain title to their territory in order to guarantee its permanent use and enjoyment”.\textsuperscript{261} According to the Court, it is not sufficient to comply with the American Convention for the domestic legislation to recognize indigenous and tribal peoples certain interests, not rights, in relation to lands: “an alleged recognition and respect in practice of ‘legitimate interests’ … cannot be understood to satisfy the State’s obligations under Article 2 of the Convention with regards to Article 21 of such instrument.”\textsuperscript{262} A legal system that does not recognize the right to territorial property of the members of indigenous and tribal peoples through the granting of full ownership titles, but which recognizes instead simple interests, privileges or permits of use and occupation of the lands at the State’s discretion, places the corresponding State in a situation of non-compliance with its duty to make that right effective in its domestic system under Article 21 of the Convention, in connection with Articles 1.1 and 2.\textsuperscript{263}

**Example: State actions that undermine the legal certainty of indigenous and tribal peoples’ title to territorial property and territorial rights**

In its 1997 report on the situation of human rights in Brazil, the IACHR identified several types of State actions that undermined the legal certainty of the territorial rights of the country’s indigenous peoples. For the Commission, these actions proved that “demarcation and legal registry of the indigenous lands is in fact only the first step in the establishment and real defense of those areas,” given that such “ownership and effective possession is constantly being threatened, usurped or eroded by various acts”, which included “judicial and political attacks on the permanent status of rights that have already been established, or the consolidation of those in process.” [par. 33]

The IACHR pointed out that since 1993, the courts of some federal States had adopted decisions that were contrary to indigenous peoples’ rights. In second place, the IACHR reported that some non-indigenous persons who were occupying ancestral territories resorted to a legal strategy, namely, “to attack Decree 22/91—which established the procedures for demarcation and registry of indigenous lands—on the grounds that it did not grant the right of defense to possible occupants or holders of rights in the face of administrative acts of the Government that had recognized the indigenous rights”, taking into account that the National Constitution establishes the right to review of the State’s administrative acts. In order to respond to this legal attack, the Government issued Decree 1775/96, which established a summary procedure that added one recourse avenue to the process for the determination of indigenous peoples’ territorial rights: “Through this recourse, private parties and local or State governmental authorities were enabled to contest the creation or demarcation of indigenous areas, through the provision of evidence which denied prior occupation by the indigenous, or which proved third party rights over those lands.” The Government argued that the aim of this procedure was “to avoid this putative judicial threat to the juridical clarity of indigenous titles”, and that the recourse “was necessary to guarantee due process to third parties and government agencies, so that any subsequent recognition of indigenous territories would be immune to unconstitutional remedies; and that this would imbue the process with transparency.” Decree 1775/96 was the target of several lawsuits, in spite of which, by the expiration of the term for filing claims in April 1996, over 545 claims by occupants were presented with regard to 45 indigenous territories, affecting nearly 35% of the lands that were demarcated or undergoing demarcation. As explained by the IACHR, “the greatest number of land claims from non-indigenous persons under Decree 1775 occurred in the State of Roraima. The ones about land in the Indian area of San Marcos alone were the subject of 573 claims. The Legislative Assembly of Roraima itself offered free legal advice to the claimants, and presented its own claim to indigenous lands.” Finally, in July 1996, the FUNAI finished examining the claims and deciding on their merits; it rejected most of the non-indigenous claims. [pars. 35-39]

In third place, the IACHR referred to the process of establishment of new municipalities, located totally or partially in lands that were being claimed or even demarcated as indigenous areas, by decision of State authorities. The IACHR explained that the creation of these municipalities


“results in the establishment of a new jurisdiction, which not only erodes the limited indigenous sovereignty recognized by the Constitution, but also becomes a source of friction between the indigenous authorities and the municipal officials, since the latter are dependent on the state political system.” The creation of these new municipalities also entailed serious additional problems for the indigenous or tribal peoples who inhabited the respective territory; the IACHR explained that the “creation of new municipalities in fact serves as a tool for dividing the local indigenous peoples, since it provides a means of attracting or bribing some local leader to take part in the municipal government ignoring the internal structure of the indigenous government, and thus provoking the excision thereof. At the same time, the municipality’s structure and its power relations tend to favor the settlement of nonindigenous persons—along with public services and authorities which compete with the ones already provided by or accepted by the indigenous authorities—in those areas.” [Pars. 42-43] Bearing the above in mind, the IACHR recommended the State “to suspend all decisions on municipalization that have an effect on Indian lands, including those for which demarcation and official sanction are underway; and to establish procedures aimed at maintaining their integrity and autonomy in conformity with the constitutional provisions in force.” [Recommendation (c)].

In general terms, the IACHR classified these State actions as “obstacles which thwart firm application of the constitutional and legal precepts regarding indigenous lands” [Par. 40]. It thereby concluded that “over the past decade, the Indian peoples of Brazil have made major strides, insofar as their rights—including the demarcation and ownership of their lands—are concerned. Their cultural and physical integrity, as well as the integrity of their lands are, however, under constant threat and attack by both individuals and private groups who disrupt their lives and usurp their possessions. What is more, there have been attempts by the authorities of several States to erode their political, civil and economic rights”; and that “significant progress has been made in recognizing, demarcating, and granting territorial lands to the Indian peoples. Nonetheless, there are some cases, especially in the State of Roraima, where the Commission was able to confirm that action had been taken by the state to erode the human rights of the Indian population.” [Par. 82, (a) and (d)]

D. Delimitation and Demarcation of Ancestral Territory

94. Indigenous peoples and their members have the right under Article XXIII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man[264] and under Article 21 of the American Convention on Human Rights[265] to delimitation and demarcation of their territory by the State.[266] Indeed, the main mechanism the organs of the system have identified[267] to guarantee indigenous territorial property rights is the delimitation and demarcation of the lands that belong to indigenous peoples. The Inter-American Court has explained that it is necessary to materialize the territorial rights of indigenous peoples through the adoption of the legislative and administrative measures necessary to create an effective delimitation and demarcation mechanism, which recognizes such rights in practice.[268] In fact, “merely abstract or juridical recognition of indigenous lands,

---

267 In the inter-American sphere, the issue of demarcation of indigenous lands and territories was first examined in 1985, in the context of the IACHR Report on the situation of the Yanomami people, in the Brazilian states of Mato Grosso and Roraima. In this case, the Commission studied the situation of the Yanomami people as a consequence of the devastating effects that they had borne on account of the construction of a highway in their ancestral territory, which spurred access and invasion by settlers and illegal gold miners (garimpeiros), identifying a violation of the basic human rights of that people’s members, including the rights to life and security (Art. 1 of the American Declaration), to residence and circulation (Art. VIII) and to preservation of health and welfare (Art. IX). Among the corrective measures requested, the IACHR recommended Brazil to proceed with the delimitation and demarcation of the Yanomami Park, following an initial Government plan that, as a whole, spanned over 9 million hectares.
268 In practice, the Inter-American Court has explained that before proceeding to the granting of title, it is necessary to demarcate and delimit the territory, in consultation with the respective people and with its neighbours: “In order to obtain such title, the territory traditionally used and occupied by the members of the Saramaka people must first be delimited and demarcated, in consultation with such people and other neighboring peoples” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 115]. Merely legal or abstract recognition of lands, territories and resources, even if they have been titled, loses meaning if the property has not been physically established or delimited [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 115].
269 Delimitation and demarcation of indigenous territories are preconditions of their effective enjoyment in practice: “The Court believes it necessary to make the rights recognized by the Nicaraguan Constitution and legislation effective, in accordance with the American Convention. Therefore, pursuant to article 2 of the American Convention, the State must adopt in its domestic law the necessary legislative, administrative, or other measures to create an effective mechanism for delimitation and titling of the property of the members of the Awas
The IACHR has generally held that the State obligation to recognize and guarantee the exercise of the right to communal property by indigenous peoples “necessarily requires the State to effectively delimit and demarcate the territory to which the people’s property right extends and to take the appropriate measures to protect the right of the [corresponding] people in their territory, including official recognition of that right”.  

95. The lack of demarcation and granting of title over ancestral lands, in preventing or hampering access by indigenous and tribal peoples to their territories, and the use and enjoyment of the natural resources that are located therein, places them in a situation of extreme vulnerability that bears a direct impact upon their other human rights, including the rights to food, safe drinking water and health. To the same extent, “the recovery, recognition, demarcation, and registration of the lands represents essential rights for cultural survival and for maintaining the community’s integrity”. The absence or tardiness of granting of title and demarcation of indigenous and tribal peoples’ ancestral territories can also heighten the impact of projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources in said territories, and generate violent conflicts between such peoples and third parties around those extractive projects. The lack of demarcation of the ancestral lands of indigenous communities constitutes, consequently, a violation of Articles 21, 1 and 2 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

96. Indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to special, adequate and effective procedures for the delimitation, demarcation and granting of title of their territories. Owing to the specific traits of indigenous communal property, these procedures must be different from the general mechanisms for granting of title over agrarian property that are available to other sectors of society. The mere adoption of legislative or administrative mechanisms that are adjusted to these standards is insufficient if they do not lead, in practice, to guaranteeing the right to communal property within a reasonable time. The Inter-American Court will examine procedures for

...continuation
Tingni Mayagna Community, in accordance with the customary law, values, customs and mores of that Community” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 138].


271 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 132.


277 Indigenous and tribal peoples are entitled to have access to expeditious procedures for the granting of title, delimitation and demarcation of communal lands, which are free from excessive legal rigors or high costs, and to obtain effective title over their lands without delays, so as to prevent conflicts and attacks caused by the territorial claims processes [IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, pars. 1063, 1071]. Procedures which are long, repetitive, delayed, costly or formalistic, cause detriment to the communities’ rights [IACHR, Second Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Peru. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.106, Doc. 59 rev., June 2, 2000, Chapter X, par. 21]. States must also abstain from acting in a negligent or arbitrary manner in relation to requests for granting of title or territorial demarcation by indigenous communities [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 104(I)].
...continuation

97. In the Awas Tingni case, the Nicaraguan Constitution and legislation recognized indigenous peoples’ right to property over their lands and natural resources, but there did not exist a specific procedure to make such right effective through territorial demarcation. Consequently, the demarcation of indigenous communities’ territories had to be carried out in the framework of the existing agrarian legislation, one that promoted land distribution in accordance with criteria of proportionality and economic profit.\footnote{In order to comply with the requirements established in Article 25, it is not sufficient for there to be legal provisions that recognize and protect indigenous property; it is necessary for there to exist specific and clearly regulated procedures for the granting of title to the lands occupied by indigenous groups [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 122, 123].} According to the Court, the absence of special demarcation mechanisms was a violation of Article 25 of the Convention.\footnote{I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 115. The Inter-American Court has examined, in light of the requirements of effectiveness and reasonable time established in Article 25 of the American Convention, whether there exist in the domestic legal systems procedures for the granting of title, delimitation and demarcation of lands, and if they do, whether they comply with said requirements [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 115]. Non-existence of effective procedures or mechanisms to grant title to, delimit and demarcate indigenous lands may not be excused because of the complexity of the matter, given that it is a State duty under the American Convention on Human Rights [IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 104(i)].} Said mechanisms must also be effective, in the sense that has been broadly elaborated by the jurisprudence of the system.\footnote{I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 122 (referring to Law No. 14 on Agrarian Reform, of January 11, 1986).} States violate the right of the members of indigenous communities to use and enjoyment of their territory when they fail to delimit and demarcate their communal property, as required by Article 21 of the American Convention.\footnote{I/A Court H.R., Case of the Constitutional Court v. Peru. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 71, par. 90; I/A Court H.R., Case of Bámaca-Velásquez v. Guatemala. Merits. Judgment of November 25, 2000. Series C No. 70, par. 191; I/A Court H.R., Case of Cesti-Hurtado v. Peru. Merits. Judgment of September 29, 1999. Series C No. 56, par. 125.}

98. The international obligations to define and demarcate the precise territory encompassed by indigenous and tribal peoples’ property rights must be carried out by States in full collaboration with the respective peoples.\footnote{States have the international legal obligation to define and demarcate the territory of indigenous peoples in accordance with their own traditions and cultures; this obligation must be carried out with the full collaboration of each people in accordance with its customary land use practices. IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 130. In other words, States must “adopt in domestic law, and through fully informed consultations with the [respective] people, the legislative, administrative, and any other measures necessary to delimit, demarcate and title or otherwise clarify and protect the territory in which the [indigenous] people have a communal property right, in accordance with their customary land use practices, and without detriment to other indigenous communities.” [IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 197 – Recommendation 1].} In more general terms, the State mechanisms to demarcate indigenous lands must involve the peoples’ full participation.\footnote{IACHR, Arguments before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua. Cited in: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of January 31, 2001. Series C No. 79, par. 140(g).} All of the phases of the procedure to delimit and demarcate indigenous and
tribal territories, including the very creation of the mechanisms and procedures, must be carried out with the full participation of the directly affected peoples, as bearers of the right to communal property.\textsuperscript{286}

99. The IACHR has reiterated that the State obligation to effectively delimit and demarcate indigenous peoples' ancestral territory “necessarily includes engaging in effective and informed consultations with the [respective] people concerning the boundaries of their territory,”\textsuperscript{287} taking into account their traditional land use practices and customary land tenure system.\textsuperscript{288}

100. The demarcation of their lands should be carried out without delays,\textsuperscript{289} and States must abstain from acting in a negligent or arbitrary manner in relation to indigenous communities’ requests for territorial demarcation.\textsuperscript{290} Nonetheless, territorial demarcation procedures must fulfill the ultimate objective of guaranteeing effective use and enjoyment, by indigenous communities, of their right to communal property, with the complexities that are inherent to this type of procedures. In this sense, the Court has applied flexible criteria in establishing time limits to carry out territorial demarcation, in relation to specific cases where it has identified a violation of the right to property. For example, in the Awas Tingni case, the Court ordered Nicaragua to grant title over the community lands within a term of 12 months starting on the date of publication of the judgment.\textsuperscript{291} In the Yakye Axa and Sawhoyamaxa cases, which involved the resolution of a property conflict with third parties in possession of the lands, that term was broadened to three years.\textsuperscript{292} Despite this temporal flexibility, prolonged and unjustified tardiness in attending demarcation claims has been regarded by the Court as a violation of Article 25 of the Convention.\textsuperscript{293}

101. Indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to the prevention of conflicts with third parties caused by land property, particularly in cases where tardiness in demarcation, or the lack thereof, have the potential to cause conflicts;\textsuperscript{294} to that extent, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to a prompt granting of title, delimitation and demarcation of their lands without delays, so as to prevent conflicts and attacks caused by the territorial claim processes.\textsuperscript{295} Indeed, the lack of demarcation of ancestral lands, or delay in demarcation, can cause serious territorial conflicts between indigenous and tribal peoples and third parties – often violent ones. Indigenous and tribal peoples, in these cases, have the right to obtain an urgent demarcation through procedures which are adequate and effective to conduct the process; to have the effective enjoyment of their right to property secured; to the prevention of the occurrence of such conflicts; to protection from attacks by the third parties with whom they have entered into conflicts; to an effective investigation and sanction of those responsible for the attacks; and to the establishment of special, prompt and effective mechanisms to solve legal conflicts over

\textsuperscript{286} IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 132.
\textsuperscript{287} IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 132.
\textsuperscript{288} IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 132.
ownership of their lands. 296 To that same extent, States must adopt “appropriate measures to guarantee the process of legal demarcation, recognition, and issuance to the indigenous communities of land titles, and to ensure that this process not prejudice the normal development of property and community life”. 297

102. The content of the different stages of delimitation, demarcation and granting of title has not been developed by the Inter-American jurisprudence. This content must be regulated by States in accordance with their own specificities and legal traditions, but the measures taken must nonetheless conform to the above-described Inter-American guidelines.

Interim Territorial Protection Pending Delimitation, Demarcation and Titling

103. The protective safeguards of the right to property under the Inter-American human rights instruments can be invoked by indigenous peoples in relation to territories that belong to them, but have not yet been formally titled, delimited or demarcated by the State. One of the main implications of this norm is that States cannot grant concessions for the exploration of exploitation of natural resources that are located in territories which have not been delimitated, demarcated or titled, without effective consultations with and the informed consent of the people. 298 Consequently, States violate Article XXIII of the American Declaration and Article 21 of the American Convention, unless they abstain from “granting logging and oil concessions to third parties to utilize the property and resources that could fall within the lands which must be delimited, demarcated and titled or otherwise clarified and protected, in the absence of effective consultations with and the informed consent of the [respective] people.” 299 Following this line, the IACHR has established that until indigenous and tribal lands have been demarcated, delimited and titled, States must abstain from “any acts that might lead the agents of the State itself, or third parties acting with its acquiescence or its tolerance, to affect the existence, value, use or enjoyment of the property located in the geographic area occupied and used by the [respective] people.” 300

104. The Inter-American Court has adopted a similar position, in explaining the State must “abstain from carrying out, until that delimitation, demarcation, and titling have been done, actions that might lead the agents of the State itself, or third parties acting with its acquiescence or its tolerance, to affect the existence, value, use or enjoyment of the property located in the geographical area where the members of the Community live and carry out their activities”. 301 The Court has demanded the same in subsequent cases. 302 In the Saramaka case, the Court added that with regard to concessions already granted within traditional Saramaka territory without consulting the affected people, “the State must review them, in light of the present Judgment and the

---

298 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 153.
299 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 194.
300 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 197 – Recommendation 2.
Court’s jurisprudence, in order to evaluate whether a modification of the rights of the concessionaires is necessary in order to preserve the survival of the Saramaka people."\(^{303}\)

105. In connection with the above, the IACHR has underscored that the absence or tardiness of granting of title and demarcation of indigenous and tribal peoples’ ancestral territories can heighten the impact of projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources in said territories, as well as cause violent conflicts between said peoples and third parties on account of such projects.\(^{304}\)

106. In sum, as the Court held in the Awas Tingni and subsequent cases, States may not design or implement development or investment plans or programs, nor grant concessions for the exploitation of natural resources, which can affect indigenous communities until their communal property rights have been fully identified and secured through the granting of title, delimitation and demarcation.\(^{305}\)

E. Possession and Use of Territory

107. As part of the right to property protected under Inter-American human rights instruments, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to possession, use, occupation and inhabitation of their ancestral territories. This right is, moreover, the ultimate objective of the protection of indigenous or tribal territorial property: for the IACHR, the guarantee of the right to territorial property is a means to allow members of indigenous communities to possess their lands.\(^{306}\) This implies, in clear terms, that indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to live in their ancestral territories,\(^{307}\) a right which is protected by Article 21 of the American Convention\(^{308}\) and Article XXIII of the American Declaration,\(^{309}\) and affirmed by the Inter-American Court: “Indigenous groups, by the fact of their very existence, have the right to live freely in their own territory.”\(^{310}\) This also implies that OAS member States are under an obligation to respect and protect the collective right to possession of indigenous and tribal peoples’ ancestral territories through the adoption of “special measures to ensure recognition of the particular and collective interest that indigenous people have in the occupation and use of their traditional lands and resources.”\(^{311}\) Non-compliance with this obligation engages the State’s international responsibility.\(^{312}\)


\(^{309}\) IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115.


\(^{311}\) IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 131. The Inter-American Court has also held that the right to possession can have a collective understanding protected by the American Convention [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 89]. In its judgment on the case of the Saramaka people, the Inter-American Court ordered Suriname, as a reparation measure, to "adopt legislative, administrative and other measures necessary to provide the members of the Saramaka people with adequate and effective recourses against acts that violate their right to the use and enjoyment of property in accordance with their communal..."
108. As explained by the IACHR, general international legal principles applicable to indigenous and tribal peoples’ human rights include the recognition of their right to the possession of the lands and resources they have historically held,\(^{313}\) as well as recognition by States of the permanent and inalienable user rights.\(^{314}\) The IACHR has also established that indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to the possession of ancestral lands is directly linked to indigenous persons’ right to cultural identity, insofar as culture is a way of life intrinsically associated to traditional territory;\(^{315}\) and that by virtue of Articles II (right to equality), XVIII (rights to due process and fair trial) and XXIII (right to property) of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, States are obliged to take “special measures to ensure recognition of indigenous peoples’ right to the occupation and use of their traditional lands and resources and their right not to be deprived of this interest except with fully informed consent, under conditions of equality, and with fair compensation”.\(^{316}\)

109. The Inter-American Court has associated indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to possession, use, inhabitation and occupation of ancestral territory to the very core of the right to property protected by Article 21 of the Convention. The Court has pointed out that Article 21 of the American Convention recognizes the right to property, understood as the use and enjoyment of property,\(^{317}\) and that precisely during the Convention’s travaux préparatoires, the expression “private property” was replaced for “use and enjoyment of his property.”\(^{318}\) In this regard, the Court also clarified that “Property” can be defined as those material things which can be possessed, as well as any right which may be part of a person’s patrimony; that concept includes all movables and immovables, corporeal and incorporeal elements and any other intangible object capable of having value\(^{319}\) -- a definition that is applicable, with due regard for the corresponding specificities, to the relationship established between indigenous and tribal peoples and their territories, with all of the elements that they comprise.

110. Indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to possession and control their territory without any type of external interference\(^{320}\), given that territorial control by indigenous and tribal peoples is a necessary condition for the maintenance of their culture\(^{321}\). Article 21 of the Convention, in this sense, recognizes the members of indigenous and tribal peoples the right to freely enjoy their property, in accordance with their community tradition.\(^{322}\)

---

\(^{313}\) IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115.

\(^{314}\) IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130.

\(^{315}\) IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130.


111. Traditional possession of ancestral territories has effects equivalent to those of State-issued full ownership property titles, and gives indigenous and tribal peoples the right to official recognition of their property.\textsuperscript{323} The Inter-American Court has explained that “as a result of customary practices, possession of the land should suffice for indigenous communities lacking real title to property of the land to obtain official recognition of that property, and for consequent registration.” At the same time, it must be emphasized that possession of ancestral territories is not a pre-condition for the existence, recognition or restitution of the right to property of an indigenous or tribal people; indeed, indigenous peoples or communities who have been deprived of possession of their territories in whole or in part, preserve their full property rights over them, and have the right to claim and obtain their effective restitution.\textsuperscript{324} In the Moiwana village case, “the Court considered that the members of the N’djuka people were the ‘legitimate owners of their traditional lands’ although they did not have possession thereof, because they left them as a result of the acts of violence perpetrated against them.”\textsuperscript{325}

112. Indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to administer and exploit their territory in accordance with their own traditional patterns. The Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has called on States Parties to the Convention, in its General Recommendation 23, to “recognize and protect the rights of indigenous peoples to own, develop, control and use their communal lands, territories and resources.”\textsuperscript{326} In application of this norm, the Inter-American Court ordered the Government of Suriname to respect and guarantee the right of the members of the Saramaka people to “manage, distribute, and effectively control such territory, in accordance with their customary laws and traditional collective land tenure system, and without prejudice to other tribal and indigenous communities.”\textsuperscript{327} Inter-American jurisprudence may not be interpreted to “impose an additional burden on the members of the Saramaka people by making them seek concessions from the State to continue to access the natural resources they have traditionally used, such as timber and non-timber forest products.”\textsuperscript{328}


\textsuperscript{325} The Court has asked itself “whether possession of the lands by the indigenous people is a requisite for official recognition of property title thereto” ([I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 126], and it has answered this question in the negative: possession is not a condition to access territorial property rights; and moreover, neither the possession nor the legal title condition the rights to property or restitution of ancestral lands. See also: [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Kákmok Kásek Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of August 24, 2010. Series C No. 214, par. 109].


\textsuperscript{328} [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 194(c).]

\textsuperscript{329} [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Interpretation of the Judgment of Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of August 12, 2008. Series C No. 185, par. 45.]
F. Effective Security against Third Party Acts and Claims

113. Indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to be protected from conflicts with third parties over land, by acquiring prompt title, delimitation and demarcation of their lands without delays, so as to prevent conflicts and attacks by others. When conflicts arise, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to obtain protection and redress through procedures which are adequate and effective; to have the effective enjoyment of their right to property secured; to an effective investigation and sanction of those responsible for the attacks; and to the establishment of special, prompt and effective mechanisms to solve legal conflicts over ownership.

Example of Application

In its 2009 report on the situation of human rights in Venezuela, the IACHR referred to the situation of the Yukpa people of the Sierra del Perijá. Because of the lack of effective granting of title and the delay in the demarcation of the titled lands, violent conflicts had erupted between several Yukpa communities and local cattle-ranchers and landowners; in the framework of such conflicts, Yukpa persons and communities had suffered constant harassment aimed at expelling them from the ancestral lands they had been claiming, through intimidation and physical and verbal violence. It was argued that in some cases, these attacks had been supported by members of the National Guard. Other conflicts had erupted with third parties who were interested in the development of projects for coal exploration and exploitation, the impact of which had been heightened because of the absence or delay of the processes of territorial granting of title and demarcation.

The IACHR found that the underlying problem was one of lack of implementation of the domestic constitutional and legal provisions that establish indigenous peoples’ territorial rights. Accordingly, the Commission called on the State to take the necessary measures to give immediate effect to settled constitutional and international norms recognizing this right of indigenous peoples [par. 1066]. The IACHR recommended that the State:

1. “Adopt urgent measures to meet the State’s obligation to demarcate and delimit the ancestral lands of Venezuelan indigenous peoples, based on appropriate and effective procedures to that end, as well as to grant property title to the respective peoples”. [par. 1141 – Recommendation 1]
2. “Adopt measures to prevent conflicts generated by the lack of land demarcation and protect the population from such occurrences”. [par. 1141 – Recommendation 2]
3. “Establish special fast and effective mechanisms to resolve existing disputes over land possession with a view to affording guarantees and legal certainty in respect of indigenous peoples’ titles over their own property”. [par. 1141 – Recommendation 3]

114. In this same field, indigenous and tribal peoples and their members have a right to have their territory reserved for them, and to be free from settlements or presence of third parties or non-indigenous colonizers within their territories. The State has a corresponding obligation to prevent the invasion or colonization of indigenous or tribal territory by other persons, and to carry out the necessary actions to relocate those non-

---

331 IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, pars. 1062-1066; 1071; 1137 – Recommendations 1 to 4. Indigenous peoples have the right to have an effective granting of title to their lands, that is to say, one that allows them to enjoy in reality of the property of their ancestral territories [IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, pars. 1062, 1071, 1137 – Recommendation 1]. As a specific manifestation of this guarantee, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to enjoy the effective control of their lands and to be free from interference by persons who seek to hold or keep control of such territories through violence or by any other means, to the detriment of indigenous peoples’ rights [IACHR, Third Report on the Human Rights Situation in Colombia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.102, Doc. 9 rev. 1, 26 February 1999, Chapter IX, pars. 21-27 and Recommendation 3], and States are under the obligation of adopting measures to secure such effective control and protect indigenous peoples from acts of violence or harassment. In this same sense, indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to the prevention of conflicts with third parties caused by land property, particularly in cases where the delay in demarcation, or the lack of demarcation, have the potential to create conflicts [IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, par. 1137 – Recommendation 2]. In particular, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to be protected by the State from attacks by third parties, inter alia when such attacks take place in the framework of conflicts over land property [IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, pars. 1065, 1071, 1137 – Recommendation 2]. The lack of demarcation of ancestral lands, or delay in demarcation, can cause serious territorial conflicts between indigenous and tribal peoples and third parties, frequently of a violent sort. Likewise, the absence or delay in granting of title and demarcation of indigenous and tribal peoples’ ancestral territories can heighten the impact of projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources in said territories, as well as generate violent conflicts between said peoples and third parties on account of such projects [IACHR, Democracy and Human Rights in Venezuela. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 54, 30 December 2009, par. 1066].
indigenous inhabitants of the territory who have settled there. The IACHR has regarded illegal invasions and intrusions of non-indigenous settlers as threats, usurpations and reductions of the effective rights to property and possession of territory by indigenous and tribal peoples, which the State is in the obligation of controlling and preventing. In the same sense, Article 18 of ILO Convention No. 169 establishes that “[a]dequate penalties shall be established by law for unauthorized intrusion upon, or use of, the lands of the peoples concerned, and governments shall take measures to prevent such offences.”

### Example: difficulties for the eviction of non-indigenous occupiers of ancestral territories

In its 1997 report on the situation of human rights in Brazil, the IACHR described some legal difficulties encountered by State authorities in evicting intruding occupiers of indigenous territories, noting that said obstacles hampered the application of the constitutional and legal provisions to protect indigenous territories. The IACHR explained that squatters had moved into most of the indigenous areas “to grow crops or to raise livestock or to exploit the mineral resources;” and it clarified that “such encroachment takes place with the support and connivance of the local civil authorities.” In addition to occupying and using the land unlawfully, the intruders were a source of conflict and armed confrontation. [par. 44]

In the case of the Guarani-Kaiowah people, of the Matto Grosso do Sul State, the indigenous areas recognized by the State as Guarani territory were heavily overpopulated and there had been an ongoing series of suicides at a rate 30 times greater than among the rest of Brazil’s population. A seminal factor in those suicides was the claims of private citizens who obtained judicial support in their quest for title to the indigenous lands. “The lack of legal security triggered by this situation is aggravated by the violent evictions that take place when the Indians reoccupy the lands which have been recognized as belonging to them”. [par. 46]

The IACHR concluded that these acts of private parties usurped territorial possession by the indigenous communities and constituted a threat against the life and culture, physical and territorial integrity of indigenous peoples. It recommended that the State “institute federal protection measures with regard to Indian lands threatened by invaders, with particular attention to those of the Yanomami, and in Amazônia in general, including an increase in controlling, prosecuting and imposing severe punishment on the actual perpetrators and architects of such crimes, as well as the state agents who are active or passive accomplices”. [par. 82 – Recommendation (e)]

### Example: violent conflicts over land

In its 1999 report on the situation of human rights in Colombia, the IACHR referred to the problem of lands claimed by indigenous peoples as their property being occupied by non-indigenous settlers or purported owners. These outsiders engaged in de facto occupations, through legal titles that were forged or had been obtained in an irregular manner. In many cases, the resulting land conflicts were associated with paramilitary groups who sought to appropriate the lands located inside the reservations or in process of being claimed. The IACHR pointed out that “while some 30 million hectares of indigenous lands have been recognized, these claims and even the possession of lands already recognized are hindered and opposed in some cases by threats, harassment, and violence” [par. 23]. It also explained that “the penetration of indigenous lands by landowners or peasants from outside is aggravated by the fumigation of the coca crops, which leads growers to leave their lands and penetrate indigenous lands” [par. 22].

---

The IACHR referred to the specific case of the Zenú indigenous community of San Andrés de Sotavento, which had been struggling for over 70 years for its right to an 83,000-hectare territory. The Colombian Institute of Agrarian Reform had purchased 15,000 hectares from the landowners, but the latter “have sought to maintain control over the land through violent attacks. Paramilitary groups are often utilized to carry out these aggressions. According to members of the indigenous community, the attacks by the paramilitaries are often permitted by the security forces in the area.” [par. 24] Seven leaders and members of that community had been assassinated, and several others had received death threats. In response to this situation, the IACHR requested the Colombian Government to adopt precautionary measures to protect the leaders of this Zenú community, in spite of which the murders, attacks and threats continued, both by presumptive paramilitaries and by members of the State armed forces. As a consequence, the IACHR requested the Inter-American Court of Human Rights to adopt provisional measures in order for the State to protect the leaders of the community, and on June 19, 1998, the Court did so.

In its country report, the IACHR recommended the Colombian State to “continue to take special measures to protect the life and physical integrity of indigenous persons. These measures should include the investigation and sanction of the perpetrators of acts of violence against indigenous persons” [Recommendation 1]; and to “ensure that indigenous communities enjoy effective control over lands and territories designated as indigenous territories, resguardos or other community lands without interference by individuals who seek to maintain or to take control over these territories through violence or any other means in detriment of the rights of the indigenous peoples” [Recommendation 3].

G. Legal Conflicts over Territorial Property with Third Parties

116. The effective recognition of indigenous communal property rights, including their rights over lands or territories that they do not effectively use or occupy but over which they claim restitution, may come into conflict with third parties’ property claims. The Court has made clear that “the private property of individuals” and “communal property of the members of the indigenous communities,” are both protected by the American Convention, 334 and when these rights conflict, the issue must be resolved in accordance with the principles that govern limitations of human rights. 335

117. The Inter-American Court provides some guidelines for States to apply to resolve conflicts between indigenous territorial property and individual private property. In all cases admissions restrictions to the enjoyment and exercise of property rights must be a) established by law; b) necessary; c) proportional, and d) their purpose must be to attain a legitimate goal in a democratic society. 335

- Article 21.1 of the American Convention states that the law may subordinate the use and enjoyment of property to the interests of society. “The necessity of legally established restrictions will depend on whether they are geared toward satisfying an imperative public interest; it is insufficient to prove, for example, that the law fulfills a useful or timely purpose. Proportionality is based on the restriction being closely adjusted to the attainment of a legitimate objective, interfering as little as possible with the effective exercise of the restricted right. Finally, for the restrictions to be compatible with the

---

334 According to the American Convention, the rights of each person are limited by “the rights of others,” “the security of all,” and “the just demands of the general welfare, in a democratic society.” American Convention on Human Rights, supra note 40, Article 32(2). For its part, Article 21 of the Convention allows limitations on the right to property “upon payment of just compensation, for reasons of public utility or social interest, and in the cases and according to the forms established by law.” Id., Article 21(2). Based on these provisions, as well as on the practice of other international courts, the case-law of the Court allows limitations on the exercise of the human rights recognized in the Convention if these requirements are met: “(a) they must be established by law; (b) they must be necessary; (c) they must be proportional, and (d) their purpose must be to attain a legitimate goal in a democratic society.” I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 143.

Convention, they must be justified by collective objectives that, because of their importance, clearly prevail over the necessity of full enjoyment of the restricted right."

- “[T]he States must assess, on a case by case basis, the restrictions that would result from recognizing one right over the other. Thus, for example, the States must take into account that indigenous territorial rights encompass a broader and different concept that relates to the collective right to survival as an organized people, with control over their habitat as a necessary condition for reproduction of their culture, for their own development and to carry out their life aspirations. Property of the land ensures that the members of the indigenous communities preserve their cultural heritage.”

- “Disregarding the ancestral right of the members of the indigenous communities to their territories could affect other basic rights, such as the right to cultural identity and to the very survival of the indigenous communities and their members.”

- “On the other hand, restriction of the right of private individuals to private property might be necessary to attain the collective objective of preserving cultural identities in a democratic and pluralist society, in the sense given to this by the American Convention; and it could be proportional, if fair compensation is paid to those affected pursuant to Article 21(2) of the Convention.”

- “This does not mean that every time there is a conflict between the territorial interests of private individuals or of the State and those of the members of the indigenous communities, the latter must prevail over the former. When States are unable, for concrete and justified reasons, to adopt measures to return the traditional territory and communal resources to indigenous populations, the compensation granted must be guided primarily by the meaning of the land for them.”

118. One frequent source of conflict between the property rights of indigenous or tribal peoples and third parties arises when possession of indigenous territory has been lost by a given indigenous group and the legal title to the property has been conferred on third-party owners. In such cases, the Court has explained that “the members of indigenous peoples who have unwillingly lost possession of their lands, when those lands have been lawfully transferred to innocent third parties, are entitled to restitution thereof or to obtain other lands of equal extension and quality.” The preferential option for recovery of ancestral lands in favor of the corresponding indigenous or tribal group must be the starting point. It is a right of indigenous and tribal peoples for their territorial property not to be trumped, on principle, by third parties’ property rights. Implicit in this approach is

---


the corollary that third parties who do not hold title in good faith have no legitimate expectations or bona fide property rights. Such is the case, for example, of settlements or land grants made to individuals without regard to the indigenous peoples who have always lived there.

119. It must be borne in mind that, according to the Inter-American Court, the fact that the claimed lands have been transferred from one owner to another over a long period of time and are duly registered is not a sufficient motive to justify the lack of recognition of indigenous or tribal peoples’ right to property and restitution, nor does it exempt States from international responsibility for such lack of recognition. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to property and restitution subsists even though the claimed lands are in private hands, and it is not acceptable for indigenous territorial claims to be denied automatically due to that fact – in each case, a balancing must be carried out in order to establish limitations on one or the other property rights in conflict, in light of the standards of legality, necessity, proportionality and a legitimate purpose in a democratic society, taking into account the specificities of the respective indigenous people. The will of the current owners of ancestral lands cannot, per se, prevent effective enjoyment of the right to territorial restitution.

120. It must also be taken into account that indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to territorial property and restitution persists even though the lands may be productively exploited by their current owners. It is unacceptable for indigenous territorial claims to be denied automatically because of that fact, because the right to restitution would become meaningless. In each case, the required balancing must be carried out without privileging the productivity of the land or the agrarian regime. Regulations that favor productive exploitation of the land, and that visualize indigenous issues through that lens, do not afford a real possibility of restitution of ancestral lands. For the Inter-American Court, the fact that the claimed lands are being exploited productively is not a sufficient reason to deny indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to territorial property and restitution, and is insufficient justification to relieve the State of international responsibility because “it fails to address the distinctive characteristics of such peoples.” Following a similar logic, in the Dann case, the IACHR rejected the argument that the Western Shoshone’s rights over their traditional territory could be legitimately extinguished based on “the need to encourage settlement and agricultural developments in the western United States”.

121. Likewise it must be recalled that, according to the Inter-American Court, the existence of bilateral investment treaties in force which protect the owners of the claimed lands does not justify the lack of enforcement or materialization of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to territorial property and restitution, because the enforcement of bilateral commercial treaties must be made compatible with the American Convention, all the more so if they contain clauses that allow for the expropriation of the investments of nationals.

---

351 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 145.
of one of the contracting parties for reasons of public interest or utility, "which could justify land restitution to indigenous people." For the Inter-American Court, the enforcement of bilateral commercial treaties “should always be compatible with the American Convention, which is a multilateral treaty on human rights that stands in a class of its own and that generates rights for individual human beings and does not depend entirely on reciprocity among States.”

122. The foregoing considerations may be interpreted as a State duty to prioritize, in general terms, indigenous peoples’ rights in cases of conflict with third party property rights, insofar as the former are linked to indigenous and tribal peoples’ cultural and material survival. This does not imply disregard for the right to fair compensation in favor of bona fide third party owners as a consequence of the limitation of their legitimate right to property in favor of communal property under Article 21 of the American Convention. In relation to third parties who do not possess the property in good faith, it is the State’s responsibility to secure indigenous peoples’ enjoyment of the right to communal property, including the right to restitution.

H. The Right to Restitution of Ancestral Territory

123. Indigenous or tribal peoples who lose total or partial possession of their territories preserve their property rights over such territories, and have a preferential right to recover them, even when they are in hands of third parties. The IACHR has highlighted the need for States to adopt measures aimed at restoring the rights of indigenous peoples over their ancestral territories, and it has pointed out that restitution of lands is an essential right for cultural survival and to maintain community integrity. The IACHR considers the right to restitution of the lands and territories of which peoples have been deprived without their consent as one of the international principles appertaining to indigenous peoples’ rights over their lands, territories and natural resources.

124. According to the Inter-American Court, “the members of indigenous peoples who have unwillingly left their traditional lands, or lost possession thereof, maintain property rights thereto, even though they lack legal title, unless the lands have been lawfully transferred to third parties in good faith” — case in which the indigenous have the right to recover them, as a preferential option even in relation to innocent third parties. In instances where governments have made large land grants or sold indigenous territory, often with the people still living on the land, the recipients are unlikely to qualify as good faith innocent purchasers, because of their knowledge of existence and claims of the indigenous communities. Indeed, such non-indigenous settlers often made use of members of the communities as low-paid or forced laborers. The validity of such “titles” is thus questionable at best.

---


534 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 115.


538 Only in case that the restitution is not materially possible due to objective and justified reasons, they have the right to obtain other lands of equal extension and quality. [Id.]
125. For the Court, “possession is not a requisite conditioning the existence of indigenous land restitution rights;”\(^{359}\) neither material possession nor the existence of a formal title to property are conditions for the indigenous right to territorial property, nor do they condition the right to restitution of ancestral lands, under Article 21 of the Convention.\(^{360}\)

126. Indigenous peoples’ right to restitution of their traditional lands has also been confirmed by the Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. According to its General Recommendation No. XXIII on indigenous peoples, “where they have been deprived of their lands and territories traditionally owned or otherwise inhabited or used without their free and informed consent, [States should] take steps to return those lands and territories.”\(^{361}\)

127. The application of this rule will vary. When the indigenous special relationship to land cannot be carried out because the members “have been prevented from doing so for reasons beyond their control, which actually hinder them from keeping up such relationship, such as acts of violence or threats against them, restitution rights shall be deemed to survive until said hindrances disappear.”\(^{362}\) In cases in which the relationship with the land is manifest through, inter alia, traditional hunting, fishing or gathering activities, if the indigenous carry out few or none of these activities inside the lands they have lost, due to causes that are beyond their will which have prevented them from doing so, the right to restitution persists, until such causes disappear and the exercise of that right has been made possible.\(^{363}\) Consequently, neither the loss of material possession, nor prohibitions on access to traditional territory by the formal owners are obstacles to the continuous territorial rights of indigenous communities. In sum, neither the loss of possession nor the reduction or elimination of access to the land will void the right to restitution of the lost ancestral lands.\(^{364}\)

128. The Inter-American Court has questioned whether the right to restitution of lands has a temporal limit, or if it “lasts indefinitely in time.” It has concluded that the right will last for as long as the fundamental relationship with ancestral territory subsists.\(^{365}\) The Court takes into consideration that the spiritual and material basis for indigenous identity is mainly supported by their unique relationship with their traditional lands: “As long as said relationship exists, the right to claim lands is enforceable, otherwise, it will lapse.”\(^{366}\) Following this rule, the IACHR has recognized safeguards for indigenous or tribal property rights in situations where, as in the Dann case, indigenous peoples were deprived of their territory in the past, insofar as the material, cultural or spiritual link with these territories is still in existence, and to the extent that the title to historic property can be documented\(^{367}\) or otherwise proven. The unique relationship to traditional territory “may be expressed in


\(^{367}\) In the Dann Case, the legal dispossession of the traditional lands of the Western Shoshone people, recognized in the Treaty of Ruby Valley of 1863, signed by this people and the Government of the United States, was alleged to have occurred on the theory that their Continued...
different ways, depending on the particular indigenous people involved and the specific circumstances surrounding it, and it may include the traditional use or presence, be it through spiritual or ceremonial ties; settlements or sporadic cultivation; seasonal or nomadic gathering, hunting and fishing; the use of natural resources associated with their customs and any other element characterizing their culture. Any one of these modalities is secured by the right to property protected by the Inter-American human rights instruments, and grants the corresponding indigenous or tribal groups the right to territorial restitution.

129. The Inter-American Court addressed the issue of restitution of indigenous lands in the case of Yakye Axa, in which “the court considered that the members of the Community were empowered, even under domestic law, to file claims for traditional lands and ordered the State, as measure of reparation, to individualize those lands and transfer them on a [gratuitous] basis.”

130. There are situations in which indigenous peoples are not occupying or using their traditional lands for reasons of force majeure, whether because of the forced relocation of such peoples—including relocations for reasons of health, humanitarian or food crises—, or because of situations, generally associated to internal armed conflicts, which have forced indigenous peoples to abandon their lands because of a founded fear of being victims of violence. In the case of the Moiwana Community v. Suriname, the Court held that the members of the community could be considered “the legitimate owners of their traditional lands; as a consequence, they have the right to the use and enjoyment of that territory [in spite of the fact] that they have been deprived of this right to the present day as a result of the [massacre of] 1986 and the State’s subsequent failure to investigate those occurrences adequately.” In a subsequent case, Sawhoyamaxa, the Court reaffirmed its prior jurisprudence, clarifying that indigenous title to communal property must be made “possible”, in the sense that it shall not be considered extinguished if the community has been unable to occupy or use its traditional lands “because they have been prevented from doing so for reasons beyond their control, which actually hinder them from keeping up such relationship.”

131. According to the judgment of the Inter-American Court in Sawhoyamaxa, “once it has been proved that land restitution rights are still current, the State must take the necessary actions to return them to the members of the indigenous people claiming them.” The State has the obligation to take “actions to enforce the

...continuation

rights had “expired” due to the “gradual encroachment” of non-indigenous third persons. Id., para. 69. The Commission considered that the determination “as to whether and to what extent Western Shoshone title may have been extinguished was not based upon a judicial evaluation of pertinent evidence, but rather was based upon apparently arbitrary stipulations.” Id., 137. Similarly, in the cases regarding the Enxet (Lenguá) people of Paraguay, the situation of forced displacement from their lands had a remote origin, when, beginning in the late 19th century, the Paraguayan State sold large tracts in the Chaco, including a considerable part of the ancestral territory of the Enxet people, on the London stock exchange, whereupon it passed into the hands of private entrepreneurs and religious missions. I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community, par. 50.10; I/A Court H.R., Case of Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community, par. 73.1. In both cases, though, the relationship with ancestral territory was proven to be alive, and therefore the corresponding property rights were protected.


rights of the community members over their traditional lands."  

In order to make the right to territorial restitution effective, States must provide indigenous and tribal peoples effective and adequate administrative and judicial recourses, which present them with a real possibility of material restitution of their ancestral territories. The IACHR has indicated that by virtue of Articles 25 and 8.1 of the American Convention on Human Rights, and of ILO Convention No. 169, “the State has the obligation to provide [indigenous communities] with an effective remedy for their territorial claim, to ensure that the Community is heard with due guarantees, and to establish a reasonable term to ensure the rights and obligations under its jurisdiction.”  

In turn, the Inter-American Court has clarified that by virtue of ILO Convention No. 169 – Art. 14.3, read in conjunction with Articles 8 and 25 of the American Convention, States have an “obligation to provide an effective means with due process guarantees to the members of the indigenous communities for them to claim traditional lands, as a guarantee of their right to communal property.”  

For the Court, “non-existence of an effective remedy against the violations of basic rights recognized by the Convention constitutes in itself an abridgment of this treaty by the State Party in which there is such a situation.”

132. In relation to mechanisms for restitution, the IACHR has clarified that indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to legally established administrative mechanisms which are effective to solve definitively their territorial claims. The Inter-American Court has pointed out that indigenous and tribal peoples have a right not to be subjected to unreasonable delays in reaching a final solution of their claim; that administrative procedures for the restitution of lands must be effective, and offer a real possibility for the members of indigenous and tribal peoples to recover their territories. Further, the general obligation to respect rights set forth in Article 1(1) of the American Convention places the States under the obligation to “ensure that said procedures are accessible and simple and that the bodies in charge of them have the necessary technical and material conditions to provide a timely response to the requests made in the framework of said procedures.”

133. As to judicial recourse for land restitution, the IACHR has clarified that States’ domestic legislation must provide, in addition to administrative mechanisms, an effective judicial process aimed at protecting indigenous peoples’ legitimate territorial claims and other rights, and that the absence of such recourse constitutes, per se, a violation of the American Convention, Articles 25, 2 and 1.1. In this sense the IACHR has

---


recommended States “to establish an effective and simple court remedy to protect the right of the Indigenous Peoples (...) to claim and access their traditional territories”.382

134. The Court and the Commission have actively promoted respect for traditional authorities, leaders and other individual members of indigenous and tribal peoples and communities who undertake and head the initiatives, processes and actions of reclamation and recovery of ancestral territories. On numerous occasions, the IACHR has adopted precautionary measures and the Inter-American Court has adopted provisional measures to protect these indigenous leaders and persons. In a high number of these cases, the threats against the life or personal integrity of the members of indigenous communities are closely linked to their activities in defense of these communities’ territorial rights, particularly in relation to the exploitation of the natural resources that exist in their territory. The IACHR has also pointed out that the lack of resolution of indigenous communities’ claims for territorial restitution puts the integrity of their members in danger383.

135. The IACHR has also explained that during the procedures to resolve land claims, the integrity of the claimed territory and its material possession by the claimants must be respected – hence the IACHR has held that evictions before the conclusion of indigenous peoples or communities’ territorial claims constitutes an obstacle to the effective enjoyment of their right to land and territory384.

136. In connection with this, IACHR also considers that the promotion of settlement agreements by State authorities to solve indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial complaints and claims can actually constitute an obstacle to the effective enjoyment of their territorial property rights, because in the course of the settlement negotiations, the precarious conditions of life of indigenous and tribal peoples may lead them to reduce or, in the worst cases, cede their territorial rights385 in exchange for immediate material benefits to which they are entitled in any case.

137. The IACHR and Court recognize that the right to restitution of traditional territories is not an absolute right, and it finds a limit in those exceptional cases in which there exist objective and justified reasons which make it impossible for the State to restore the territorial rights of indigenous or tribal peoples and the communities that constitute them. The peoples and communities are nonetheless entitled to redress. This has been explained by the Inter-American Court: “when a State is unable, on objective and reasoned grounds, to adopt measures aimed at returning traditional lands and communal resources to indigenous populations, it must surrender alternative lands of equal extension and quality, which will be chosen by agreement with the members of the indigenous peoples, according to their own consultation and decision procedures.”386 The State has the burden to prove, with sufficient arguments, that there exist objective and prevalent grounds that justify the failure to afford restitution of indigenous and tribal peoples’ property and territory.387

138. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to restitution subsists even when the claimed lands are in private hands. It is not acceptable for indigenous territorial claims to be denied automatically because of the fact

---


that the claimed lands are in the hands of private owners; in each case, a balancing must be carried out in order to determine the limitation of one or the other property rights in conflict, in light of the standards of legality, necessity, proportionality and legitimate objective in a democratic society, bearing in mind the special obligations owed indigenous peoples and the above-explained factors and criteria. In this regard, it must be underscored that the transfer of claimed lands from one owner to another over a long time, even if duly registered, is not a sufficient motive to justify the lack of concretion or materialization of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to property and territorial restitution, nor to relieve States from international responsibility for such lack of materialization.

139. The right to devolution of lands must be regulated in such a way as to offer a real possibility of recovering the traditional lands; no such real possibility is offered by regulations that restrict all possibilities to awaiting the will of the current holders of the land, forcing the indigenous to accept alternative lands or monetary compensations. “Otherwise, restitution rights become meaningless and would not entail an actual possibility of recovering traditional lands, as it would be exclusively limited to an expectation on the will of the current holders, forcing indigenous communities to accept alternative lands or economic compensations. In this respect, the Court has pointed out that, when there be conflicting interests in indigenous claims, it must assess in each case the legality, necessity, proportionality and fulfillment of a lawful purpose in a democratic society (public purposes and public benefit), impose restrictions on the right to property, on the one hand, or the right to traditional lands, on the other”. The will of the current owners of ancestral lands cannot, per se, prevent the effective enjoyment of the right to territorial restitution; the conflicts must be solved by the authorities carrying out the corresponding balancing between the rights and interest in conflict in each case of indigenous territorial claims.

140. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights to territorial property and restitution persist even when the lands are being exploited in a productive manner by their current owners. The fact that the claimed lands are being productively exploited by their owners does not constitute a sufficient motive to justify the lack of restitution of the territory of indigenous and tribal peoples, nor does it liberate the State from international responsibility. Regulations that privilege criteria of productive exploitation of the land, and which approach indigenous issues from that perspective, do not offer a real possibility of restitution of ancestral lands. In the words of the Inter-American Court, “in cases of exploited and productive lands it is a responsibility of the State, through the competent national organs, to determine and take into account the special relationship of the plaintiff indigenous community with such lands, at the moment of deciding among the two rights. Otherwise, the right to restitution would lack meaning and would not afford a real possibility of recovering the traditional lands. Limiting in this way the effective realization of the right to property of the members of indigenous communities not only violates the State’s obligations under the provisions of the Convention related to the right to property, but also

---


compromises the State’s responsibility in relation to the guarantee of an effective remedy and constitutes a discriminatory treatment that produces social exclusion.”

141. For the Inter-American Court an bilateral international investment treaty in force, which protects the private owners of the claimed lands, is also a legally insufficient reason to deny indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to territorial property and restitution, because the enforcement of bilateral commercial treaties “should always be compatible with the American Convention, which is a multilateral treaty on human rights that stands in a class of its own and that generates rights for individual human beings and does not depend entirely on reciprocity among States”. The application of these treaties must and may be made compatible with the American Convention, because they often contain clauses which allow for the expropriation of the investments made by nationals of one of the contracting parties for reasons of public purpose or interest, “which could justify land restitution to indigenous people.”

Alternative lands

142. Only “when a State is unable, on objective and reasoned grounds, to adopt measures aimed at returning traditional lands and communal resources to indigenous populations, it must surrender alternative lands of equal extension and quality, which will be chosen by agreement with the members of the indigenous peoples, according to their own consultation and decision procedures.” This is a last resort alternative, that is, it only constitutes a legally acceptable hypothesis when all possible means to obtain the restitution of each people’s specific ancestral territory have been exhausted, and such restitution has not been possible because of objective and justified reasons, in the terms established by the Inter-American jurisprudence and described in the foregoing section on territorial restitution.

143. In this regard, it is worthwhile recalling that according to the Inter-American Court, the State has the burden of proving, with sufficient arguments, that there exist objective motives which justify the lack of materialization of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to property and territorial restitution; that the fact that the claimed lands have been transferred from one owner to another for a long time and are duly registered as private property is not a sufficient motive to justify the lack of materialization of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to property and territorial restitution, nor does it relieve the State of international responsibility for said lack of materialization; and that the fact that the claimed lands are being duly exploited by their owners in a productive manner is not a sufficient motive either to justify the failure to restitute the ancestral territory.

144. The provision of different lands as a residual last measure has been confirmed by the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, which has especially called upon States parties to the Convention, in its General Recommendation No. 23, “where they have been deprived of their lands and territories traditionally

---

owned or otherwise inhabited or used without their free and informed consent, to take steps to return those lands and territories. Only when this is for factual reasons not possible, the right to restitution should be substituted by the right to just, fair and prompt compensation. Such compensation should as far as possible take the form of lands and territories.”

145. The Inter-American Court, in turn, has explained that if there is no restitution, the alternative lands to be provided must be “of sufficient extent and quality to conserve and develop their ways of life,” meaning that they have “capacity for providing the resources which sustain life, and (...) the geographic space necessary for the cultural and social reproduction of the group.” In other words, it is not sufficient for there to be other properties available; in order to grant alternative lands, they must have, at least, certain minimum agro-ecological capacities, and be submitted to an assessment which determines their potential for development by the Community.

146. The Inter-American Court has also taken into consideration, in this regard, Article 16.4 of ILO Convention No. 169, according to which “when such return is not possible, as determined by agreement or, in the absence of such agreement, through appropriate procedures, these peoples shall be provided in all possible cases with lands of quality and legal status at least equal to that of the lands previously occupied by them, suitable to provide for their present needs and future development. Where the peoples concerned express a preference for compensation in money or in kind, they shall be so compensated under appropriate guarantees.”

147. The remedy of alternative lands and/or an indemnity in cases where restitution is an objective impossibility must secure the effective participation of the affected indigenous or tribal people. According to the Inter-American Court, “selection and delivery of alternative lands, payment of fair compensation, or both, are not subject to purely discretionary criteria of the State, but rather, pursuant to a comprehensive interpretation of ILO Convention No. 169 and of the American Convention, there must be a consensus with the peoples involved, in accordance with their own mechanism of consultation, values, customs and customary law.”

148. The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples also leaves this possibility expressly open. As established in Article 28, “1. Indigenous peoples have the right to redress, by means that can include restitution or, when this is not possible, just, fair and equitable compensation, for the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, and which have been confiscated, taken, occupied, used or damaged without their free, prior and informed consent. // 2. Unless otherwise freely agreed upon by the peoples concerned, compensation shall take the form of lands, territories and resources equal in quality, size and legal status or of monetary compensation or other appropriate redress.”

I. Right to Basic Services and Development

149. As explained by the IACHR, the process of guaranteeing land and resource rights for indigenous and tribal peoples is not finalized when the lands are demarcated and property title is granted; it must be

---
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accompanied by the installation of basic services and utilities for the communities, and assistance with development.”

“While the territory is fundamental for development of the indigenous populations in community, it must be accompanied by health, education, and sanitary services, and the protection of their labor and social security rights, and, especially, the protection of their habitat.” This obligation is also deduced from the right to live in conditions of dignity, protected by the American Declaration and the American Convention on Human Rights, as well as from States’ general duty to guarantee the members of indigenous and tribal communities access to dignified living conditions in the fields of sanitation, food and housing, inter alia by virtue of the provisions of Article 26 of the American Convention on Human Rights, which binds them to adopt appropriate measures to achieve full realization of social rights.

### J. Exercise of the Spiritual Relation to Territory and Access to Sacred Sites

150. Ancestral territories have a deep spiritual value for indigenous and tribal peoples. In addition, indigenous and tribal peoples consider that certain places, phenomena or natural resources are especially sacred in accordance with their tradition, and require special protection. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ territories and natural resources are a constitutive element of their worldview and religiousness, given that for them, the notions of family and of religion are intimately connected to the places where ancestral burial grounds, places of religious significance and importance, and kinship patterns have developed from their occupation and use of their physical territories.

151. Inter-American human rights instruments protect the right of the members of indigenous and tribal peoples to enjoy their particular spiritual relationship with the territory they have traditionally used and occupied. States have an obligation to protect that territory, and the relationship between indigenous or tribal peoples and their lands and natural resources, as a means to allow for the exercise of their spiritual life. Consequently, limitations on the right to indigenous property can also affect the right to the exercise of one’s own religion, spirituality or beliefs, a right recognized by Article 12 of the American Convention and Article III of the American Declaration. States are under the obligation to secure indigenous peoples’ freedom to preserve their...

---
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K. Protection from Forced Displacement

152. Indigenous peoples and their members have the right to be protected from forced displacement from their territories caused by violence. In case of being displaced by violence, they have the right to receive special attention by the State while they are displaced. The forced displacement of indigenous or tribal villages, groups of families, communities or peoples from their lands due to armed violence, implies in many cases the loss of their socio-cultural integrity and their habitat.\(^\text{417}\) In the Inter-American Court’s words, “conforming to the constant jurisprudence on indigenous matters, through which the relationship of the indigenous groups with their territory has been recognized as crucial for their cultural structures and their ethnic and material survival,\(^\text{418}\) the Tribunal considers that the forced displacement of the indigenous peoples out of their community (...) ‘can place them in a special situation of vulnerability, that for its destructive consequences regarding their ethnic and cultural fabric, generates a clear risk of extinction and cultural or physical rootlessness of the indigenous groups,’\(^\text{419}\) for which it is indispensible that the States adopt specific measures of protection\(^\text{420}\) considering the [particular traits] of the indigenous peoples, as well as their customary law, values, uses, and customs, in order to prevent and revert the effects of said situation.”\(^\text{421}\) This must be understood to be so regardless of the State responsibility to adopt all necessary measures to allow the return of indigenous peoples to their traditional territories securely and with dignity, which, in the case of forced displacements caused by contexts of violence, includes the State duty to adopt measures to overcome the impunity of actors responsible for such violence.\(^\text{422}\)

---

Example of good practice in the recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights over their territory

In its 2001 report on the situation of human rights in Guatemala, the IACHR described the content of the Peace Agreements that ended the armed conflict, especially the Agreement on Identity and Rights of Indigenous Peoples of 1995, in which the State made commitments based on internationally recognized territorial rights of indigenous and tribal peoples. Against the backdrop of the historical dispossession of Guatemalan indigenous territories, and extreme socio-economic problems of the indigenous populations, the State agreed to develop legislative and administrative measures to recognize, grant title to, protect, restitute and compensate indigenous peoples’ rights over land and territories and, specifically, to:

- Apply Constitutional guarantees, by which “lands held cooperatively by the indigenous communities or any other form of communal or collective land holding by farmers, as well as family property and communal dwellings shall receive special protection from the State, which shall provide assistance in the form of credit and preferential technologies that protect their ownership and development, in order to guarantee all inhabitants a better quality of life. // Indigenous and other communities that own lands which, historically, have belonged to them and traditionally have been subject to a special form of administration shall maintain that system”. In addition, “by means of special programs and appropriate legislation, the State shall provide state lands to the indigenous communities that need such lands for their development”, taking measures in order to avoid affecting small peasant property in complying with that mandate [pars. 58, 61].

- Recognize that “the rights relating to the land of the indigenous peoples include both communal or collective and individual land tenure, rights of ownership and possession and other real rights, and the use of natural resources for the benefit of the communities without

---


\(^{418}\) The Court has determined that the culture of the members of the indigenous communities corresponds to a particular form of life, of being, seeing, and acting in the world, constituted from their close link with their traditional lands and natural resources, not only because they provide their means of subsistence, but also because they constitute an element part of their cosmовision, [religiousness] and, therefore, of their cultural identity. Cf. I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 135; : I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaka Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 118.


VII. HOW FAILURE TO SECURE PROPERTY RIGHTS IMPAIRS THE ENJOYMENT OF OTHER HUMAN RIGHTS

153. The lack of granting of title, delimitation, demarcation and possession of ancestral territory, hampering or preventing access to land and natural resources by indigenous and tribal peoples, is directly and causally linked to situations of poverty and extreme poverty among families, communities and peoples. In turn, the typical circumstances of poverty trigger cross-cutting violations of human rights, including violations of their rights to life, to personal integrity, to a dignified existence, to food, to water, to health, to education and the rights of children.

---


A. The Right to Life

154. The life of members of indigenous and tribal communities “fundamentally depends” on the subsistence activities – agriculture, hunting, fishing, gathering - that they carry out in their territories including continued utilization of traditional collective systems that “are in many instances essential to the individual and collective well-being, and indeed the survival of, indigenous peoples.” 426 The failure of the State to guarantee indigenous communities’ right to ancestral territory can imply a failure to comply with the duty to secure the life of their members; such was the case of the Yakye Axa community: “the State, by not ensuring the right of the Community to its ancestral territory, has failed to comply with its duty to guarantee the life of its members, as it has deprived the Community of its traditional means of subsistence, forcing it to survive under appalling conditions and leaving it at the mercy of State assistance.” 428 The State violates article 4.1 of the American Convention in relation to article 1.1, when it does not adopt “the necessary positive measures within its powers, which could reasonably be expected to prevent or avoid risking the right to life of the members of [an indigenous community].” 429

Example

In its 2009 report on the situation of human rights in Venezuela, the IACHR noted with extreme concern that, according to a report of the Office of the Human Rights Ombudsman, nine children of between 6 and 11 years of age from the Warao people had died in the second semester of 2007, as a consequence of their state of nutritional deterioration and lack of access to drinking water. The IACHR expressed its opinion that “the precarious state of health and nutrition that afflicted this community is not necessarily unrelated to the failure to demarcate indigenous ancestral lands [...]” [par. 1078]. Noting that access by indigenous peoples to their ancestral territories, and the use and enjoyment of the natural resources present therein, are directly related to access to food and clean water, the IACHR held that the failure to effectively enforce indigenous peoples’ right to their ancestral lands in Venezuela, left them “utterly without protection, a circumstance already responsible for the deaths of various community members and which might have been avoided given proper nutrition and timely medical intervention” [par. 1079]. Consequently, the State must “take immediate steps to ensure their access to the lands and natural resources on which they depend, thereby preventing an erosion of their other rights, such as the right to health and the right to life” [par. 1080].

155. In this regard it must be recalled that the right to life is fundamental in the American Convention on Human Rights, because the realization of the remaining human rights depends on its safeguard: “The right to life is a fundamental human right, [the] full enjoyment [of which] is a prerequisite for the enjoyment of the other human rights”; 430 “if this right is not respected, all other rights do not have sense. Having such nature, no restrictive approach of the same is admissible”. 431 For the Court, “essentially, this right includes not only the right of every human being not to be arbitrarily deprived of his life, but also the right that conditions that impede or obstruct access to a decent existence should not be generated”. 432 By virtue of this fundamental right, the State is

---
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under the triple obligation of generating dignified living conditions, not producing conditions that hamper persons’ minimum dignity, and adopting positive measures to satisfy the right to a dignified life in situations of vulnerability and risk that gain priority: “One of the obligations that the State must inescapably undertake as guarantor, to protect and ensure the right to life, is that of generating minimum living conditions that are compatible with the dignity of the human person and of not creating conditions that hinder or impede it. In this regard, the State has the duty to take positive, concrete measures geared toward fulfillment of the right to a decent life, especially in the case of persons who are vulnerable and at risk, whose care becomes a high priority”. Thus, “by virtue of this fundamental role that the Convention assigns to [the right to life], the States have the duty to guarantee the creation of the conditions that may be necessary in order to prevent violations of such inalienable right.” For the Court, “regarding the compliance with the obligations imposed by Article 4 of the American Convention, as regards to Article 1(1) thereof, it is not only presumed that no person shall be deprived of his life arbitrarily (negative obligation), but also that, in the light of its obligation to secure the full and free enjoyment of human rights, the States shall adopt all appropriate measures (...) to protect and preserve the right to life (positive obligation)”. Consequently, States “States must adopt any measures that may be necessary to create an adequate statutory framework to discourage any threat to the right to life; (...)and to protect the right of not being prevented from access to conditions that may guarantee a decent life,” which entails the adoption of positive measures to prevent the breach of such right”.

156. In application of these rules, in cases of indigenous communities in extreme conditions of vulnerability due to lack of access to their ancestral territory, the Court evaluates whether the State caused conditions that prevented their access to a life in dignified conditions, and if that happened, whether it complied with its international obligations to adopt positive, qualified and urgent measures: “In the instant case, the Court must establish whether the State generated conditions that worsened the difficulties of access to a decent life for the members of the Yakye Axa Community and whether, in that context, it took appropriate positive measures to fulfill that obligation, taking into account the especially vulnerable situation in which they were placed, given their different manner of life (different worldview systems than those of Western culture, including their close relationship with the land) and their life aspirations, both individual and collective, in light of the existing international corpus juris regarding the special protection required by the members of the indigenous communities, in view of the provisions set forth in Article 4 of the Convention, in combination with the general duty to respect rights, embodied in Article 1(1) and with the duty of progressive development set forth in Article 26 of that same Convention, and with Articles 10 (Right to Health); 11 (Right to a Healthy Environment); 12 (Right to Food); 13 (Right to Education) and 14 (Right to the Benefits of Culture) of the Additional Protocol to the American Convention, regarding economic, social, and cultural rights, and the pertinent provisions ILO Convention No. 169”.

---


B. The Right to Health

157. The Inter-American Court has recalled that indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to access their territory and the natural resources necessary “to practice traditional medicine to prevent and cure illnesses.” On this point, the Inter-American Court has quoted General Comment 14 of the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, on the right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health. General Comment 14 specifies that “[i]n indigenous communities, the health of the individual is often linked to the health of the society as a whole and has a collective dimension. In this regard, the Committee considers that [...] denying them their sources of nutrition and breaking their symbiotic relationship with their lands, has a deleterious effect on their health.”

158. More generally, indigenous communities experience conditions of extreme misery due to the lack of access to land and natural resources that are necessary for their subsistence. In cases in which indigenous and tribal peoples are deprived of nutrition, health and access to clean water because of such lack of access to ancestral territories, States have an obligation to “take immediate steps to ensure their access to the lands and natural resources on which they depend,” in order to prevent an erosion of the right to health and the right to life.

C. Economic and Social Rights

159. The lack of access to lands and resources also limits the enjoyment of other economic and social rights. The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights’ General Comments on the rights to adequate food and water specify that point: “In the case of indigenous peoples, access to their ancestral lands and to the use and enjoyment of the natural resources found on them is closely linked to obtaining food and access to clean water. In this regard, said Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has highlighted the special vulnerability of many groups of indigenous peoples whose access to ancestral lands has been threatened and, therefore, their possibility of access to means of obtaining food and clean water.” For the Inter-American Court, in the case of indigenous peoples, “special detriment to the right to health, and closely tied to this, detriment to the right to food and access to clean water, have a major impact on the right to a decent existence and basic conditions to exercise other human rights, such as the right to education or the right to cultural identity.”

D. The Right to Cultural Identity and Religious Freedom

160. The perpetuation of indigenous and tribal peoples’ cultural identity also depends on recognition of ancestral lands and territories. The close relationship between indigenous and tribal peoples and their

---


traditional territories and natural resources is a constitutive element of their culture, understood as a particular way of life. Ancestral cemeteries, places of religious meaning and importance, and ceremonial or ritual sites linked to the occupation and use of physical territories constitute an intrinsic part of the right to cultural identity. Failure to guarantee the right to communal property thus impairs the preservation of the ways of life, customs and language of indigenous and tribal communities. For indigenous and tribal peoples, “possession of their traditional territory is indelibly recorded in their historical memory, and their relationship with the land is such that severing that tie entails the certain risk of an irreparable ethnic and cultural loss, with the ensuing loss of diversity.”

161. Indigenous and tribal peoples are thus entitled to effective guarantee of their right to live in their ancestral territory and preserve their cultural identity. If the State fails to secure the right to territorial property of indigenous communities and their members, they are deprived “not only of material possession of their territory but also of the basic foundation for the development of their culture, their spiritual life, their wholeness and their economic survival.” Therefore, by virtue of Article 21 of the American Convention, the protection of the right to territorial property is a means to preserve the fundamental basis for the development of the culture, spiritual life, integrity and economic survival of indigenous communities. Limitations on the right to indigenous property can also affect the right to the exercise of one’s own religion, spirituality or beliefs, a right recognized by Article 12 of the American Convention and Article III of the American Declaration. States are under the obligation to secure indigenous peoples’ freedom to preserve their own forms of religiousness or spirituality, including the public expression of this right and access to sacred sites.

162. The loss of cultural identity because of the lack of access to ancestral territory has a direct impact upon the rights of the children of the dispossessed communities. The Inter-American Court has explained: “Regarding the cultural identity of the boys and girls of indigenous communities, the Court notes that Article 30 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child establishes an additional and complementary obligation which gives content to Article 19 of the American Convention, namely the obligation to promote and protect indigenous children’s right to live in accordance with their own culture, their own religion and their own language. // Likewise, this Court considers that from the States’ general obligation to promote and protect cultural diversity, is derived a special obligation to guarantee indigenous children’s right to cultural life. // In this sense, the Court considers that the loss of traditional practices, such as the feminine or masculine initiation rituals and the Community’s languages, and the damages derived from the lack of territory, affect in a particular way the development and cultural identity of the Community’s boys and girls, who will not even be able to develop that special relationship

---

467 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 155.
468 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 155.
with their traditional territory and that particular form of life that appertains to their culture, if the measures necessary to guarantee the enjoyment of those rights are not implemented.”

E. Labor Rights

163. The IACHR has also proven that the occupation and restriction of indigenous territories, insofar as they prevent indigenous and tribal peoples from access to their traditional subsistence activities, expose their members to situations of work exploitation (marked by bad working conditions, low salaries and lack of social security), and even to practices such as forced labor or servitude for debts, analogous to slavery.

164. In its 2009 report on “Captive Communities: Situation of the Guaraní Indigenous People and Contemporary Forms of Slavery in the Bolivian Chaco”, the IACHR verified the direct causal link that exists between the territorial dispossession and forced labor of the members of the Guaraní indigenous communities of the Bolivian Chaco. In such report, the IACHR “finds the existence of debt bondage and forced labor, which are practices that constitute contemporary forms of slavery. Guaraní families and communities clearly are subjected to a labor regime in which they do not have the right to define the conditions of employment, such as the working hours and wages; they work excessive hours for meager pay, in violation of the domestic labor laws; and they live under the threat of violence, which also leads to a situation of fear and absolute dependency on the employer. The Commission highlights the importance of the fact that these are individuals, families, and communities who belong to an indigenous people, who find themselves in those deplorable conditions due to the involuntary loss of their ancestral lands, as a result of actions and policies taken by the State over more than a century, and who at present find it impossible to enjoy their fundamental rights, as an indigenous people, to collective communal property, access to justice, a dignified life, and the development of their own self-government and their own social, cultural, and political institutions.”

Therefore it concluded that “[t]he problem of bondage and forced labor in the Bolivian Chaco has its origins in the dispossession of their territory suffered by the Guaraní indigenous people over more than a century, which resulted in the subjugation of its members to conditions of slavery, bondage, and forced labor. The solution to this problem lies not only in the elimination of contemporary forms of slavery on the estates of the Chaco, but also in measures of reparation including the restitution of the ancestral territory of the Guaraní people and integral measures that solve their needs in health, housing, education, and technical training that would arise after the ‘emancipation’ of the Guaraní captive communities.”

---

Example of application

In its 2001 report on the human rights situation in Guatemala, the IACHR referred to the direct link between lack of access to territorial property and generalized poverty and indigence among indigenous peoples, noting the labor exploitation of the indigenous population. The Commission pointed out that “[v]irtually all indigenous peoples live below the poverty line, a situation that has an impact on educational services, health, literacy, sanitation services, employment, and the status of women and children” [par. 44]. In terms of the right to health, the IACHR found that “insufficient food, abject poverty, and the absence of preventive health policies are the cause of health problems among the indigenous population in Guatemala.” [par. 48] As to the indigenous population’s higher vulnerability to labor exploitation, the Commission explained that as a consequence of extreme necessity, sectors of the indigenous population had to migrate temporarily to work in the lowlands with agricultural exports companies. “Each year, during the harvesting period, several hundred thousand indigenous workers go to those areas, where they generally toil in working conditions that are illegal and receive salaries that are below the legal minimum wage. Living and housing conditions are abysmal, and their attempts to join unions are attacked.” [par. 46].

---


The IACHR recommended that the State “adopt, as soon as possible, the measures and policies necessary to establish and maintain an effective preventive health and medical care system, to which all members of the different indigenous communities have access, take advantage of the medicinal and health resources of indigenous cultures, and provide these communities with resources to improve their environmental health conditions, including drinking water and sewage services” [par. 66, Recommendation 6]. It also recommended the State to “develop policies aimed at the qualitative improvement of and social investment in rural areas in order to guarantee indigenous peoples equal opportunities (...)” [par. 66, Recommendation 7]. Finally, with regard to the situation of indigenous migrant workers, the IACHR recommended the promotion of respect for their rights as workers, taking into account ILO Convention No. 169 and its domestic legislation, punishing those responsible for violations of the Law.

F. Right to Self-determination

165. The lack of access to ancestral territory prevents the exercise of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to self-determination. The U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples explicitly recognizes indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination.459 ILO Convention No. 169 also recognizes the aspirations of indigenous peoples to control their own institutions, ways of life and economic development “within the framework of the state in which they live.”460 There is a direct relation between self-determination and land and resource rights.

166. In the case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname the Court referred to the right of self-determination in its interpretation of indigenous land and resource rights under American Convention Article 21. It noted that the Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights has interpreted common Article 1 of the Covenants as being applicable to indigenous peoples.461 Accordingly, by virtue of the right of indigenous peoples to self-determination recognized under said Article 1, they may “freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development”, and may “freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources” so as not to be “deprived of [their] own means of subsistence.”462 The Court considered that the rules of interpretation contained in Article 29(b) of the American Convention, precluded it “from interpreting the provisions of Article 21 of the American Convention in a manner that restricts its enjoyment and exercise to a lesser degree than what is recognized”463 in the UN Covenants. Accordingly, the Court concluded that Article 21 of the American Convention calls for the right of members of indigenous and tribal communities to freely determine and enjoy their own social, cultural and economic development, which includes the right to enjoy their particular spiritual relationship with the territory they have traditionally used and occupied. As a corollary, the State has an obligation to adopt special measures to recognize, respect, protect and guarantee the communal property right of the members of indigenous and tribal communities to such territory.

G. Right to Psychological and Moral Integrity

167. The lack of access to ancestral territory also causes suffering to the members of the dispossessed indigenous communities, which constitutes a violation of their right to psychological and moral integrity. In the case of the Xákmok-Kásek community v. Paraguay, the Inter-American Court explained that “several of the alleged victims who declared before the Court expressed the sadness that they, and the members of the Community, feel because of the lack of restitution of their traditional lands, the progressive loss of their culture and the long wait they have had to bear in the course of the inefficient administrative procedure. In addition, the miserable living

459 Article 3 of the UN Declaration provides as follows: “Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.”

460 ILO Convention No. 169, Preamble.

461 Cf. UNCESCR, Consideration of Reports submitted by States Parties under Articles 16 and 17 of the Covenant, Concluding Observations on Russian Federation (Thirty-first session), U.N. Doc. E/C.12/1/Add.94, December 12, 2003, para. 11, in which the Committee expressed concern for the “precarious situation of indigenous communities in the State party, affecting their right to self-determination under article 1 of the Covenant.”

462 ICESCR, Article 1.

conditions experienced by the members of the Community, the death of several of its members and the general state of abandonment in which they are generate sufferings that necessarily affect the psychological and moral integrity of all of the members of the Community. All of this constitutes a violation of Article 5.1 of the Convention, to the detriment of the members of the Xákmok-Kásek Community.464

H. Corresponding State Obligations

168. In relation to indigenous communities who have been dispossessed of their territories and are consequently placed in vulnerable and extreme situations, the State must:

1. adopt urgent measures to guarantee effective access by the communities to the territories that belong to them;
2. strive to guarantee the members of these communities dignified living conditions, through the immediate provision of the goods and services they require in the fields of food, water, dignified housing, health and education;
3. adopt precautionary measures to protect their ancestral territories from any act that can entail a loss of their value while their restitution is carried out; and
4. promote access to justice by the community members, as victims of serious human rights violations.465

Restitution of ancestral territory

169. The precarious socioeconomic conditions of these indigenous communities make compliance with the State duty to solve their territorial claims more urgent.466 The main means available to the State to improve the situation of indigenous communities in extreme socioeconomic distress is the restitution of their traditional lands; thus, in the case of the Sawhoyamaxa community, the Inter-American Court ruled that “although the State did not take them to the side of the road, it is also true it did not adopt the adequate measures, through a quick and efficient administrative proceeding, to take them away and relocate them within their ancestral lands, where they could have used and enjoyed their natural resources, which resources are directly related to their survival capacity and the preservation of their ways of life.”467 In this case, therefore, the State had “not adopted the necessary measures for the members of the Community to leave the roadside, and thus, abandon the inadequate conditions that endangered, and continue endangering, their right to life.”468

Immediate provision of the basic goods and services required for a dignified subsistence

170. Indigenous communities who lack access to ancestral territory often live a situation of extreme vulnerability because of the lack of access to subsistence resources. In such circumstances they have a right to immediate and priority provision by the State of food, water, health care and educational attention which are


adequate, regular and sufficient in terms of the periodicity, quantity and quality, to reverse and solve the situation of risk and vulnerability in the areas of food, water, health, sanitation and housing, taking into account the seriousness of each case. The State must adopt the positive measures that are necessary to ensure that the members of such indigenous communities, during the period in which they remain without territory, can live in conditions which are compatible with their dignity. The State must also adopt measures which can enable the members of those indigenous communities to live in a healthy environment, to prevent or avoid illnesses, especially among their children.

171. The essential content of the State duties towards communities deprived of access to their ancestral land is summarized in the reparations ordered by the Court in the Yakye Axa and Sawhoyamaxa cases: in addition to delimiting, demarcating, granting legal title and materially handing them their ancestral territories or alternative lands that satisfy the jurisprudential criteria, "as long as the Community remains landless, given its special state of vulnerability and the impossibility of resorting to its traditional subsistence mechanisms, the State must supply, immediately and on a regular basis, sufficient drinking water for consumption and personal hygiene of the members of the Community; it must provide regular medical care and appropriate medicine to protect the health of all persons, especially children, the elderly and pregnant women, including medicine and adequate treatment for worming of all members of the Community; it must supply food in quantities, variety and quality that are sufficient for the members of the Community to have the minimum conditions for a decent life; it must provide latrines or any other type of appropriate toilets for effective and healthy management of the biological waste of the Community; and it must supply sufficient bilingual material for appropriate education of the students at the school in the current settlement of the Community".

172. The measures that the State must adopt to attend these communities must be prioritized and special, with the aim of achieving an effective provision and supply of such goods and services; these measures differ, because of their urgent character, from those that the state must adopt to guarantee the rights of the population and of indigenous communities in general.

173. The state obligations of priority attention become yet more pressing when it comes to the children or the pregnant women of these communities: "As regards to the right to life of children, the State has, in addition to the duties regarding any person, the additional obligation to promote the protective measures referred...

---


to in Article 19 of the American Convention (...). Thus, on the one hand, the State must undertake more carefully and responsibly its special position as guarantor, and must adopt special measures based on the best interest of the child.\textsuperscript{476} The aforesaid cannot be separated from the likewise vulnerable situation of the pregnant women of the Community. States must devote special attention and care to protect this group and must adopt special measures to secure women, specially during pregnancy, delivery and lactation, access to adequate medical care services”.\textsuperscript{477} The extreme vulnerability of the children of indigenous communities due to lack of territory is particularly serious;\textsuperscript{478} in particular, the state has the duty, \textit{inter alia}, of providing these children with their basic needs, “to ensure that the situation of vulnerability of their Community due to lack of territory will not limit their development or destroy their life aspirations.\textsuperscript{479,480}

174. If the State fails to act to prevent the deaths of children who are members of communities at risk due to lack of access to territory, it can become internationally responsible for violation of articles 4 and 19 of the American Convention,\textsuperscript{481} when “said deaths are attributable to the lack of adequate prevention and to the failure by the State to adopt sufficient positive measures, considering that the State had knowledge of the situation of the Community and that action by the State could be reasonably expected.”\textsuperscript{482} It must be determined that at the moment the events occurred, “the authorities knew or should have known about the existence of a situation posing an immediate and certain risk to the life of an individual or of a group of individuals, and that the necessary measures were not adopted within the scope of their authority which could be reasonably expected to prevent or avoid such risk.”\textsuperscript{483}

175. The situation of the elderly members of indigenous communities that lack access to their territory is comparably serious: “As regards the special consideration required by the elderly, it is important for the State to take measures to ensure their continuing functionality and autonomy, guaranteeing their right to adequate food, access to clean water and health care. Specifically, the State must provide care for the elderly with chronic diseases and in terminal stages, to help them avoid unnecessary suffering.”\textsuperscript{484} It is necessary to take into account that in many indigenous communities oral transmission of the culture to the younger generations is primarily entrusted to the elderly.

\textsuperscript{476} Cf. Case of the “Mapirip\'an Massacre”, supra note 9, para. 152; Case of the Indigenous Community of Yakye Axa, supra note 1, para. 172, and Case of “Juvenile Reeducation Institute” supra note 211, para. 160. In that sense, also, Cf. Juridical Condition and Human Rights of Children. Advisory Opinion AO-17/02 of August 28, 2002. Series A No. 17, pars. 56 and 60.


176. In addition, State obligations under articles 4, 5, 21 and 24 of the American Convention and the duties of protection and guarantee that stem from articles 1 and 2 of the Convention, require the State to provide, in an exceptional manner, the basic goods and services necessary for indigenous communities’ subsistence, in a range of situations in which, due to reasons of force majeure, indigenous peoples are deprived of access to their lands and resources, such as food crises, relocation caused by development projects, internal displacement caused by environmental crises and cases of armed conflict, and other humanitarian emergency situations, which trigger the aforementioned State duties of special attention.

177. The fact that the State is not responsible for depriving the members of the communities of their lands, does not relieve the State from its duties from the moment it has knowledge of the situation.

Interim protection of the ancestral territory pending restitution

178. As for the interim protection of the ancestral territories pending their restitution to the dispossessed communities, the Court has explained that until it is effectively returned, “the State must guarantee that such territory will not be damaged by acts of the State itself or of private third parties. Thus, it must ensure that the area will not be deforested, that sites which are culturally important for the community will not be destroyed, that the lands will not be transferred and that the territory will not be exploited in such a manner as to cause irreparable harm to the area or to the natural resources present therein.”

Example

In its 2001 report on the human rights situation in Paraguay, the IACHR described the situation of lack of access to territorial property and ecological deterioration of the territories of the country’s indigenous peoples, as well as its repercussions upon the effective enjoyment of other individual and collective human rights. The IACHR explained that “the process of sorting out territorial claims, to which the Paraguayan State committed itself more than 20 years ago, to benefit the indigenous communities, is still pending” [par. 47], and in many of the cases the process of territorial adjudication had not been coupled with the installation of basic utilities and services for the communities.

The IACHR pointed out that “most of the indigenous communities obtained the animals and fruits necessary for their food from the forests; nonetheless, the process of agrarian colonization led to the dispossessment of their territories and the ecological degradation of their lands” [par. 40]. It also indicated that “the contamination of the communities’ water reserves is a public health problem. To date the State has yet to perform the pertinent studies for evaluating the harm and possible mitigation measures” [par. 43]. As a consequence of this situation, the IACHR explained that “during the last quarter century, as the territory came to be occupied by colonization and migratory flows, the traditional indigenous habitat was encroached upon, with a negative impact on infant mortality and infant malnutrition for indigenous children, which are several times higher than the national average” [par. 36]; that “by virtue of the precarious conditions in which the indigenous people live in Paraguay, they are more vulnerable to diseases and epidemics, particular Chagas’ disease, tuberculosis, and malaria” [par. 35]; and that as an effect of the restriction of traditional habitats “indigenous communities have suffered intensive deterioration and community disintegration.” [par. 4].

VIII. INDIGENOUS AND TRIBAL PEOPLES’ RIGHTS OVER NATURAL RESOURCES

179. Many indigenous and tribal peoples live in areas rich in living and non-living resources, including forests that contain abundant biodiversity, water, and minerals. Historically, the desire of non-indigenous society for such resources has resulted in the removal, decimation or extermination of many indigenous communities. Today, the survival and integrity of the Hemisphere’s remaining indigenous and tribal peoples requires recognition


of their rights to the resources found on their lands and territories on which they depend for their economic, spiritual, cultural, and physical well-being.

180. In several countries of the region, constitutional or legislative provisions assign ownership of subsurface mineral and water rights to the State. The Inter-American human rights system does not preclude this type of measure; it is legitimate, in principle, for States to formally reserve for themselves the resources of the subsoil and water. This does not imply, however, that indigenous or tribal peoples do not have rights that must be respected in relation to the process of mineral exploration and extraction, nor does it imply that State authorities have freedom to dispose of said resources at their discretion. On the contrary, Inter-American jurisprudence has identified rights of indigenous and tribal peoples that States must respect and protect when they plan to extract subsoil resources or exploit water resources; such rights include the right to a safe and healthy environment, the right to prior consultation and, in some cases, informed consent, the right to participation in the benefits of the project, and the right of access to justice and reparation. In the following sections, their content and modes of application are explained in detail.

A. General Considerations

181. Indigenous and tribal peoples have property rights over the natural resources which are present in their territories. The Inter-American human rights system’s jurisprudence on indigenous peoples’ right to communal property has explicitly incorporated, within the material scope of this right, the natural resources traditionally used by indigenous peoples and linked to their cultures, including uses which are both strictly material and other uses of a spiritual or cultural character. For the Inter-American human rights system, this is a necessary consequence of the right to territorial property: from the right to use and enjoy territory in accordance with indigenous and tribal peoples’ traditions and customs, the right to the natural resources which are both in and within the ancestral lands is a necessary derivation, including the specific rights of indigenous peoples over the natural resources of the subsoil which will be explained in detail below. For the Inter-American Court, indigenous peoples’ members “right to use and enjoy their traditionally owned lands necessarily implies a similar right with regards to the natural resources that are necessary for their survival”. In general terms, by virtue of their right to property, indigenous and tribal peoples and their members have the right “to use and enjoy the natural resources that lie on and within their traditionally owned territory”.490

182. The property rights of indigenous and tribal peoples thus extend to the natural resources which are present in their territories, resources traditionally used and necessary for the survival, development and continuation of the peoples’ way of life. For the Inter-American human rights system, resource rights are a necessary consequence of the right to territorial property. According to the Inter-American Court, “members of tribal and indigenous communities have the right to own the natural resources they have traditionally used within their territory for the same reasons that they have a right to own the land they have traditionally used and


occupied for centuries. Without them, the very physical and cultural survival of such peoples is at stake.\footnote{Cf. I/A Court H.R., Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 137, and I/A Court H.R., Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March 29, 2006. Series C No. 146, par. 118.} Hence the need to protect indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights over the natural resources they have traditionally used; that is, “the aim and purpose of the special measures required on behalf of the members of indigenous and tribal communities is to guarantee that they may continue living their traditional way of life, and that their distinct cultural identity, social structure, economic system, customs, beliefs and traditions are respected, guaranteed and protected by States.”\footnote{I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, pars. 120, 121.} States must take into consideration that “the culture of the members of the indigenous communities directly relates to a specific way of being, seeing, and acting in the world, developed on the basis of their close relationship with their traditional territories and the resources therein, not only because they are their main means of subsistence, but also because they are part of their worldview (…), and therefore, of their cultural identity.”\footnote{I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, pars. 120, 121.} This corresponds to the notion of indigenous territoriality elaborated by ILO Convention No. 169 and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, by which indigenous rights to property extend to the natural resources that indigenous peoples use as part of their traditional economies or which have cultural, spiritual or ceremonial uses.

183. As explained by the Inter-American Court, “due to the inextricable connection members of indigenous and tribal peoples have with their territory, the protection of their right to property over such territory, in accordance with Article 21 of the Convention, is necessary to guarantee their very survival. Accordingly, the right to use and enjoy their territory would be meaningless in the context of indigenous and tribal communities if said right were not connected to the natural resources that lie on and within the land. That is, the demand for collective land ownership by members of indigenous and tribal peoples derives from the need to ensure the security and permanence of their control and use of the natural resources, which in turn maintains their very way of life. This connectedness between the territory and the natural resources necessary for their physical and cultural survival is precisely what needs to be protected under Article 21 of the Convention in order to guarantee the members of indigenous and tribal communities’ right to the use and enjoyment of their property. From this analysis, it follows that the natural resources found on and within indigenous and tribal people’s territories that are protected under Article 21 are those natural resources traditionally used and necessary for the very survival, development and continuation of such people’s way of life.”\footnote{I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, par. 135.} The Court has identified in concrete cases the natural resources present within ancestral territory that are important to the traditional way of life, and therefore protected by the right to property.

184. In connection with this, the cultural rights of an indigenous people may encompass traditional activities related to natural resources, such as fishing or hunting.\footnote{Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 23 (1994): Article 27 (rights of minorities), CCPR/C/21/rev.1/Add.5 (1994), par. 7; cited in: IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130, footnote No. 97.} The IACHR has also noted that among indigenous communities, the life of their members “fundamentally depends” on the subsistence activities –
agriculture, hunting, fishing, gathering – that they carry out in their territories," and that therefore, an indigenous community’s "relations to its land and resources are protected by other rights set forth in the American Convention, such as the right to life, honor, and dignity, freedom of conscience and religion, freedom of association, rights of the family, and freedom of movement and residence." The preservation of the distinctive connection between indigenous and tribal peoples and the natural resources they have traditionally used and are linked to their culture “is fundamental to the effective realization of the human rights of indigenous peoples more generally and therefore warrants special measures of protection.”

185. Insofar as indigenous and tribal peoples have property rights over the natural resources present in their ancestral territories, States must adopt effective measures to secure those rights, measures which must be adequate for their full guarantee, in accordance with the traditional use and occupation patterns. Recognition of indigenous customary law by State authorities in general, and in particular by the Courts, is therefore necessary for indigenous and tribal peoples to be able to claim their rights over natural resources, and for recognition of their ancestral possession. The State’s failure to adopt such measures violates articles 1 and 2 of the American Convention.

186. As with the right to territorial property in general, indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to property over the natural resources may not be legally extinguished or altered by State authorities without the peoples’ full and informed consultation and consent, or without complying with the general requirements established for cases of expropriation, and with the other legal safeguards of indigenous territorial property. Compliance with the requirements for carrying out expropriations is one of the elements that must be applied


506 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 131.
whenever the State decides to evaluate undertaking development or investment plans or projects, or granting concessions for the exploration or exploitation of natural resources in indigenous territories, as explained below.

187. Rights over natural resources are not conditioned on the existence of formal title to property, nor to the finalization of the delimitation or demarcation procedures, but instead “exist even without State actions which specify them,” given that such peoples have “communal property rights to land and natural resources based on traditional patterns of use and occupation of ancestral territory.” This entails the application of the natural resource property safeguards to the communities that lack a real property title. States violate indigenous peoples’ right to property when they grant concessions for the exploration or exploitation of the natural resources present in ancestral territories which have not been titled, delimited or demarcated. Consequently, States are bound, by virtue of Article XXIII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, to abstain from “granting logging and oil concessions to third parties to utilize the property and resources that could fall within the lands which must be delimited, demarcated and titled or otherwise clarified and protected, in the absence of effective consultations with and the informed consent of the [respective] people,” an identical obligation is imposed by Article 21 of the American Convention.

188. Indeed, one of the problems which has recur...
acts that might lead the agents of the State itself, or third parties acting with its acquiescence or its tolerance, to affect the existence, value, use or enjoyment of the property located in the geographic area occupied and used by the [respective] people.” until such time as title is granted. The IACHR has also held that failure to adopt State measures to guarantee indigenous communities’ rights over natural resources in accordance with their traditional use and occupation patterns is a violation of Articles 1.1 and 2 of the American Convention on Human Rights. Granting concessions for the exploration or exploitation of natural resources in indigenous territories that have not been titled, demarcated or protected by the State, without complying with the requirements of prior consultation and other applicable safeguards, violates Articles 1 and 2 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

B. The Right to Environmental Integrity

190. Although neither the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, nor the American Convention on Human Rights, contain express references to the protection of the environment, several fundamental rights require, as a necessary precondition for their enjoyment, a minimum environmental quality, and are profoundly affected by the degradation of natural resources. The IACHR has emphasized that there is a direct relationship between the physical environment in which persons live, and the rights to life, security and physical integrity: “The realization of the right to life, and to physical security and integrity is necessarily related to and in some ways dependent upon one's physical environment. Accordingly, where environmental contamination and degradation pose a persistent threat to human life and health, the foregoing rights are implicated.”

191. Both the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the American Convention on Human Rights reflect a priority concern with the preservation of individual health and welfare, legal interests which are protected by the interrelation between the rights to life, security of person, physical, psychological and moral integrity, and health, and thereby refer to the right to a healthy environment.

192. As explained by the IACHR, the critical link between human beings’ subsistence and the environment has been recognized in other international treaties and instruments that bind several States of the Americas, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; the Amazon Cooperation Treaty; the World Charter for Nature; the Convention for the Protection of Flora, Fauna and Natural Scenic Beauties of America; the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development; and the Convention on Biological Diversity. Both ILO Convention No. 169 and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples incorporate specific provisions on the protection of the environment of indigenous territories.

At the Inter-American Level, the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Protocol of San... continuation
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Salvador), which has been signed or ratified by several countries in the region and entered into force in November 1999, states in Article 11, on the right to a healthy environment: “1. Everyone shall have the right to live in a healthy environment and to have access to basic public services. // 2. The States Parties shall promote the protection, preservation, and improvement of the environment.”

193. These provisions are directly relevant for the interpretation of the Inter-American human rights instruments, by virtue of the evolutionary and systematic interpretive approach which applies to the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the American Convention on Human Rights. Thus, both the IACHR and the Inter-American Court have articulated a set of State obligations related to the preservation of an environmental quality which allows for the enjoyment of human rights. State members of the OAS must prevent the degradation of the environment in order to comply with their human rights obligations in the framework of the Inter-American system.

194. In relation to indigenous and tribal peoples, the protection of the natural resources that are present in ancestral territories, and of such territories’ environmental integrity, is necessary to secure certain fundamental rights of their members, such as life, dignity, personal integrity, health, property, and privacy or information. These rights are directly affected whenever pollution, deforestation, contamination of waters, or other significant environmental damage occurs in ancestral territories. This implies that the State must undertake preventive and positive action aimed at guaranteeing an environment that does not compromise indigenous persons’ capacity to exercise their most basic human rights. In this line, the IACHR has explained that the right to life protected by both the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the American Convention on Human Rights “is not (...) limited to protection against arbitrary killing. States Parties are required to take certain positive measures to safeguard life and physical integrity. Severe environmental pollution may pose a threat to human life and health, and in the appropriate case give rise to an obligation on the part of a State to take reasonable measures to prevent such risk, or the necessary measures to respond when persons have suffered injury.”

195. The link between the protection of the environment and respect for human dignity has also been emphasized by the IACHR: “The American Convention on Human Rights is premised on the principle that rights inhere in the individual simply by virtue of being human. Respect for the inherent dignity of the person is the principle which underlies the fundamental protections of the right to life and to preservation of physical well-being. Conditions of severe environmental pollution, which may cause serious physical illness, impairment and suffering on the part of the local populace, are inconsistent with the right to be respected as a human being.”

The IACHR has also underlined the direct link between the preservation of environmental integrity and access to livelihood sources; citing the World Charter for Nature, it has held that “mankind is a part of nature and life depends on the uninterrupted functioning of natural systems which ensure the supply of energy and nutrients.”

196. The IACHR has further recognized the link between the protection of the environment and the right to health. In 1983, in its report on the situation of human rights in Cuba, the IACHR recommended that the State adopt specific measures to protect the environment in order to comply with its obligations appurtenant to the right to health, explaining that a healthy environment is essential for a healthy population, and noting that factors such as water provision, basic sanitation and hygiene services, and waste management bear an important impact in this regard.

---

521 As of 2010, the Protocol had been ratified or adhered to by Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname and Uruguay; and it had been signed by Chile, Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Venezuela.


197. Effective protection of the natural resources present in indigenous and tribal territories requires that States guarantee their members the exercise of certain human rights of a procedural nature, most importantly, access to information, participation in decision-making, and access to justice. As explained by the IACHR, in contexts of harm or threat to the environment, “protection of the right to life and physical integrity may best be advanced through measures to support and enhance the ability of individuals to safeguard and vindicate those rights. The quest to guard against environmental conditions which threaten human health requires that individuals have access to: information, participation in relevant decision-making processes, and judicial recourse.”

From this perspective, the guarantee and exercise of the human rights to participation, information and access to justice constitute necessary means to attain the ultimate objective of environmental preservation. As explained in the following sections, the scope of each one of these three rights in relation to the protection of the natural resources of indigenous or tribal territories has been developed in detail by Inter-American jurisprudence, in such a way that they constitute, in themselves, mandatory requirements for States.

C. The right to effective implementation of the existing legal standards

198. Authorities have the duty, as part of the rule of law, to implement the national and international environmental protection standards that the State has enacted or accepted; this positive obligation of States is part of their general obligation to implement and enforce their own laws in order to protect the human rights of all persons, including indigenous or tribal peoples and their members. States must adopt measures to ensure that recognition of indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights in their constitutions and in the international treaties to which they are parties, is incorporated in a cross-cutting manner in their domestic law, including in relation to development projects. At the same time they have the obligation to secure the effective implementation and enforcement of the provisions they adopt, and of the international human rights law provisions that bind them.

199. In its country reports, the IACHR has celebrated some legal advances in the constitutional recognition and legislative development of the right to prior consultation, in the process of socio-environmental monitoring of extractive activities, and in the sustainable development of industries such as the oil and gas sector. In this regard, it has expressed that it “hopes to obtain information on the implementation mechanisms for this legal framework and on their results in effectively safeguarding the right to prior consultation.”

200. As part of the generic obligation to implement and enforce legal measures, States must ensure compliance with their environmental and criminal law and regulations in relation to projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources in indigenous and tribal peoples’ territories, and impose the sanctions foreseen in cases of non-compliance. The IACHR has explained that, in the context of environmental pollution resulting from extractive activities, “the right to life and the protection of the physical integrity of the individual are norms of an imperative nature. Article 2 of the American Convention requires that where these rights are not adequately ensured through legislative and other means, the State must take the necessary corrective measures. Where the right to life, to health and to live in a healthy environment is already protected by law, the Convention requires that the law be effectively applied and enforced.”

---


201. Compliance with the State duty to implement and enforce existing environmental standards is required in order for extractive projects not to compromise the exercise of human rights: “The Commission recognizes that the right to development implies that each state has the freedom to exploit its natural resources, including through the granting of concessions and acceptance of international investment. However, the Commission considers that the absence of regulation, inappropriate regulation, or a lack of supervision in the application of extant norms may create serious problems with respect to the environment which translate into violations of human rights protected by the American Convention.”\(^{531}\) An integral part of the process of effective enforcement of the law in this context, is for the State “to take the measures necessary to ensure that the acts of its agents (...) conform to its domestic and Inter-American legal obligations.”\(^{532}\)

202. Likewise, the IACHR has underscored that States who ratify ILO Convention No. 169 must guarantee its cross-cutting incorporation into the legislation that regulates the entire process of design, concession and implementation of projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources in indigenous territories; and at the same time must adopt measures to guarantee the effective application of such legislation, taking into account that the lack of regulatory development is not an excuse for failure to comply with the application of Convention No. 169.\(^{533}\) States must apply adequate mechanisms to follow-up and control compliance, by the authorities, with the rights and guarantees they agreed to respect upon ratification of Convention No. 169.\(^{534}\)

203. The State duty to apply the environmental protection provisions in force gains special importance vis-à-vis non-State actors whose conduct that is harmful for natural resources. State authorities have clear international obligations to enforce their own standards and regulations, non-compliance with which may incur their international responsibility. In practice, States have resorted to different instruments, including the establishment of quality, production or emissions standards; licensing or regulation of dangerous activities; the provision of economic incentives or disincentives; the sanction of particularly harmful activities through criminal law; or the creation of private liability regimes to disincentivate and compensate environmental damage.\(^{535}\) Whichever options are chosen, enforcement of the environmental protection measures in relation to private parties, in particular of extractive companies and industries, is required to avoid the State’s international responsibility for violating the human rights of indigenous or tribal populations affected by environmentally destructive activities.\(^{536}\)

D. State Obligations in the Context of Development and Investment Projects and Extractive Concessions over Natural Resources that Affect Ancestral Territories

204. The States of the Americas, and the populations that compose them, have the right to development. Such right to development “implies that each State has the freedom to exploit its natural resources, including through the granting of concessions and acceptance of international investment,”\(^{537}\) but development must necessarily be compatible with human rights, and specifically with the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members. There is no development as such without full respect for human rights. This imposes mandatory limitations and duties on State authorities. In particular, development must be managed in a

---

sustainable manner, which requires that States ensure protection of the environment, and specifically of the environment of indigenous and tribal ancestral territories. As the IACHR has explained, “the norms of the Inter-American human rights system neither prevent nor discourage development; rather, they require that development take place under conditions that respect and ensure the human rights of the individuals affected. As set forth in the Declaration of Principles of the Summit of the Americas: ‘Social progress and economic prosperity can be sustained only if our people live in a healthy environment and our ecosystems and natural resources are managed carefully and responsibly.’

1. Impact of Development and Investment Plans or Projects, and of Extractive Concessions that Affect the Environment

205. Infrastructure or development mega-projects, such as roads, canals, dams, ports or the like, as well as concessions for the exploration or exploitation of natural resources in ancestral territories, may affect indigenous populations with particularly serious consequences, given that they imperil their territories and the ecosystems within, for which reason they represent a mortal danger to their survival as peoples, especially in cases where the ecological fragility of their territories coincides with demographic weakness. The impact of these activities upon indigenous or tribal peoples’ socio-cultural integrity has also been broadly documented by the IACHR.

206. Thus, extractive concessions in indigenous territories, in having the potential of causing ecological damage, endanger the economic interests, survival, and cultural integrity of the indigenous communities and their members, in addition to affecting the exercise of their property rights over lands and natural resources. The activities of logging companies in indigenous or tribal peoples’ territories, for example, are highly destructive and produce massive damage to the forest and its ecological and cultural functions, causing water pollution, loss of biodiversity, and the spiritual disruption of the forest to the detriment of indigenous and tribal peoples.

207. International human rights organs pay specific attention to the consequences to indigenous peoples’ rights of environmental contamination caused by extractive activities and other development or investment projects. In recent years, the organs of the Inter-American system have witnessed an exponential

---


541 I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of November 28, 2007. Series C No. 172, par. 153. The UN Special Rapporteur has expressed his alarm on the special vulnerability of the forest-dwelling indigenous peoples: “The reduction of the indigenous people’s territorial base is only a small part of a broader phenomenon: the progressive and accelerated loss of control over their natural resources, in which the forest resources situation is particularly dire. In recent years the forests of the indigenous people have been systematically affected by the activities of large forestry corporations and of legal and illegal logging, leading to the progressive destruction of their traditional means of subsistence. This process not only leads to the deforestation and desertification of large tracts of the planet, but also accelerates the gradual destruction of the indigenous people’s lifestyle and culture. This process affects the living conditions of a multitude of indigenous communities in the equatorial forests of Central Africa, the Amazon basin, the boreal forests of Siberia and America, the Andean range and South-East Asia, as well as the Pacific islands. (...) Some 60 million indigenous people in the world depend almost entirely on the forests for their survival. Hiding behind forest legislation, the authorities tend to sacrifice the rights of local communities to the interests of commercial firms, and resources are often utilized for illegal activities protected by corrupt officials and entrepreneurs. In many countries, eviction of indigenous people from their traditional forests as a result of such activities is one of the essential causes of their impoverishment. (...) The Special Rapporteur recommends that States and multilateral agencies should respect the traditional rights of the forest peoples and include the indigenous people affected in all forest-resource management projects, ensuring that such projects have their full consent and that they share in any profits deriving from them.” UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. A/HRC/4/32, 27 February 2007, pars. 25, 26, 37.

542 The UN Special Rapporteur has held, in this sense, that “[e]xtractive activities, cash crops and unsustainable consumer patterns have generated climate change, widespread pollution and environmental degradation. These phenomena have had a particularly serious impact on indigenous people, whose way of life is closely linked to their traditional relationship with their lands and natural resources, and has Continued...
growth in petitions alleging violations of indigenous peoples’ rights as a consequence of the implementation of development or investment plans or projects or exploration and exploitation of natural resources in their territories.

208. The losses caused indigenous peoples’ traditional territories as a result of colonization and the extension of economic exploitation (agricultural, cattle growing, timber and others) result in major processes of environmental deterioration and disintegration of the communities of affected peoples \(^543\) as they prevent the members of indigenous communities from carrying out their traditional livelihood activities. Among the members of the indigenous and tribal peoples affected in their health, basic subsistence activities and environment as a consequence of development projects, special attention must be paid to especially vulnerable persons, including children, women of fertile age and the elderly. \(^544\)

209. An important gap exists in the regulation of key aspects of the protection of indigenous property rights in the context of exploitation of natural resources in indigenous territories. A series of structural barriers also impede effective implementation of the existing legal provisions. As a result, development and investment plans and projects in indigenous or tribal territories, and concessions for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources, have been found to result in multiple violations of individual and collective human rights, including the right to life in conditions of dignity (violated whenever development projects cause environmental contamination, generate noxious effects upon basic subsistence activities and affect the health of the indigenous and tribal peoples who live in the territories where they are implemented). \(^545\) The IACHR and Court have also found violations stemming from “adverse effects on health and production systems; changes in domestic migration patterns; a decline in the quantity and quality of water sources; impoverishment of soils for farming; a reduction in fishing, animal life, plant life, and biodiversity in general, and disruption of the balance that forms the basis of ethnic and cultural reproduction,” all taking place where the mining, timber or oil industries develop their projects. \(^546\) Concessions, together with the State acts that relate to them, have been considered violations of the right to property protected by the American Convention, \(^547\) and other human rights. \(^548\)

...continuation

become a new form of forced eviction of indigenous peoples from their ancestral territories, while increasing the levels of poverty and disease. (...) The indigenous populations have also been affected by the diminution of water reserves throughout the world. There are numerous populations whose subsistence depends on their close link with rivers and lakes and the regularity of rains, or, when it comes to herdsmen or nomads, to the aquifers in desert or semi-desert areas. The frequent droughts and famines in some indigenous regions are the result of human activity and could be avoided with appropriate policies. (...) Extraction of natural resources from the subsoil has had a highly discriminatory impact on the indigenous populations (...) who have witnessed the destruction of their traditional territories as a result of highly polluting technologies and disregard of local communities’ right to the environment.” UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. A/HRC/4/32, 27 February 2007, paras. 49, 51, 52. See also: UN – Commission on Human Rights - Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities: “Human Rights and the Environment”. Final report prepared by Mrs. Fatma Zohra Ksentini, Special Rapporteur. UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/9, July 6, 1994, par. 77.


210. In this regard, the IACHR has reiterated that it “acknowledges the importance of economic development for the prosperity of the populations of this Hemisphere,” but “at the same time, development activities must be accompanied by appropriate and effective measures to ensure that they do not proceed at the expense of the fundamental rights of persons who may be particularly and negatively affected, including indigenous communities and the environment upon which they depend for their physical, cultural and spiritual well-being.”

211. The environmental harm from which indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to be protected is that which is caused directly in their territory, or derived from the impact of other concessions. The Inter-American Court has established that there is a violation of Article 21 of the Convention, in conjunction with Article 1.1, whenever the State grants concessions that damage the environment, and such deterioration has a negative impact on the lands and natural resources that indigenous and tribal peoples have traditionally utilized, which are located in whole or in part within the limits of the territory over which they have a right as communal property. Other types of concessions affect not only the natural resources over which they were granted, but also other resources used by indigenous and tribal peoples for subsistence and trade; such is the case, for example, of some forestry and timber concessions, as explained by the Inter-American Court in the Saramaka case: “when a logging concession is granted, a variety of nontimber forest products, which are used by the members of the Saramaka people for subsistence and commercial purposes, are also affected.”

Example: the environmental impact of projects for the extraction of natural resources in ancestral territories, and its serious implications for human rights. The case of the Ecuadorian Amazon

In its 1997 report on the situation of human rights in Ecuador, the IACHR described the situation of the indigenous inhabitants of the forested regions of the country’s Interior, which had suffered from development and oil production activities for decades, affecting their capacity to exercise their rights to life and physical security because of grave environmental contamination by the extractive industry. The IACHR made an on-site verification of the conditions under which the oil extraction operations were being carried out, and explained that “oil development and exploitation do, in fact, alter the physical environment and generate a substantial quantity of toxic byproducts and waste. Oil development activities include the cutting of trails through the jungle and seismic blasting. Substantial tracts of land must be deforested in order to construct roads and build landing facilities to bring in workers and equipment. Installations are built, and exploratory and production wells drilled. Oil exploitation then generates byproducts and toxic wastes through each stage of operations: exploratory drilling, production, transportation and refining.” These toxic by-products had been discharged for decades in open or ill-constructed pits, overflowing and spilling into the rivers, streams and groundwater, or seeping into the soil; they had been buried, without properly sealing or lining the pits, causing lixiviation to the environment; they had been burned, without controls over temperature, emissions or other environmental protection measures; they had accidentally spilled; or they had been directly discharged into the waters or soils of the region. The Government conceded that the environment had been damaged by deforestation, erosion, the over-exploitation of resources, and high levels of contamination from oil exploitation and mining.

The impact of this situation on human health was documented by the IACHR, which identified serious consequences of the pollution on the health and subsistence of the indigenous population of the Amazon region. Based on scientific data and other relevant documentation, the IACHR verified that exposure to oil and associated chemical compounds through the skin, by ingestion in food or water, or absorption by the respiratory system, generate noxious effects for human life and health, posing a considerable risk. The IACHR reported that a survey of 21 communities along the Napo and Quinchiyacu Rivers affected by oil development activities, “had found that roughly three fourths of the community members complained of gastro-intestinal problems; half, of frequent headaches; a third of skin problems; and just under a third of other body aches and fevers. It was also noted that various studies done on the effects of oil contamination indicated that affected populations are at a greatly increased risk of cancer and other grave illnesses. The Director of the Coca Hospital has been cited as indicating an increase in

---

549 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 150.
550 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 150.
infant mortality due to water contamination and accidents related to petroleum, and local health workers have reported a rise in birth defects, juvenile illnesses and skin infections.” The IACHR verified that in general terms “oil development activities have also been linked, directly and indirectly, with problems in food supply and malnutrition”, a situation illustrated by the fact that “the sectors of Orellana, Shushufindi and Sacha, which are centers of petroleum development activity, register the highest indicators of malnutrition in Ecuador.”

The IACHR recalled that the Ecuadorian state is obligated to implement its internal legislation and its international commitments in the field of environmental protection; it indicated that although the right to development implies that the State is free to exploit its natural resources and grant the corresponding concessions, the authorities are under the correlative obligation to apply and enforce the legal provisions that protect the rights to life, health and to live in a healthy environment. The lack of regulation, inappropriate regulations or the lack of supervision in the application of the law, can cause serious impacts upon the environment which eventually translate into human rights violations. Therefore, for the IACHR, the Ecuadorian State had the double duty of adopting measures aimed at preventing environmental contamination, and acting in an immediate manner to repair the damages caused to natural resources by extractive and development activities. Likewise, a necessary component in protecting the rights to life and physical integrity of persons is the adoption of measures aimed at increasing their capacity to safeguard and claim their rights, which include access to information, participation in the pertinent decision-making processes, and access to justice through judicial resources.

The IACHR also clarified that its considerations on the impact of oil-extraction activities were equally applicable to other types of extractive activities with noxious effects upon the environment: “While the Commission has analyzed the human rights situation in the Oriente through the example of oil exploitation activities, it must be noted that other types of development activities raise similar factual and legal concerns. One pertinent example concerns the effects of gold mining in the interior. The processes employed involve various types of chemicals, including cyanide and mercury, which may be emitted into streams and rivers. The toxicity of these substances to humans has been thoroughly documented.”

2. State Duty to Prevent Environmental Damage

212. States have an obligation to prevent damage to the environment in indigenous or tribal territories that would affect the enjoyment of their human rights. Fulfillment of this obligation requires adopting the necessary measures to protect indigenous communities’ habitat from ecological deterioration as a consequence of extractive, cattle-raising, agricultural, timber and other economic activities, as well as from the consequences of infrastructural projects, given that such deterioration reduces their traditional capacities and strategies in terms of food, water and economic, spiritual or cultural activities. In adopting these measures, States must place “special emphasis on protecting the forests and waters, which are fundamental for their health and survival as communities.” 554 In other words, States must “ensure that major development projects in or near indigenous lands or areas of indigenous population, carried out after complying with the requirements of the law, do not cause irreparable harm to the religious, economic or cultural identity and rights of indigenous communities.” 555 This also applies to projects for the exploitation of natural resources. 556

213. In more specific terms, the IACHR has demanded that States establish adequate safeguards and mechanisms to ensure that concessions for the exploitation of natural resources do not cause environmental damages that affect the lands or the indigenous communities; 557 and it has prompted them to “take steps to prevent harm to affected individuals through the conduct of its licensees and private actors (...) [and to] ensure that measures are in place to prevent and protect against the occurrence of environmental contamination which threatens the lives of the inhabitants of development sectors.” 558

214. Within the practice of the organs of the Inter-American system, the IACHR first referred to environmental degradation as a form of violation of indigenous peoples’ collective rights, and to the state duty to


557 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 147.

prevent such degradation, in its 1997 report on Ecuador. In such report, the IACHR paid particular attention to the situation of the Huarani, the Cofán, the Siona, the Achuar, the Shuar, the Quichua of Sucumbios and Pastaza, and other indigenous peoples of the Ecuadorian interior as a consequence of the exploitation of oil and other development activities in their traditional territories, recommending the State to put in place adequate measures or protection before the environmental damage is caused.  

215. The need to protect indigenous peoples’ environment has also been taken into account by the organs of the Inter-American system in granting provisional or precautionary measures, thereby assuming that the potentially noxious effects of certain activities (such as illegal logging or the deposit of toxic wastes or dangerous materials) pose serious threats that simultaneously affect the life and physical integrity of the members of the communities, and their collective survival, associated to the effective exercise of their right to property over lands and natural resources.

3. State Duties of Immediate Action: Suspension, Reparation, and Prevention of Further Damages

216. Whenever significant ecological or other harm is being caused to indigenous or tribal territories as a consequence of development or investment projects or plans or extractive concessions, these projects, plans or concessions become illegal and States have a duty to suspend them, repair the environmental damage, and investigate and sanction those responsible for the harm.

217. The IACHR has established that priority must be given to the rights to life and integrity of indigenous and tribal peoples in these cases. As a consequence, they are entitled to immediate suspension of the execution of the development or investment plans or projects or of projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources which threaten these rights. The IACHR has also underscored the State obligation to implement, in the framework of projects for the exploration or exploitation of natural resources in indigenous or tribal peoples’ territories, participation mechanisms for determining the environmental damages which have been caused and their impact upon such peoples’ basic subsistence activities. Said participation mechanisms must allow for the immediate suspension of the execution of the projects that bear an impact upon life or personal integrity; they must guarantee the imposition of the pertinent administrative or criminal sanctions, and they must allow for the determination and materialization of indemnities for any damages to the environment and basic subsistence activities which are being caused. Chapters IX and X of the present Study detail the participatory and remedial rights in this context.

218. In connection with the obligation to repair the environmental damages which have been caused, the IACHR has indicated that indigenous and tribal peoples whose members are affected by environmental contamination, lack of access to drinking water or exposure to toxic agents derived from projects for the exploration or exploitation of natural resources in their territories, have the right to access the healthcare system

---


without discrimination. Correlatively, States are obliged to “minimize the adverse effects of development projects on indigenous peoples,” and mitigate the damages caused.

219. Finally, the IACHR has explained that a constitutive part of the State’s duties of immediate action in these cases is the obligation of carrying out the necessary investigations to identify those responsible for environmental harm, impose the corresponding sanctions, and proceed to the appropriate measures of reparation: “Where the right to life (...) has been infringed upon by environmental contamination, the Government is obliged to respond with appropriate measures of investigation and redress.” States that have knowledge of the situation of persons affected in their health, subsistence activities or environment as a consequence of development projects, have the duty to impose the corresponding sanctions for non-compliance with the corresponding environmental and/or criminal legal provisions. In this regard, it must be borne in mind that, according to the IACHR, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to participate in the determination of the environmental damages caused by projects for the exploration or exploitation of natural resources that are in course of being implemented, as well as in the determination of the impact upon their basic subsistence activities; they also have the right to participate in the process of determining the indemnity for the damages caused by such exploration or exploitation of natural resources projects in their territories, according to their own development priorities.

4. Special Requirements for the Implementation of Development or Investment Plans or Projects and the Granting of Extractive Concessions by the State in Ancestral Territories

220. In evaluating proposed development or investment plans or projects, or the granting of extractive concessions, States must take into account, as a primary consideration, the indigenous communities that inhabit the respective territories, and their traditional modes of land tenure. For the Inter-American Court, the term “development or investment plan” refers to “any proposed activity that may affect the integrity of the lands and natural resources within the territory of the [...] people, particularly any proposal to grant logging or mining concessions.”

---

564 For example, in its judgment on the case of the Saramaka people, the Court “ordered the State to ‘implement adequate safeguards and mechanisms in order to minimize the damaging effects such projects may have upon the social, economic and cultural survival of the Saramaka people’.”/I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Interpretation of the Judgment of Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of August 12, 2008. Series C No. 185, par. 39.
221. The language used by the Inter-American Court refers to limitations caused by “development or investment” plans or projects, category that encompasses those which are aimed at increasing or improving the productive or public utilities infrastructure, including the construction of routes for transportation and communication of persons, merchandise, goods and services (i.e. the construction of pipelines); the construction of dams or of educational, sanitation or military infrastructure, inter alia; as well as the extraction of natural resources.

222. In addition, other modes of affecting the right to property trigger these special safeguards and the State’s protective obligations, such as the establishment of protected natural areas over indigenous territories. Indeed, in some cases the establishment of protected natural areas can be a form of limitation or deprivation of indigenous peoples’ right to the use and enjoyment of their lands and natural resources, derived from the State’s unilateral imposition of regulations, limitations, conditions and restrictions upon said use and enjoyment for reasons of public interest, in this case the conservation of nature.571

223. The approval by States of plans for development or investment or exploitation of natural resources often affects indigenous peoples’ capacity to use and enjoy their lands and other natural resources present in their traditional territories. The organs of the system have been particularly careful to seek a balance between the right to indigenous communal property and States’ legitimate interest in the sustainable exploitation of the natural resources of their property. In fact, both the American Convention and the American Declaration clearly visualize the right to property not as an absolute one, but as a right that may be limited for reasons of public utility or social interest.

224. In effect, “Article 21 of the Convention does not per se preclude the issuance of concessions for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources in indigenous or tribal territories.”572 For the Inter-American Court, while it is true that all exploration and extraction activity in indigenous or tribal territory could affect, to a greater or lesser degree, the use and enjoyment of some natural resources traditionally used for the people’s subsistence, “it is also true that Article 21 of the Convention should not be interpreted in a way that prevents the State from granting any type of concession for the exploration and extraction of natural resources within [indigenous or tribal] territory.”573 The right to property is not absolute, but “may be restricted by the State under very specific, exceptional circumstances.”574

225. In accordance with the above, the American Convention establishes safeguards and limitations regarding the State’s right to award extractive concessions or approve development or investment plans or

---

571 On this point, the UN Special Rapporteur has explained: “The establishment of protected areas such as national parks and nature reserves often involves eviction of indigenous people from large tracts of indigenous lands, the collapse of traditional forms of land tenure, and their impoverishment, which has led to many social conflicts. (...) At recent world congresses on parks and conservation (held, respectively, in Durban, South Africa, in 2003 and Bangkok in 2004), attention was drawn to the need for new paradigms for protected areas in order to ensure that violated indigenous rights are restored and are respected in the future.” UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. A/HRC/4/32, 27 February 2007, pars. 22-23. In the case of the Xákmok-Kásek community v. Paraguay, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights analyzed the establishment of a protected natural area over the ancestral territory of the petitioner community, without having taken into account or consulted such community, as a factor that contributed to the violation of its territorial property rights under Article 21 of the American Convention, given that it implied serious restrictions to the development of basic livelihood activities and the impossibility of expropriating such lands to give them to the indigenous. See: I/A Court H.R., Case of the Xákmok Kásek Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of August 24, 2010. Series C No. 214, pars. 80-82, 115, 157-158, 169-170.


projects that restrict the use and enjoyment of indigenous peoples’ natural resources or affect their territory. For purposes of granting extractive concessions or undertaking development or investment plans or projects over natural resources in indigenous or tribal territories, the Inter-American Court has identified three mandatory conditions that apply when States are considering approval of such plans or projects: (a) compliance with the international law of expropriation, as reflected in Convention Article 21; (b) non-approval of any project that would threaten the physical or cultural survival of the group; and (c) approval only after good faith consultations—and, where applicable, consent—, a prior environmental and social impact assessment conducted with indigenous participation, and reasonable benefit sharing. These requirements “are consistent with the observations of the Human Rights Committee, the text of several international instruments, and the practice in several States Parties to the Convention.” They are equally consistent with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

226. These requirements apply in several circumstances. Firstly, when the “natural resource is one that has been traditionally used by the members of the [corresponding] people in a manner inextricably related to their survival”. Secondly, when the project may affect other natural resources that are critical for their physical and cultural survival.

227. Compliance with these requirements is mandatory, even if domestic constitutional or legislative provisions reserve for the State ownership of the living, water, and subsoil resources in indigenous territories. Compliance with these requirements is indispensable, even in the exceptional cases of commercial exploitation concessions granted to individual members of the indigenous or tribal people, although neither indigenous or tribal peoples or their members require State concessions or authorizations for traditional use and exploitation of their resources.

---

Example: The special requirements in cases of concessions for exploration or exploitation of natural resources, or development or investment plans or projects on indigenous lands

In the case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights established the criteria that must be applied under Article 21 of the American Convention before granting concessions for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources, or of implementation of development or investment plans or projects on indigenous or tribal lands, in order to determine whether such concessions, plans or projects will affect natural resources linked to the indigenous culture or way of life, and therefore, whether the State duties to comply with the three requirements of participation, environmental and social impact assessment, and benefit sharing, are triggered.

First, it must be determined “whether this natural resource is one that has been traditionally used by the members of the Saramaka people in a manner inextricably related to their survival” [par. 144]. In regard to the forest, the Court took into consideration:

- The Saramaka people’s knowledge of the forests, that is, of the location and variety of the trees they use for different purposes. [par. 144]
- The Saramaka people’s use of certain types of trees for different purposes: construction of boats and canoes for transportation; roofs for the houses; fruits for consumption; use of trees for other subsistence purposes. [par. 144]

---


• The way in which the members of the Saramaka people respect and care for the forest. The Court established that they enter the forest to obtain the wood they need for their purposes without destroying the environment. [par. 144]
• The fact that the Saramaka also depend on the extraction of wood as part of their economic structure and for subsistence purposes. [par. 145]

Based on these findings, the Court held: “This evidence shows that the members of the Saramaka people have traditionally harvested, used, traded and sold timber and non-timber forest products, and continue to do so until the present day. Thus, in accordance with the above analysis regarding the extraction of natural resources that are necessary for the survival of the Saramaka people, and consequently, its members, the State should not have granted logging concessions within Saramaka territory unless and until the three safeguards of effective participation, benefit-sharing, and prior environmental and social impact assessments were complied with” [par. 146]. In addition, the conditions set forth in Article 21 of the Convention for cases of expropriation, and the requirement of not affecting the subsistence of the group and its members, had to be complied with.

Second, regarding the gold mining concessions granted in Saramaka territory by the State, the Court analyzed whether they “have affected natural resources that have been traditionally used and are necessary for the survival of the members of the Saramaka people.” [par. 155] It found that, according to the evidence, “the members of the Saramaka people have not traditionally used gold as part of their cultural identity or economic system. Despite possible individual exceptions, members of the Saramaka people do not identify themselves with gold nor have demonstrated a particular relationship with this natural resource, other than claiming a general right to ‘own everything, from the very top of the trees to the very deepest place that you could go under the ground.’” [par. 155] Even though gold is not a resource of traditional use, the Court explained that its extraction would affect other natural resources which are critical for the physical and cultural survival of the Saramaka people. Therefore, the requirements of Convention Article 21 had to be complied with before granting such a concession: “the State has a duty to consult with them, in conformity with their traditions and customs, regarding any proposed mining concession within Saramaka territory, as well as allow the members of the community to reasonably participate in the benefits derived from any such possible concession, and perform or supervise an assessment on the environmental and social impact prior to the commencement of the project” [par. 155].

228. With regard to concessions which have effectively been granted to third parties within ancestral territory without complying with the requirements derived from Article 21 of the Convention, States must evaluate whether it is necessary to restrict such third parties’ contractual or legal rights in order to preserve the physical and cultural survival of the corresponding people, in light of the Inter-American jurisprudence.\[582\]

a. **Apply the International Law of Expropriation**

229. In the first place, States must comply with the requirements established in Article 21 of the American Convention on Human Rights for cases of expropriation. Every limitation of the content of indigenous peoples’ right to property over their natural resources must respect the general provisions that regulate legal limitations of property for reasons of public interest, that is to say, expropriations.

230. As explained by the Court, “Article 21 of the Convention states that the ‘law may subordinate [the] use and enjoyment [of property] to the interest of society.’ Thus, the Court has previously held that, in accordance with Article 21 of the Convention, a State may restrict the use and enjoyment of the right to property where the restrictions are: a) previously established by law; b) necessary; c) proportional, and d) with the aim of achieving a legitimate objective in a democratic society.\[583\] In accordance with this Article, and the Court’s jurisprudence, the State will be able to restrict, under certain circumstances, the Saramakas’ property rights, including their rights to natural resources found on and within the territory.\[584\] Article 21.2 provides that “[n]o one shall be deprived of his property except upon payment of just compensation, for reasons of public utility or social interest, and in the cases and according to the forms established by law.”

---


231. It is pertinent to recall at this point the clarification made by the Court, in the sense that “the right to obtain compensation under Article 21(2) of the Convention extends not only to the total deprivation of property title by way of expropriation by the State, for example, but also to the deprivation of the regular use and enjoyment of such property.”

b. No Approval of Projects that Threaten the Physical or Cultural Survival of the People

232. The State may not grant a concession or approve a development or investment plan or project that could affect the survival of the corresponding indigenous or tribal people, in accordance with its ancestral ways of life. In the Inter-American Court’s terms: “[i]n analyzing whether restrictions on the property right of members of indigenous and tribal peoples are permissible, especially regarding the use and enjoyment of their traditionally owned lands and natural resources, another crucial factor to be considered is whether the restriction amounts to a denial of their traditions and customs in a way that endangers the very survival of the group and of its members.”

Under Article 21 of the American Convention, the State may restrict an indigenous or tribal people’s right to use and enjoy their traditionally owned lands and natural resources only when such restriction complies with all the requirements established therein, and when it does not deny their survival as an indigenous or tribal people. The Human Rights committee in the case of Länsman and other v. Finland supports this norm: “allowing States to pursue development activities that limit the rights of a minority culture as long as the activity does not fully extinguish the indigenous people’s way of life.”

233. The notion of “survival” is not tantamount to mere physical existence: “The Court emphasized in the Saramaka judgment that the phrase ‘survival as a tribal people’ must be understood as the ability of the people to ‘preserve, protect and guarantee the special relationship that [they] have with their territory’, so that ‘they may continue living their traditional way of life, and that their distinct cultural identity, social structure, economic system, customs, beliefs and traditions are respected, guaranteed and protected [...].’ That is, the term ‘survival’ in this context signifies much more than physical survival.” In similar terms, for the Court, “the term ‘survival’ (…) does not refer only to the obligation of the State to ensure the right to life of the victims, but rather to take all the appropriate measures to ensure the continuance of the relationship of the Saramaka People with their land or their culture.”

---


Example: environmental, epidemiological and socio-cultural sequels of economic development processes in indigenous territories.  
The case of the Ecuadorean Amazon.

In its 1997 report on the situation of human rights in Ecuador, the IACHR described the impact that development activities had had upon the human rights and the physical and cultural survival of the indigenous peoples of the interior of the country.

In the first place, the IACHR described the situation of serious environmental contamination caused by decades of extractive activities, particularly by the oil industry, whose repercussions upon the enjoyment of human rights were referred above. But as the IACHR was informed, the "indigenous peoples of the Ecuadorean Amazon maintain that the effects of oil development and exploitation in the Oriente have not only damaged the environment, but have directly impaired their right to physically and culturally survive as a people.”

Thus, the IACHR identified some additional sequels of the oil industry development process which had taken place in the foregoing decades, explaining that “the opening of the traditional lands of Ecuador’s Amazonian indigenous peoples to oil exploitation and other development activities has resulted in a number of directly attributable consequences.”

First, this process brought along an influx of outsiders and transportation infrastructure to the Amazonian indigenous peoples’ territories: “The oil boom initiated in the interior in late 1960’s led to the construction of a network of roads, used to bring in workers and equipment, as well as to construct and service production sites and other facilities, into the heart of what had traditionally been indigenous territory. In this way, oil development opened and exposed the interior in a way that previous development and outside contact had not.” This process was accompanied by a strong colonization initiative promoted by the Government itself: “In addition to the non-native workers brought in to build roads and construct and operate facilities, the opening of roads funneled colonists, land speculators, and loggers into indigenous homelands. In the case of the Oriente, this colonization was encouraged by the State, and in fact deemed a national priority. Settlers typically colonize the initial kilometers fronting both sides of a road. In most cases, controls on spontaneous colonization were either non-existent or ineffectual, leading to the result that wide swaths of non-indigenous settlement now divide blocks of previously indigenous territory. Under the Ley de Colonización de la Región Amazónica, enacted to encourage the settlement and productive use of the Oriente, settlers began moving into a territory much of which was deemed to be “tierras baldías” or unoccupied lands. Legislation to encourage the colonization of the Oriente offered title to settlers who demonstrated their domain over these lands by clearing forest for agricultural uses. Estimates of the number of settlers in the Oriente vary, but appear to be at least 250,000 to 300,000.”

Second, as an immediate effect of the entry of non-native inhabitants to indigenous territories, the aboriginal inhabitants of those territories were exposed to illnesses and epidemics that were unknown to them, and for which they lacked immunological defenses or resistance: “The encroachment of colonists, speculators and non-native company workers into previously isolated areas introduced such illnesses as the ‘common cold’ and influenza. Viral diseases have taken a harsh toll, and continue to do so in the case of the individuals and communities who have had less contact with outsiders, such as the Huaroani. Oil company workers with colds enter such areas and infect local inhabitants, who can easily develop pneumonia and die. In other cases, men from indigenous communities work for the oil companies, contract unintroduced illnesses, and import them back into their communities when they return home. While the indigenous peoples of the Amazonian interior have very sophisticated systems for the preservation of their health and well-being, they lack experience with these new diseases.” The IACHR was informed of numerous deaths caused by previously unknown diseases, a result that was also prompted by the lack of accessible medical attention.

Third, the process of development of the region caused the displacement of entire indigenous communities: “Oil exploitation activities have proceeded through traditional indigenous territory with little attention to the placement of facilities in relation to existing communities: production sites and waste pits have been placed immediately adjacent to some communities; roads have been built through traditional indigenous territory; seismic blasts have been detonated in areas of special importance such as hunting grounds; and areas regarded as sacred, such as certain lakes, have been trespassed. Many indigenous inhabitants responded to the initial years of development activity by retreating away from development and further into their traditional areas. It is reported that, pursuant to the initial introduction of oil exploitation activities in the area now called Lago Agrio, the last of the indigenous Tetetes were driven away, a circumstance believed to have hastened their extinction as a people.” The Cofán were equally affected: “The Cofán, who now number only a few hundred members, were displaced from their traditional homelands and most now occupy a handful of non-contiguous communities in a portion of their former territory. Development came to their traditional territory, the Upper Aguaro River, in 1970, when the Texaco-Gulf Consortium established a base camp at Santa Cecilia. Roads, production areas, landing strips and the pipeline cut their territory “into ribbons of nationalized infrastructure;” and colonists followed. Although the Cofán had been granted title to some 9000 acres in this zone, demarcated accordingly, a road was constructed right through the titled lands.”

Finally, the process of development had also been the cause of tensions between the settlers and the indigenous inhabitants of the region: “The pressures resulting from the influx of settlers, and the displacement of a number of communities continues to generate tension and sometimes violent conflict. At the time of the Commission’s observation in situ, recent reports received by CONFENIAE indicated that the Siona, the Quichua of Sucumbios and Pastaza, and the Achuar and Shuar had all been experiencing some level of conflict with colonists. The Huaroani and settlers along the local oil road live in close proximity, also with periodic episodes of tension.”

The IACHR underscored, as a form of initiating the process of resolution of these problems, the Government’s efforts to grant title to property of some ancestral territories in the region, as well as the pilot project carried out with the Cofán people in the sense of assigning them the management of a portion of their ancestral territory declared as a natural protected area. In spite of this, it also emphasized that many indigenous communities and groups of the interior continued to undergo difficulties in the legalization of their ancestral territories.
As a conclusion of its analysis, the IACHR held that “the situation of indigenous peoples in the Oriente illustrates, on the one hand, the essential connection they maintain to their traditional territories, and on the other hand, the human rights violations which threaten when these lands are invaded and when the land itself is degraded. (...) For many indigenous cultures, continued utilization of traditional collective systems for the control and use of territory are essential to their survival, as well as to their individual and collective well-being. Control over the land refers both to its capacity for providing the resources which sustain life, and to “the geographical space necessary for the cultural and social reproduction of the group.”. It therefore recalled that “within international law generally, and Inter-American law specifically, special protections for indigenous peoples may be required for them to exercise their rights fully and equally with the rest of the population. Additionally, special protections for indigenous peoples may be required to ensure their physical and cultural survival – a right protected in a range of international instruments and conventions.”

On the grounds of the foregoing considerations, the IACHR recommended the State, inter alia, to adopt the necessary measures to “restrict settlers to areas which do not infringe upon the ability of indigenous peoples to preserve their traditional culture”; to take the measures required to guarantee a significant and effective participation of indigenous representatives in the decision-making processes on issues which, like development, affected their cultural survival; and to take the necessary steps to solve the pending indigenous territorial claims.

c. Participation, Benefit-sharing, and Prior Environmental and Social Impact Assessment

234. A third set of obligatory conditions needed to ensure consistency between development or investment plans or projects or extractive activities, on the one hand, and indigenous natural resource rights, on the other, has three mandatory elements. According to the Court, “in accordance with Article 1(1) of the Convention, in order to guarantee that restrictions to the property rights of the members of [indigenous or tribal peoples] by the issuance of concessions within their territory does not amount to a denial of their survival as [an indigenous or] tribal people, the State must abide by the following three safeguards: First, the State must ensure the effective participation of the members of the [corresponding] people, in conformity with their customs and traditions, regarding any development, investment, exploration or extraction plan (…) within [ancestral] territory. Second, the State must guarantee that the [members of the people] will receive a reasonable benefit from any such plan within their territory. Thirdly, the State must ensure that no concession will be issued within [ancestral] territory unless and until independent and technically capable entities, with the State’s supervision, perform a prior environmental and social impact assessment. These safeguards are intended to preserve, protect and guarantee the special relationship that the members of the [respective] community have with their territory, which in turn ensures their survival as a tribal people.”592 These three conditions are complementary and concurrent requirements, aimed at guaranteeing survival as indigenous or tribal peoples: “In order to guarantee their survival as a tribal people, the Court established a series of complementary requirements applicable to the Saramaka in particular, and indigenous and tribal peoples in general.”593

235. The triple standard set by the Inter-American Court in the Saramaka case (consultation and consent; impact assessment; and benefit sharing) is applicable, in the Court’s terms, to “any development, investment, exploration or extraction plan”594 which can directly or indirectly affect indigenous peoples’ capacity to effectively use and enjoy their lands, territories and natural resources, in such a way as to entail, in fact, a deprivation or limitation of their right to property.

236. The requirement of consultation and participation is considered in Chapter IX, as it reflects a general duty that applies to all issues concerning indigenous and tribal land and resource rights.

---


Benefit-Sharing

237. Indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to participate in the benefits derived from projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources or from development or investment plans or projects in their territories, as well as from commercial application of their traditional knowledge about the use of such resources. In the Court’s terms, “the second safeguard the State must ensure when considering development or investment plans within [indigenous or tribal] territory is that of reasonably sharing the benefits of the project with the [respective] people.” Consequently, “the State must guarantee that the [members of the affected indigenous or tribal communities] will receive a reasonable benefit from any such plan within their territory.”

238. Reasonable participation of indigenous peoples in the benefits derived from the exploitation of natural resources or the implementation of development or investment plans or projects in their traditional territories is a requirement confirmed by ILO Convention No. 169, and it has also been incorporated into the policies of international financial institutions that relate to indigenous peoples. The IACHR has emphasized that according to ILO Convention No. 169, indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to participate in the benefits of activities of utilization of their natural resources; States must “ensure, consistent with ILO Convention No. 169, that all projects to build infrastructure or exploit natural resources in the indigenous area or that affect their habitat or culture is processed and decided on with the participation of and in consultation with the peoples interested, with a view to obtaining their consent and possible participation in the benefits.”

239. States have an international obligation to guarantee the participation of indigenous communities in the determination of the benefits to be produced by the proposed plans or projects through appropriate procedures. Therefore, States must “ensure that such procedures will establish the benefits that the affected indigenous peoples are to receive, and compensation for any environmental damages, in a manner consistent with their own development priorities.”

240. The determination of the beneficiaries must be made in consultation with the corresponding people, and not unilaterally by the State. In case an internal conflict arises between the members of the corresponding indigenous or tribal people over who can benefit from the development or investment projects, it must be resolved by the people themselves in accordance with their own traditional norms and customs, and not

---


598 ILO Convention No. 169, art. 15.2.


by the State. In general, as stated by the Court in the Saramaka case, “all issues related to the consultation process with the Saramaka people, as well as those concerning the beneficiaries of the ‘just compensation’ that must be shared, must be determined and resolved by the Saramaka people in accordance with their traditional customs and norms, and as ordered by the Court in its Judgment.”

241. Article 21.2 of the American Convention establishes that the right to property can only be limited, in whole or in part, for reasons of public utility or social interest and “upon payment of just compensation”. As explained above, this provision refers to the legal institution of forced expropriation and the safeguards that must surround the process. In the Saramaka case, the Court identified participation in the benefits as a specific form of fair compensation stemming from the limitation or deprivation of the right to indigenous communal property: “the Court considers that the right to obtain compensation under Article 21(2) of the Convention extends not only to the total deprivation of property title by way of expropriation by the State, for example, but also to the deprivation of the regular use and enjoyment of such property”, for which reason “in the present context, the right to obtain ‘just compensation’ pursuant to Article 21(2) of the Convention translates into a right of the members of the Saramaka people to reasonably share in the benefits made as a result of a restriction or deprivation of their right to the use and enjoyment of their traditional lands and of those natural resources necessary for their survival.”

242. The Court also emphasized that participation in the benefits is inherent to the right to fair compensation in Article 21: “The concept of benefit-sharing, which can be found in various international instruments regarding indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights, [United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Art. 32.2; ILO Convention No. 169, Art. 15(2)] can be said to be inherent to the right of compensation recognized under Article 21(2) of the Convention”.

243. Participation in the benefits of a project must not be confused with the provision of basic social services that the State is bound to provide in any case by virtue of its obligations in the field of economic, social and cultural rights.

244. The Inter-American Court has resorted, in this point, to the pronouncements of the Committee on Elimination of Racial Discrimination and the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, with regard to the right to participate in the benefits: “In this sense, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has recommended not only that the prior informed consent of communities must be sought when major exploitation activities are planned in indigenous territories, but also ‘that the equitable sharing of benefits to be derived from such exploitation be ensured.’ Similarly, the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous peoples has suggested that, in order to guarantee ‘the human rights of indigenous peoples in relation to major development projects, [States should ensure] mutually acceptable benefit sharing […]’. In this context, pursuant to Article 21(2) of the Convention, benefit sharing may be


610 UNCRerd, Consideration of Reports submitted by States Parties under Article 9 of the Convention, Concluding Observations on Ecuador, (...) par. 16.
understood as a form of reasonable equitable compensation resulting from the exploitation of traditionally owned lands and of those natural resources necessary for the survival of the Saramaka people.\textsuperscript{611}

*Prior Environmental and Social Impact Assessments*

245. A “prior environmental and social impact assessment” [ESIA] must be carried out by “independent and technically capable entities, with the State’s supervision\textsuperscript{612} in the context of investment and development projects and extractive activities in indigenous territories. The ultimate purpose of environmental and social impact assessments is “to preserve, protect and guarantee the special relationship” of indigenous peoples with their territories, and guaranteeing their subsistence as peoples.\textsuperscript{613}

246. In general terms, “ESIAs serve to assess the possible damage or impact a proposed development or investment project may have on the property in question and on the community.”\textsuperscript{614} States must guarantee that the sustainability of investment or development plans or projects and natural resource exploration and exploitation projects in indigenous and tribal peoples’ territories is “measured in advance, using effective mechanisms of participation for the persons and groups affected, regardless of whether the State has recognized their ownership”.\textsuperscript{615} Consequently, as stated by the Inter-American Court in its Saramaka judgment, “the purpose of ESIA is not only to have some objective measure of such possible impact on the land and the people, but also (...) to ‘ensure that members of the Saramaka people are aware of possible risks, including environmental and health risks, in order that the proposed development or investment plan is accepted knowingly and voluntarily’.”\textsuperscript{616}

247. Impact assessments are also prescribed by the provisions of ILO Convention No. 169, Article 7 of which states that “Governments shall ensure that, whenever appropriate, studies are carried out, in co-operation with the peoples concerned, to assess the social, spiritual, cultural and environmental impact on them of planned development activities. The results of these studies shall be considered as fundamental criteria for the implementation of these activities.”\textsuperscript{617}

248. Environmental and social impact assessments are not only project planning instruments that must be taken into account to minimize the negative impacts of development or investment projects in indigenous territories—and, in given cases, for the identification of alternatives, but they also serve to identify which communal property rights will be affected, and how, by the proposed project. Indeed, the ultimate objective of the process of impact assessments is no other than to identify which are the potential negative impacts of the plan or project in question over indigenous peoples’ capacity to use and enjoy their lands and other resources present in their territories which they have traditionally used for economic, social, cultural or spiritual purposes; in other words: the possible impact upon their right to communal property. From this perspective, an additional objective of impact assessments is precisely the identification of the rights that correspond, or that might correspond, to


\textsuperscript{613} ibidem.


\textsuperscript{617} ILO Convention No. 169, Article 7.3.
indigenous peoples over the lands and natural resources that will be directly or indirectly affected by the investment or development projects at hand.\textsuperscript{618}

249. This way, if environmental and social impact assessments identify claims to indigenous communal property that have not been previously registered by the State, the execution of the project should be suspended until said claims have been duly determined through adequate procedures.

250. For the Inter-American Court, Article 21 of the American Convention, in connection with Article 1.1, is violated when the State fails to carry out or supervise environmental and social impact assessments prior to granting the concessions.\textsuperscript{619}

\textbf{When to conduct impact assessments}

251. The Inter-American Court’s judgment in the Saramaka case establishes that social and environmental impact assessments must be carried out prior to the approval of the respective plans. As explained by the Court, “ESIAs must be completed prior to the granting of the concession, as one of the objectives for requiring such studies is to guarantee the [corresponding people’s] right to be informed about all the proposed projects in their territory. Hence, the State’s obligation to supervise the ESIAs coincides with its duty to guarantee the effective participation of the [respective] people in the process of granting concessions.”\textsuperscript{620}

\textbf{Who is responsible for conducting impact assessments}

252. The process of environmental and social impact assessments is an obligation of the State, which must carry them out or supervise their realization before emitting the concessions or approving the plans or projects.\textsuperscript{621} Nonetheless, the State may commission said studies to “independent and technically capable entities, with the State’s supervision.”\textsuperscript{622} This line of reasoning is fully compatible with the justification of this type of studies, which is none other than to ensure an objective, impartial and technically verifiable assessment, aimed at providing factual data from which a set of consequences may emerge for the approval and, in a given case, the execution of the corresponding plan. For these purposes, it would not be in accordance with the criteria established by the Court, for example, for the process of environmental and social impact assessments to be carried out by the staff or contractors of the concessionary company. Likewise, it stems from the Court’s jurisprudence that the selection of the actors responsible for conducting impact assessments must be made in accordance with technical expertise criteria.

253. Insofar as the process of impact assessments is a State obligation linked to the duty to protect indigenous property, said assessments must be conducted by the State, or under the State’s supervision.\textsuperscript{623} The State authorities’ supervisory task must ensure compliance with the criteria established in the pertinent legal provisions in relation to the contents and conditions of impact assessments.

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{618} World Bank, Operational Policy 4.10, par. 9 and Annex A.


\end{footnotesize}
The content of impact assessments

254. Referring to the contents of impact assessments, the Inter-American Court has specified that such studies must be of a “social and environmental” nature. The inclusion of these two elements in its characterization reveals that the type of assessments required by the Court must go further than the strictly environmental impact studies normally required in order to evaluate and mitigate the possible negative impacts upon the natural environment, making it necessary to incorporate the identification of the direct or indirect impact upon the ways of life of the indigenous peoples who depend on those territories and the resources present therein for their subsistence.

255. The term “social”, as a component of impact assessments, must be interpreted in a broad manner, which takes into account the general jurisprudence of the Inter-American system on the right to indigenous property, as well as other applicable international standards. Insofar as the realization of development or investment plans is conceived as a limitation of the right to indigenous communal property, impact assessments should establish the precise incidence such plans will have upon indigenous peoples’ capacity to use and enjoy their lands and natural resources, in accordance with their own customary law, values, usages and customs. From this perspective, therefore, the content of ESIA must refer not only to the impact upon the natural habitat of indigenous peoples’ traditional territories, but also to the impact upon the special relationship that links these peoples to their territories, including their distinct forms of economic subsistence, their identities and cultures, and their forms of spirituality.

256. In this sense, in relation to the content of prior impact assessments, ILO Convention No. 169 establishes that such studies must “assess the social, spiritual, cultural and environmental impact on [the peoples concerned] of planned development activities”. 624

257. In the first place, the content of environmental impact assessments as such is already considerably standardized in international practice. According to the broadly accepted definition of environmental assessment incorporated into the World Bank Operational Policy OP 4.01, EIAs must “identify and assess the potential environmental impacts of a proposed project, evaluate alternatives, and design appropriate mitigation, management, and monitoring measures.” 625

258. For the Inter-American Court, “in order to comply with the Court’s orders, the ESIA must conform to the relevant international standards and best practices”. 626 In a footnote, the Court holds that “one of the most comprehensive and used standards for ESIA in the context of indigenous and tribal peoples is known as the Akwé:Kon Guidelines for the Conduct of Cultural, Environmental and Social Impact Assessments Regarding Developments Proposed to Take Place on, or which are Likely to Impact on, Sacred Sites and on Lands and Waters Traditionally Occupied or Used by Indigenous and Local Communities”. 627 The process of implementation of the Biodiversity Convention is therefore particularly relevant for the protection of the rights associated to indigenous property over lands, territories and resources. In 2004, the Conference of the Parties of the Convention adopted the Akwé:Kon Voluntary Guidelines, 628 which reflect the broad content of impact assessments in relation to projects which can affect indigenous peoples.

624 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 7.3.


628 Voluntary guidelines for the conduct of cultural, environmental and social impact assessments regarding developments proposed to take place on or which are likely to impact on, sacred sites and on lands and waters traditionally occupied or used by indigenous and local communities, COP-7 (Kuala Lumpur, February 9-20, 2004), Decision VII/16, Annex.
259. According to the Guidelines, environmental impact assessments must evaluate “the likely environmental impacts of, and [propose] appropriate mitigation measures for, a proposed development, taking into account interrelated socio-economic, cultural and human health impacts, both beneficial and adverse.”

260. In second place, the evaluation of social impacts encompasses an assessment of “the likely impacts, both beneficial and adverse, of a proposed development that may affect the rights, which have an economic, social, cultural, civic and political dimension, as well as the well-being, vitality and viability, of an affected community - that is, the quality of life of a community as measured in terms of various socio-economic indicators, such as income distribution, physical and social integrity and protection of individuals and communities, employment levels and opportunities, health and welfare, education, and availability and standards of housing and accommodation, infrastructure, services”.

261. The assessment of cultural impact includes an evaluation of “the likely impacts of a proposed development on the way of life of a particular group or community of people, with full involvement of this group or community of people and possibly undertaken by this group or community of people”. In the course of said evaluation, attention must be paid to “the impacts, both beneficial and adverse, of a proposed development that may affect, for example, the values, belief systems, customary laws, language(s), customs, economy, relationships with the local environment and particular species, social organization and traditions of the affected community”, as well as the impacts on the "community's cultural heritage including sites, structures, and remains of archaeological, architectural, historical, religious, spiritual, cultural, ecological or aesthetic value or significance”.

262. ESIAs must also address the cumulative impact of the existing projects; for the Court, “one of the factors the environmental and social impact assessment should address is the cumulative impact of existing and proposed projects. This allows for a more accurate assessment on whether the individual and cumulative effects of existing and future activities could jeopardize the survival of the indigenous or tribal people.”

Identification of alternatives and impact mitigation measures

263. Likewise, ESIAs must identify possible alternatives or, failing such alternatives, measures to mitigate the negative impacts of the investment or development plan.

264. As for the permissible level of impact, the Inter-American Court has held that “what constitutes an acceptable level of impact may differ in each case. Nonetheless, the guiding principle with which to analyze the results of ESIAs should be that the level of impact does not deny the ability of the members of the [corresponding] people to survive as [an indigenous or] tribal people”.

265. The obligation of conducting ESIAs in relation to development or investment plans in indigenous territories evidently responds to a logic of guaranteeing indigenous property rights. Therefore, these studies must not constitute merely formal procedures, but they must lead, insofar as it is technically possible, to specific changes in the design of the development or investment plans whenever the assessments have identified possible negative impacts upon indigenous peoples’ property rights, in the terms described above. In this sense, Article 7.3

---

629 Akwé:Kon Voluntary Guidelines, par. 6(d).
630 Akwé:Kon Voluntary Guidelines, par. 6(f).
631 Akwé:Kon Voluntary Guidelines, par. 6(a)-(b).
of ILO Convention No. 169 provides that “[t]he results of these studies shall be considered as fundamental criteria for the implementation of these activities.”

Indigenous peoples’ participation in the process of impact assessments

266. The Court’s judgment in the Saramaka case requires states to secure indigenous peoples’ participation in the process of prior environmental and social impact assessments. 634 This requirement is also included in ILO Convention No. 169, by which impact or incidence studies must be carried out “in co-operation with the peoples concerned.” 635 In general terms, ESIA “must respect the [corresponding] people’s traditions and culture”. 636

267. Indigenous peoples’ participation in activities related to the process of ESIA is a requirement that stems from these assessments’ very nature and content. Insofar as ESIA are aimed at documenting the possible negative impacts of development or investment plans upon the relationship between indigenous peoples and their traditional territories, the knowledge of the members of indigenous peoples is necessarily required to identify such impacts, as well as for the identification of possible alternatives and mitigation measures.

E. Control and Prevention of Illegal Extractive Activities in Indigenous Territories

268. States are under the obligation to control and prevent illegal extractive activities, such as illegal mining, logging or fishing in ancestral indigenous or tribal territories, and of investigating and sanctioning those responsible for them. On different occasions, the IACHR has described situations where illegal extraction of natural resources in indigenous territories is taking place, explaining that such activities constitute threats to and usurpations of the effective property and possession of indigenous territories, 637 and that they imperil said peoples’ survival, especially because of their impact upon the rivers, soils and other resources that constitute the main sources of their livelihood. 638

269. As discussed in Chapter X, indigenous peoples have the right, in conditions of equality, to effective judicial protection from violations of their right to communal property over natural resources. The right of indigenous and tribal peoples and their members to have access to justice in such cases is fully applicable in all of its dimensions whenever the natural resources that are present in their territories are affected.

270. As happens with the other safeguards applicable to the protection of the right to indigenous communal property, in relation to illegal extraction of natural resources in their territories, it is not necessary for indigenous peoples to have a formal title to property in order to be able to have access to the courts to claim the protection of their rights, including reparation for harms suffered.


635 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 7.3.


Example of application: impacts of extractive activities upon the rights of indigenous peoples in Venezuela

In its 2009 Report on the situation of human rights in Venezuela, the IACHR referred to the development of mining exploitation activities, both legal and illegal, in the south of the country, and expressed its concern over the effects that such activities had upon the indigenous groups of the region, in particular because of their impact upon the rivers and soils, which were the main sources of subsistence of those peoples. The Commission described the information it had received on the granting of concessions to mining companies without consulting the indigenous peoples that inhabit the project areas, in spite of the environmental impact that such projects would have upon their territory; it also reported it had been informed of the practice of illegal mining, and the manner in which it was undermining the survival of the indigenous peoples of the south of Venezuela.

Given this state of affairs, the IACHR reminded the State of “its obligation to ensure consultation with and the participation of indigenous peoples when considering any measure that affects their territories” [par. 1058], and recommended that it:

(a) promote “participation by indigenous peoples and communities affected by projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources by means of prior and informed consultation aimed at garnering their voluntary consent to the design, implementation, and evaluation of such projects, as well as to the determination of benefits and indemnization for damages according to their own development priorities” [par. 1137, Recommendation 5];

(b) implement, in the framework of natural resource prospecting and exploitation projects, “participatory mechanisms to assess the extent of environmental damage caused and the impact on basic subsistence activities among indigenous peoples (...) living where such projects unfold. This aims to ensure immediate project suspension when the lives and/or personal security of such individuals are at risk, and to level administrative and criminal sanctions as appropriate” [par. 1137, Recommendation 6];

(c) in case projects proceed, “guarantee that those affected will share in the benefits derived” [par. 1137, Recommendation 6];

(d) assess and enforce compensation for the environmental damages and the impacts on the basic subsistence activities of the affected indigenous peoples [par. 1137, Recommendation 6]; and

(e) “guarantee access to an adequate and effective judicial remedy to address environmental damage collectively, such that, aside from criminal action, mechanisms of a legal nature are available for immediate attention to be focused on circumstances that may cause irreparable damage to groups of individuals.” [par. 137, Recommendation 7]

F. Prevention of the Epidemiological and Socio-cultural Consequences of Development Activities

271. Long-standing historical experiences in the Americas prove that the lack of protection of indigenous peoples’ territorial rights, and the resulting penetration of settlers and infrastructural or extractive projects in their territories, bring about extremely serious consequences in the field of health, given that the entry of inhabitants who are alien to their territories entails the entry of illnesses for which aboriginal populations lack developed immunological defenses. The epidemics which have been unleashed in this manner among different indigenous peoples of the continent have decimated their population, and in some cases they have brought the corresponding ethnic groups to the point of being at risk of disappearance.

272. The state has the duty to prevent the occurrence of these comprehensive situations of human rights violations, so as to preserve the life and physical integrity of the members of indigenous and tribal peoples, through the adoption of the public health preventive measures which are pertinent in each case. These safeguards are particularly important for indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation or initial contact.

Example: the epidemiological and socio-cultural consequences of the lack of protection of indigenous territorial rights.
The case of the Yanomami people of Brazil.

The Yanomami indigenous people have inhabited the Orinoco River Basin, in the territories of Venezuela and Brazil, since time immemorial. In the IACHR’s view, the Yanomami’s fight for individual and collective survival is an illustrative example of the complex problems borne by aboriginal populations in the defense and exercise of the most basic rights, especially because their very existence has been affected by the successive penetrations of institutions, projects and alien persons, which have ravaged their life, survival, physical and cultural integrity and environment.

---

The IACHR has issued pronouncements on the situation of the Yanomami people of Brazil on two opportunities. The first one was in 1985, in Resolution 12/85, adopted to decide on a petition filed against the Brazilian State on account of its alleged international responsibility for the people’s situation. The second one was in its 1997 report on the situation of human rights in Brazil. On both occasions, the IACHR described complex patterns of structural violations of human rights, derived from multiple causality factors whose common essence was the lack of protection of the Yanomami’s territorial rights.

In its Resolution No. 12/85, the IACHR examined a petition presented by several persons and organizations on behalf of the Yanomami people of Brazil. The IACHR deduced from the evidence it had available: “(a) That on account of the beginning, in 1973, of the construction of highway BR-210 (the Northern Circumferential Highway), the territory occupied for ages beyond memory by the Yanomami Indians was invaded by highway construction workers, geologists, mining prospectors, and farm workers desiring to settle in that territory; (b) That those invasions were carried out without prior and adequate protection for the safety and health of the Yanomami Indians, which resulted in a considerable number of deaths caused by epidemics of influenza, tuberculosis, measles, venereal diseases, and others; (c) That Indian inhabitants of various villages near the route of highway BR-210 (the Northern Circumferential Highway) abandoned their villages and were changed into beggars or prostitutes, without the Government of Brazil taking the necessary measures to prevent this; and (d) That after the discovery in 1976 of ores of tin and other metals in the region where the Yanomamis live, serious conflicts arose that led to acts of violence between prospectors and miners of those minerals, on one side, and the Indians, on the other. Such conflicts, which occurred especially in the areas of the Serra dos Surucucus, Couto de Magalhães, and Furo de Santa Rosa, affected the lives, security, health, and cultural integrity of the Yanomamis.” [par. 10]

For the IACHR, from these facts “a liability of the Brazilian Government arises for having failed to take timely and effective measures to protect the human rights of the Yanomamis.” [par. 11] However, the IACHR noted that the Government of Brazil had adopted several measures in the previous years aimed at overcoming and alleviating the Yanomami’s problems and protecting their security, health, integrity and territory. Therefore, the IACHR decided to “declare that there is sufficient background information and evidence to conclude that, by reason of the failure of the Government of Brazil to take timely and effective measures in behalf of the Yanomami Indians, a situation has been produced that has resulted in the violation, injury to them, of the following rights recognized in the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man: the right to life, liberty, and personal security (Article I); the right to residence and movement (Article VIII); and the right to the preservation of health and to well-being (Article XI).” [decision 1] It consequently recommended: “(a) That the Government of Brazil continue to take preventive and curative health measures to protect the lives and health of Indians exposed to infectious or contagious diseases; (b) That the Government of Brazil, through the FUNAI and in conformity with its laws, proceed to set and demarcate the boundaries of the Yanomami Park, in the manner that the FUNAI proposed to the inter ministerial working group on September 12, 1984; (c) That the programs of education, medical protection, and social integration of the Yanomamis be carried out in consultation with the indigenous population affected and with the advisory service of competent scientific, medical, and anthropological personnel; and (d) That the Government of Brazil inform the Commission of the measures taken to implement these recommendations.” [decision 3]

In its 1997 Report on the situation of human rights in Brazil, the IACHR referred again to the situation of the Yanomami. It noted in the first place that the Yanomami territory of Brazil, spanning approximately 9.4 million hectares, had already been demarcated and homologated in a final manner, but continued to be incessantly invaded by illegal miners (garimpeiros).

The IACHR pointed out that alter the adoption of its Resolution 12/85, between 1987 and 1990, “in the context of the Calha Norte project’s execution, the ancestral Amazonian territory of the Yanomami—which had consisted of 23.5 Million acres—was reduced by 70% and divided into 19 isolated areas. Two thirds of the original territory was opened up to mining exploitation—especially gold. Thousands of ‘garimpeiros’ penetrated their land in search of gold and precious metals. In 1987 their number was estimated as roughly 45,000.” [par. 68] Since 1988, however, some Federal courts adopted a number of protective measures, invalidating the disintegration of their continuous area into separate territorial reserves, and ordering the eviction of illegal miners and loggers. But it was especially after the adoption of the new Constitution in 1988, with its guarantees of indigenous rights, that federal organs began to reduce the presence of intruders in ancestral territories, decreasing their number to a few thousands at the beginning of the nineties decade.

In its visit, the IACHR verified that the final demarcation and homologation of the Yanomami area had been completed, that there existed healthcare posts and federal authorities’ vigilance in the territory, and that the National Federal Police carried out efficient actions to protect such territory and defend it from clandestine incursions by garimpeiros. [pars. 68-72] Nonetheless, the IACHR noted that “the vigilance performed by FUNAI and federal agencies in the Yanomami was plagued by a series of ongoing changes. Early in March 1996, the helicopter watch performed by the Federal Police was suspended. As a result, a new shipment of garimpeiros and machinery was brought into the area by plane. It is estimated that some 2,000 garimpeiros have now settled there, and that 24 secret landing strips resulted from that operation.” [par. 73]

The IACHR emphasized with special concern the health situation in the Yanomami area, in particular regarding malaria. It explained that “the introduction of malaria and other diseases, in particular by the garimpeiros, has had adverse effects on the general situation of the Yanomami’s health. The most widely prevalent is malaria which, together with pulmonary disorders, has virtually decimated the Yanomami population and continues to exist on an epidemic scale today. According to official figures, the incidence of malaria among the Yanomami rose by 44% during 1995. That number is consistent with the upturn of malaria in the general population of the State of Roraima, which reached 52% in that year.” Nonetheless, the IACHR also noted that in a Yanomami area where a project promoted by a non-governmental organization was being developed, the incidence of malaria had decreased by 14% in 1995, and the population had increased by 10.3% in the previous four years. [pars. 74-75].

The Commission recorded the expressions of some of the Yanomami people’s members about the dangers they felt for their individual and collective survival as a consequence of the entry of garimpeiros, mega-projects and other structural factors of human rights violations: “The Commission (...) heard frequent statements of fear at the introduction of elements from the outside world without due care to protect the
fragility of Yanomami culture and proper attention to their health. // In particular, the leaders cite the continuous pressure exercised by the garimpeiros with their sequels of sickness, friction and the poisoning of streams. But they also refer to the access roads to the Yanomami area being built on their lands, which in their experience serves only to introduce disease, intruders (the garimpeiros and other sorts) and the unlawful exploitation of the timber resources or customs which disorganize community life.” [pars. 76-77]

On the grounds of its observations, the IACHR concluded that “the Yanomami people have obtained full recognition of their right to ownership of their land. Their integrity as a people and as individuals is under constant attack by both invading prospectors and the environmental pollution they create. State protection against these constant pressures and invasions is irregular and feeble, so that they are constantly in danger and their environment is suffering constant deterioration.” [par. 82(f)] Therefore, it recommended the state of Brazil to “institute federal protection measures with regard to Indian lands threatened by invaders, with particular attention to those of the Yanomami, and in Amazónia in general, including an increase in controlling, prosecuting and imposing severe punishment on the actual perpetrators and architects of such crimes, as well as the state agents who are active or passive accomplices.” [par. 82, Recommendation (e)] Likewise, it recommended the establishment of “procedures to promote compensatory measures in the areas of education and health, with the full participation and control of the Indian peoples concerned, in accordance with their own traditions and leadership.” [par. 82, Recommendation (a)]

IX. RIGHTS OF PARTICIPATION, CONSULTATION AND CONSENT

A. The General Obligation

273. States are under the obligation to consult with indigenous peoples and guarantee their participation in decisions regarding any measure that affects their territory, 640 taking into consideration the special relationship between indigenous and tribal peoples and land and natural resources. 641 This is a concrete manifestation of the general rule according to which the State must guarantee that “indigenous peoples be consulted on any matters that might affect them,” 642 taking into account that “the purpose of such consultations should be to obtain their free and informed consent,” 643 as provided in ILO Convention No. 169 644 and in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 645 Consultation and consent are not limited to matters affecting indigenous property rights, but are also applicable to other state administrative or legislative activity that has an impact on the rights or interests of indigenous peoples. 646

644 ILO Convention No. 169 binds states to consult with indigenous peoples, in good faith and with the objective of reaching an agreement or obtaining their consent, on matters that affect them in different contexts; see Arts. 6.1, 6.2, 15.2, 22.3, 27.3 and 28 of the Convention. In the words of a tripartite committee of the ILO Governing Body, “the spirit of consultation and participation constitutes the cornerstone of Convention No. 169 on which all its provisions are based” [Report of the Committee set up to examine the representation alleging non-observance by Ecuador of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), made under article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the Confederación Ecuatoriana de Organizaciones Indígenas (CEOSI), par. 31. Cited in: UN – Human Rights Council - Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, 15 July 2009, par. 39].
645 See, inter alia, Articles 10, 11, 15, 17, 19, 28, 29, 30, 32, 36 and 38 of the UN Declaration.
646 The UN Special Rapporteur has phrased the general obligation of consultation in the following terms: “In accordance with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and ILO Convention No. 169, States have a duty to consult with indigenous peoples through special, differentiated procedures in matters affecting them, with the objective of obtaining their free, prior and informed consent. Premised on an understanding of indigenous peoples’ relative marginalization and disadvantaged conditions in regard to normal democratic processes, this duty derives from the overarching right of indigenous peoples to self-determination and from principles of popular sovereignty and government by consent; and it is a corollary of related human rights principles. // The duty to consult applies whenever a legislative or administrative decision may affect indigenous peoples in ways not felt by the State’s general population, and in such cases the duty applies in regard to those indigenous groups that are particularly affected and in regard to their particular interests. The duty to consult does not only apply when substantive rights that are already recognized under domestic law, such as legal entitlements to land, are implicated in the proposed measure.” UN – Human Rights Council - Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, 15 July 2009, pars. 62-63.
274. The right to consultation, and the corresponding state duty, are linked to several human rights, and in particular they connect to the right of participation established in Article 23 of the American Convention, as interpreted by the Inter-American Court in the case of YATAMA v. Nicaragua. Article 23 recognizes the right of every citizen “to take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives.” In the context of indigenous peoples, the right to political participation includes the right to “participate (...) in decision-making on matters that affect or could affect their rights (...) from within their own institutions and according to their values, practices, customs and forms of organization.”

275. In addition to the Article 23 right to participation, the right to be consulted is fundamental to indigenous and tribal peoples’ communal property right over the lands they have traditionally used and occupied. For the IACHR, “one of the central elements to the protection of indigenous property rights is the requirement that states undertake effective and fully informed consultations with indigenous communities regarding acts or decisions that may affect their traditional territories.”

276. Indigenous peoples’ right to be consulted about decisions that may affect them is directly related to the right to cultural identity, insofar as culture may be affected by such decisions. The State must respect, protect and promote indigenous and tribal peoples’ traditions and customs, because they are an intrinsic component of the cultural identity of the persons who form part of said peoples. The State duty to develop consultation procedures in relation to decisions that affect their territory, is thus directly linked to the State obligation to adopt special measures to protect the right to cultural identity, based on a way of life intrinsically linked to territory.

277. Any administrative decision which can legally affect indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights or interests over their territories must be based on a process of full participation: “Articles XVIII and XXIII of the American Declaration specially oblige a member state to ensure that any determination of the extent to which indigenous claimants maintain interests in the lands to which they have traditionally held title and have occupied and used is based upon a process of fully informed and mutual consent on the part of the indigenous community as a whole. This requires at a minimum that all of the members of the community are fully and accurately informed of the nature and consequences of the process and provided with an effective opportunity to participate individually or as collectives.”

---

647 The UN Special Rapporteur has explained that “[t]his duty is a corollary of a myriad of universally accepted human rights, including the right to cultural integrity, the right to equality and the right to property (...). More fundamentally, it derives from the overarching right of indigenous peoples to self-determination and from related principles of democracy and popular sovereignty. (...) Consistent with these principles, the duty of States to consult with indigenous peoples in decisions affecting them is aimed at reversing the historical pattern of exclusion from decision-making, in order to avoid the future imposition of important decisions on indigenous peoples, and to allow them to flourish as distinct communities on lands to which their cultures remain attached.” UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, July 15, 2009, par. 41.


650 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 155.

651 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 142.


655 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 140.
278. There are multiple decisions that relate to ancestral territories and thus require that the State consult with the affected indigenous or tribal peoples; given the multiplicity of matters that can directly affect ancestral territories, there will be an equal diversity of practical application modalities.

279. In the Saramaka case, the Court provided examples of the range of State measures that require prior consultation, when it ordered the State of Suriname to consult with the Saramaka people “regarding at least the following six issues:”

1. the process of delimiting, demarcating and granting collective title over the territory of the Saramaka people;
2. the process of granting the members of the Saramaka people legal recognition of their collective juridical capacity, pertaining to the community to which they belong;
3. the process of adopting legislative, administrative, and other measures as may be required to recognize, protect, guarantee, and give legal effect to the right of the members of the Saramaka people to the territory they have traditionally used and occupied;
4. the process of adopting legislative, administrative and other measures necessary to recognize and ensure the right of the Saramaka people to be effectively consulted, in accordance with their traditions and customs;
5. regarding the prior environmental and social impact assessments, and
6. regarding any proposed restrictions of the Saramaka people’s property rights, particularly regarding proposed development or investment plans in or affecting Saramaka territory.  

280. In other cases, the IACHR has clarified that measures concerning access to and effective enjoyment of ancestral territory are subject to prior, effective and informed consultation, as is the establishment of the frontiers of indigenous territory through the processes of effective delimitation and demarcation. The adoption in domestic law of legislative, administrative, and any other measures necessary to delimit, demarcate and title or otherwise clarify and protect the territory in which indigenous people have a communal property right must also be done by fully informed consultations, in accordance with their customary land use practices, and without detriment to other indigenous communities. The Inter-American Court has demanded prior consultation and the achievement of a consensus with indigenous or tribal peoples in cases of “selection and delivery of alternative lands, payment of fair compensation, or both,” which “are not subject to purely discretionary criteria of the State, but rather, pursuant to a comprehensive interpretation of ILO Convention No. 169 and of the American Convention, there must be a consensus with the peoples involved, in accordance with their own mechanism of consultation, values, customs and customary law.”

281. Prior consultation and consent are required for the adoption of any decision that can affect, modify, reduce or extinguish indigenous property rights; in the IACHR’s opinion, “Articles XVIII and XXIII of the American Declaration specially oblige a member state to ensure that any determination of the extent to which indigenous claimants maintain interests in the lands to which they have traditionally held title and have occupied

---


658 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 132.

659 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 197 – Recommendation 1.

and used is based upon a process of fully informed consent on the part of the indigenous community as a whole.\footnote{IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 142.} For the IACHR, the general international legal principles applicable in the context of indigenous peoples’ human rights include the right to have their legal title to the property and use of territories and resources “changed only by mutual consent between the state and respective indigenous peoples when they have full knowledge and appreciation of the nature or attributes of such property.”\footnote{IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130.} By virtue of Articles II (right to equality), XVIII (right to due process and a fair trial) and XXIII (right to property) of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, States must take special measures to ensure recognition of the particular and collective interest that indigenous people have in the occupation and use of their traditional lands and resources and their right not to be deprived of this interest except with fully informed consent, under conditions of equality, and with fair compensation.\footnote{IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 131.}

282. Informed consultations and consent also figure in the jurisprudence of UN treaty bodies. The Human Rights Committee has recognized that the enjoyment of indigenous peoples’ cultural rights, including those associated to the use of the land and natural resources, “may require positive legal measures of protection and measures to ensure the effective participation of members of minority communities in decisions which affect them.”\footnote{Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 23 (1994): Article 27 (rights of minorities), CCPR/C/21/rev.1/Add.5 (1994), par. 7; cited in: IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130, footnote No. 99.} The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has called upon States to return the lands and territories which have traditionally been owned, used or occupied by indigenous and tribal peoples whenever they have been deprived of them without their free and informed consent.\footnote{CERD, General Recommendation 23, Indigenous Peoples, U.N. Doc. A/52/18, Annex V (1997), par. 5. Cited in: IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 130, footnote No. 99.}

283. The duty of consultation, consent and participation has special force, regulated in detail by international law, in the realization of development or investment plans or projects or the implementation of extractive concessions in indigenous or tribal territories, whenever such plans, projects or concessions can affect the natural resources found therein. Indigenous peoples’ participation through their own institutions and distinctive forms of organization is required before the approval of investment or development plans or projects over natural resources. The importance of this topic, and its central role in the current indigenous panorama of the Americas, is detailed the following section of the present study.

284. According to ILO Convention No. 169, Article 6, States must consult indigenous peoples “through appropriate procedures and in particular through their representative institutions, whenever consideration is being given to legislative or administrative measures which may affect them directly.”\footnote{ILO Convention No. 169, Article 6(1)(a).} The Convention also clarifies that such consultations must be carried out “in good faith and in a form appropriate to the circumstances, with the objective of achieving agreement or consent to the proposed measures.”\footnote{ILO Convention No. 169, Article 6.2.} Article 19 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples regulates the duty of consultation is as follows: “States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free, prior and informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or administrative measures that may affect them.”

285. Consultation is not as a single act, but a process of dialogue and negotiation that implies both parties’ good faith and the objective of achieving a mutual agreement. Consultation procedures, as a form of guaranteeing indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to participate in matters which can affect them, “must be
designed to secure the free and informed consent of these peoples, and must not be limited to notification or quantification of damages."\textsuperscript{668} The consultation procedure may not be limited to compliance with a series of formal requirements. Even in instances in which indigenous peoples’ consent is not a necessary requirement, States have the duty to give due regard to the results of the consultation or provide objective and reasonable motives for not having taken them into consideration.

286. The right to participation in the decision-making processes that may affect ancestral territories belongs to the individual members of such peoples, and to the peoples as a whole. The IACHR has emphasized that “the collective interest of indigenous peoples in their ancestral lands is not to be asserted to the exclusion of the participation of individual members in the process. To the contrary, the Commission has found that any determination of the extent to which indigenous peoples may maintain interests in the lands to which they have traditionally held title and have occupied and used must be based upon a process of fully informed and mutual consent on the part of the indigenous community as a whole.”\textsuperscript{669} Procedures to obtain the prior and informed consent of the community as a whole require “at a minimum, that all of the members of the community are fully and accurately informed of the nature and consequences of the process and provided with an effective opportunity to participate individually or as collectives.”\textsuperscript{670} The requirement of full participation by indigenous and tribal peoples in the determination, by administrative authorities, of their territorial property rights or interests, is disregarded whenever there are members of such peoples who have not been afforded the opportunity of playing a full and effective role in the selection, authorization or mandate of those who act on behalf of the people before the authorities,\textsuperscript{671} whenever the corresponding claims are promoted by a given band, clan or segment of the corresponding people, without an apparent mandate by the other bands, clans or segments thereof,\textsuperscript{672} or whenever appropriate consultations among the members of the entire people are not carried out at the moment of adopting substantial decisions on said rights or interests, in particular when those decisions entail the extinguishment of rights over ancestral territories.\textsuperscript{673}

287. Regardless of the above, the representation of these peoples during the consultation processes must be the one established by the affected peoples themselves in accordance with their tradition, having taken into account the will of the whole people as channeled through the corresponding customary mechanisms. In relation to the State duty to develop consultation processes with the Saramaka people, the Inter-American Court held that “the Saramaka must determine, in accordance with their customs and traditions, which tribe members are to be involved in such consultations”\textsuperscript{674} and which ones shall represent them before the State for these purposes: “by declaring that the consultation must take place “in conformity with their customs and tradition”, the Court recognized that it is the Saramaka people, not the State, who must decide which person or group of persons will represent the Saramaka people in each consultation process ordered by the Tribunal.”\textsuperscript{675} The Court concluded that “accordingly, the Saramaka people must inform the State which person or group of persons will represent them in each of the aforementioned consultation processes. The State must then consult with those Saramaka


\textsuperscript{669} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 165.

\textsuperscript{670} IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 142.

\textsuperscript{671} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 140.

\textsuperscript{672} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 140.

\textsuperscript{673} IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 140.


representatives to comply with the Court’s orders. Once such consultation has taken place, the Saramaka people will inform the State of the decisions taken, as well as their basis.”

288. In consulting with regard to the right to communal property, States must not cause detriment to other indigenous communities. The prolonged absence of effective titles to indigenous property has led, in several countries, to a high level of legal uncertainty around indigenous communities’ rights over their traditional lands and territories, which has sometimes translated into property conflicts between indigenous communities themselves. In this context, the Inter-American Court has taken into account the legitimate claims that neighboring indigenous communities may have over the same geographical areas and has stipulated that in the demarcation processes, the precise limits of indigenous territories, “may only be determined after due consultation with said neighboring communities,” with their participation and informed consent.

B. Participation in Respect to Decisions over Natural Resources

289. Indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to “be involved in the processes of design, implementation, and evaluation of development projects carried out on their lands and ancestral territories” and the State must “ensure that indigenous peoples be consulted on any matters that might affect them,” taking into account that “the purpose of such consultations should be to obtain their free and informed consent.” When States grant natural resource exploration or exploitation concessions to utilize property and resources encompassed within ancestral territories, they must adopt adequate measures to develop effective consultations prior to granting the concession, with communities that may potentially be affected by the decision. The right of every person to participate in governance (Art. 23, American Convention on Human Rights), applied to indigenous peoples in the framework of development projects carried out over the lands, territories and natural resources they use or occupy, translates into prior, free and informed consultation processes, as stated in ILO Convention No. 169. Natural resource exploitation in indigenous territories without the affected indigenous people’s consultation and consent violates their right to property and their right to participate in government.

---


678 See, e.g., Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua (Supervision of compliance with the judgment), Resolution of May 7, 2008, pars. 16, 20 (referring to conflicts between the Awas Tingni community and other indigenous communities as obstacles to the process of delimitation, demarcation and granting of title to the petitioner community).


684 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 143.


686 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 144.
290. Consequently there is a State duty to consult and, in specific cases, obtain indigenous peoples’ consent in respect to plans or projects for investment, development or exploitation of natural resources in ancestral territories: States must “promote, consistent with their relevant international obligations, participation by indigenous peoples and communities affected by projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources by means of prior and informed consultation aimed at garnering their voluntary consent to the design, implementation, and evaluation of such projects, as well as to the determination of benefits and indemnization for damages according to their own development priorities.” Through such prior consultation processes, indigenous and tribal peoples’ participation must be guaranteed “in all decisions on natural resource projects on their lands and territories, from design, through tendering and award, to execution and evaluation.”

291. Carrying out consultation procedures is a responsibility of the State, and not of other parties, such as the company seeking the concession or investment contract. In many of the countries that form part of the Inter-American system, the State responsibility to conduct prior consultation has been transferred to private companies, generating a de facto privatization of the State’s responsibility. The resulting negotiation processes with local communities then often fail to take into consideration a human rights framework, because corporate actors are, as a matter of definition, profit-seeking entities that are therefore not impartial. Consultation with indigenous peoples is a duty of States, which must be complied with by the competent public authorities.

292. The minimum contents of the duty to consult, as elaborated by Inter-American jurisprudence and international instruments and practice, define consultation not as a single act, but as a process of dialogue and negotiation that involves both parties’ good faith and the aim of reaching mutual agreement.

293. Prior consultation procedures “must involve the groups that may be affected, either because they own land or territory or because such ownership is in the process of determination and settlement.” In other words, indigenous and tribal peoples who lack formal titles of property over their territories must also be consulted in relation to the granting of extractive concessions or the implementation of development or investment plans or projects in their territories. Applying this rule, in the Awas Tingni case the Inter-American

---


689 The UN Special Rapporteur has explained in this sense that “[f]requently, issues of consultation arise when Governments grant concessions to private companies to extract natural resources, build dams, or pursue other development projects within or in close proximity to indigenous lands. In this connection, the State itself has the responsibility to carry out or ensure adequate consultation, even when a private company, as a practical matter, is the one promoting or carrying out the activities that may affect indigenous peoples’ rights and lands. In accordance with well grounded principles of international law, the duty of the State to protect the human rights of indigenous peoples, including its duty to consult with the indigenous peoples concerned before carrying out activities that affect them, is not one that can be avoided through delegation to a private company or other entity. Further, as is the case in other contexts, consultations on extractive or other development activities affecting indigenous peoples should take place at the earliest opportunity and in all phases of decision-making, such that consultations should occur before concessions to private companies are granted. // The Special Rapporteur has observed several instances in which the State hands over consultation obligations to the private company involved in a project. In addition to not absolving the State of ultimate responsibility, such delegation of a State’s human rights obligations to a private company may not be desirable, and can even be problematic, given that the interests of the private company, generally speaking, are principally lucrative and thus cannot be incomplete alignment with the public interest or the best interests of the indigenous peoples concerned.” The Rapporteur thereby concluded that “[e]ven when private companies, as a practical matter, are the ones promoting or carrying out activities, such as natural resource extraction, that affect indigenous peoples, States maintain the responsibility to carry out or ensure adequate consultations.” UN – Human Rights Council - Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, 15 July 2009, pars. 54-55, 72.


691 The UN Special Rapporteur has explained in this sense that “[t]he duty to consult is not limited to circumstances in which a proposed measure will or may affect an already recognized right or legal entitlement. The Special Rapporteur notes with concern that some States have effectively or purposefully taken the position that direct consultation with indigenous peoples regarding natural resource extraction activity or other projects with significant environmental impacts, such as dams, is required only when the lands within which the activities at
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Court concluded that the State had “violated the right of the members of the Mayagna Awas Tingni Community to the use and enjoyment of their property”, for having “granted concessions to third parties to utilize the property and resources located in an area which could correspond, fully or in part, to the lands which must be delimited, demarcated, and titled.”

294. The elaboration of principles that provide the basic content of the State duty to consult is a result of the Court’s “evolutionary interpretation” of Article 21 of the American Convention, which takes into account the broader developments in the context of the international human rights regime and in the legal provisions and jurisprudence of the relevant OAS Member States. In fact, in its elaboration of the duty to consult, the Court expressly cites the provisions of ILO Convention No. 169 and of the United Nations Declaration, as well as the jurisprudence of the Human Rights Committee and the reports by the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people.

295. ILO Convention No. 169 reflects the State duty to consult in relation to the exploitation of state-reserved natural resources which can affect the interests of indigenous peoples. According to the text of the Convention, “governments shall establish or maintain procedures through which they shall consult these peoples, with a view to ascertaining whether and to what degree their interests would be prejudiced, before undertaking or permitting any programmes for the exploration or exploitation of such resources pertaining to their lands.” The state duty to consult in relation to the exploration or exploitation of natural resources is guided, in the context of the Convention, by the general rules set forth in Article 6, according to which States must consult indigenous peoples “through appropriate procedures and in particular through their representative institutions, whenever consideration is being given to legislative or administrative measures which may affect them directly.” Likewise, the Convention clarifies that these consultations must be undertaken “in good faith and in a form appropriate to the circumstances, with the objective of achieving agreement or consent to the proposed measures.”

296. Article 19 of the United Nations Declaration also regulates generically the duty to consult in the following terms: “States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free, prior and informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or administrative measures that may affect them.”

297. Non-observance of the principles that define the essential content of the duty to consult results in emergence of international State responsibility. In fact, in the Saramaka case, the lack of application of the duty

...continuation

issue take place have been recognized under domestic law as indigenous lands. Such a position is misplaced since, commensurate with the right to self-determination and democratic principles, and because of the typically vulnerable conditions of indigenous peoples, the duty to consult with them arises whenever their particular interests are at stake, even when those interests do not correspond to a recognized right to land or other legal entitlement. In this regard, a tripartite committee of the ILO Governing Body has expressly affirmed: ‘The consultations referred to in article 15, paragraph 2, are required in respect of resources owned by the State pertaining to the lands that the peoples concerned occupy or otherwise use, whether or not they hold ownership title to those lands.’ [Report of the Committee set up to examine the representation alleging non-observance by Guatemala of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples convention, 1989 (No. 169), made under article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the Federation of Country and City Workers (FTCC), para. 48] One can easily imagine innumerable ways in which indigenous peoples and their interests may be affected by development projects or legislative initiatives in the absence of a corresponding legal entitlement.” UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, July 15, 2009, par. 44.


693 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 15.2.

694 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 6(1)(a).

695 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 6.2.
to consult and other connected safeguards was the main argument that led the Inter-American Court to conclude that there had been a violation of said people’s right to property, and determine the corresponding reparations.696

Adequate regulatory framework

298. Compliance with the State duty to consult must be regulated in the domestic legal system through legislative or administrative measures (Articles 1.1 and 2 of the American Convention), in such a way as to fully guarantee the principle of legality and legal certainty to all interested actors. However, the absence of regulation does not exempt the State from said duty. States must approve legislation “that develops the individual rights of indigenous peoples, that guarantees the mechanisms of participation of indigenous persons in the adoption of political, economic, and social decisions that affect their rights, and that they be accorded greater political participation in the adoption of decisions at the national level;”697 for these purposes, States must prescribe clear rules and requirements for the process of the consultations, which include for example “information that must be shared with the communities concerned or the extent of community support necessary to permit a license to be issued.”698 In most instances, the right to be consulted is violated because of the absence or limitations of the legislative and administrative mechanisms that regulate the duty to consult. ILO control organs have elaborated on the duty to consult in relation to the provisions of Convention No. 169, which stipulates States’ duty to develop, “with the participation of the peoples concerned, co-ordinated and systematic action to protect the rights of these peoples and to guarantee respect for their integrity”, inter alia through “the proposing of legislative and other measures to the competent authorities and supervision of the application of the measures taken, in co-operation with the peoples concerned”.700

299. The absence of clear legal guidelines for the consultation procedure implies, in practice, a serious obstacle for compliance with the State duty to consult. In the absence of a legal framework on this obligation, some OAS Member States have resorted to the application of general environmental law, which frequently incorporates requirements of information and public hearings to allow for local participation in relation to investment and development projects, generally during the phase of elaboration of social and environmental impact studies. Nonetheless, in light of the Inter-American human rights standards, these types of mechanisms are usually insufficient to accommodate the requirements of consultation with indigenous peoples, visualized as a special mechanism to guarantee their rights and interests in accordance with the criteria established by the organs of the system applying international standards.701

300. States also have the general obligation to consult indigenous peoples on the legislative measures which can affect them directly, particularly with regard to the legal regulation of the consultation procedures.702

---

698 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 143.
699 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 2.1.
700 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 33.2.
701 As the Constitutional Court of Colombia has indicated, “the participation [of the indigenous peoples] is not reduced merely to an intervention in the administrative procedure aimed at ensuring the right of defense for those who have been affected by the authorization of the environmental license ... but has a larger meaning given the lofty interests it seeks to protect, such as those that go to the definition of the destiny and security of the subsistence of said communities.” Judgment on Tutela action T-652, of November 10, 1998. In the case of Peru, the Constitutional Court has indicated that Supreme Decree 012-2008-EMM, which regulates citizen participation in relation to hydrocarbon-related activities, does not meet the requirements of Convention 169 for consultation with indigenous peoples. Constitutional Court, Case No. 03343-2007-PA-TC, para. 32 See Response of CAAAP, DAR and CARE-Perú, p. 13 (“the citizen participation procedure is not, for the [indigenous peoples], in the nature of a consultation.”)
702 Cfr. ILO Convention No. 169, Art. 6.1(a); United Nations Declaration, Art. 19. According to the UN Special Rapporteur, “[n]otwithstanding the necessarily variable character of consultation procedures in various contexts, States should define in law consultation procedures for particular categories of activities, such as natural resource extraction activities in, or affecting, indigenous territories. Such
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Compliance with the duty to consult indigenous and tribal peoples about the definition of the legislative and institutional framework of prior consultation, is one of the special measures required to promote indigenous peoples’ participation in the adoption of the decisions that affect them directly.

301. It is important to note that, although Inter-American jurisprudence and international practice have elaborated the minimum contents of the State duty to consult, there does not exist a single formula applicable in all countries to comply with this duty. Article 34 of ILO Convention No. 169 explicitly incorporates the principle of flexibility in the application of its provisions: “The nature and scope of the measures to be taken to give effect to this Convention shall be determined in a flexible manner, having regard to the conditions characteristic of each country.”

Prior consultation

302. Consultation, in order to be prior, must be carried out during the exploratory or planning phase of the corresponding project, plan or measure, well before commencement of its execution activities. Consultation procedures must be developed “preceding the design and execution of natural resource projects on the ancestral lands and territories of indigenous peoples.”

303. As the Inter-American Court indicated in its judgment in the Saramaka case, the consultation with indigenous or tribal peoples must take place during the first stages of the development or investment plan or project or the extractive concession: “not only when the need arises to obtain approval from the community, if such is the case. Early notice provides time for internal discussion within communities and for proper feedback to the State.” The UN Special Rapporteur has pointed out, in the same sense, that “in all cases in which the duty to consult applies, the objective of the consultation should be to obtain the consent or agreement of the indigenous peoples concerned. Hence, consultations should occur early in the stages of the development or planning of the proposed measure, so that indigenous peoples may genuinely participate in and influence the decision-making.”

304. As for projects and concessions for natural resource exploitation or extraction in indigenous territories, consultation must be carried out from the very moment of evaluation of the grant of a concession: States must secure, beforehand, the effective participation of the affected indigenous or tribal people, through their traditional decision-making methods, both in relation to the process of evaluating the granting of concessions in their territory, and in the adoption of the corresponding decisions. This is also the meaning of Article 15 of ILO Convention No. 169, which requires States to conduct consultations with indigenous peoples “before undertaking or permitting any programmes for the exploration or exploitation of such resources pertaining to their
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mechanisms that are included into laws or regulations, as well as ad hoc mechanisms of consultation, should themselves be developed in consultation with indigenous peoples.” UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, July 15, 2009, par. 67.

703 The UN Special Rapporteur has explained in this sense that “[t]here is not one specific formula for carrying out consultations with indigenous peoples that applies to all countries and in all circumstances”, and that “[t]he specific characteristics of the consultation procedure that is required by the duty to consult will necessarily vary depending upon the nature of the proposed measure and the scope of its impact on indigenous peoples”. UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, July 15, 2009, pars. 37, 45.


lands.”  

The prior nature of consultation in these instances is also confirmed by the United Nations Declaration, which clarifies that consultation must be conducted “prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.”

Culturally adequate consultation

305. For the Inter-American Court, the State duty to consult indigenous peoples must be carried out in accordance with their customs and traditions, through culturally adequate procedures and taking into account their traditional decision-making methods. In general terms, “all issues related to the consultation process with the [corresponding] people, as well as those concerning the beneficiaries of the ‘just compensation’ that must be shared, must be determined and resolved by the [respective] people in accordance with their traditional customs and norms”; in ensuring the effective participation of members of the [corresponding] people in development or investment plans within their territory, the State has a duty to actively consult with said community according to their customs and traditions. States must allow for the effective participation of indigenous and tribal peoples, in accordance with their traditions and customs, in the decision-making processes that relate to extractive concessions or development or investment plans or projects; Articles 21 and 1.1 of the American Convention are violated by not doing so. As the Inter-American Court has explained, “consultations must be [conducted] through culturally appropriate procedures,” peoples must be consulted “in accordance with their own traditions,” and “consultation should take account of the ... people’s traditional methods of decision-making.”

306. The rule of cultural adequacy of consultation requires that indigenous peoples’ representation be defined in accordance with their own traditions; according to the Inter-American Court in the case of the Saramaka people, “by declaring that the consultation must take place ‘in conformity with their customs and tradition’, the Court recognized that it is the Saramaka people, not the State, who must decide which person or group of persons will represent the Saramaka people in each consultation process ordered by the Tribunal.” Consequently, “the Saramaka people must inform the State which person or group of persons will represent them in each of the aforementioned consultation processes. The State must then consult with those Saramaka representatives to comply with the Court’s orders.” These requirements have a clear normative basis in the main international

---

708 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 15.2.
709 United Nations Declaration, Article 32.2.
718 I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Interpretation of the Judgment of Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of August 12, 2008. Series C No. 185, par. 19. This also implies that “the decision as to whom should be consulted regarding each of the various issues mentioned above (...) must be made by the Saramaka people, pursuant to their customs and
human rights instruments. Thus, ILO Convention No. 169 requires consultations to be conducted “through appropriate procedures and in particular through their representative institutions.” 719 In similar terms, the United Nations Declaration requires consultations to be conducted “through their own representative institutions.” 720

307. Reaffirming the criteria of flexibility and the need to take into account the specific circumstances of both the reasons for the consultation and of the different interested peoples, the ILO control organs have pointed out that given the diversity of indigenous peoples, the Convention does not impose a model representative institution. 721

Informed consultation

308. Processes for granting extractive concessions or implementing investment or development plans or projects, require the full provision of precise information on the nature and consequences of the project to the communities prior to and during the consultation. 722 According to the Inter-American Court’s jurisprudence, consultation must be informed, in the sense that indigenous peoples must be made “aware of possible risks, including environmental and health risks, in order that the proposed development or investment plan is accepted knowingly and voluntarily.” 723 For the Inter-American Court, “this duty requires the State to both accept and disseminate information” 724, and “entails constant communication between the parties”. 725 The informed nature of consultations is connected to the obligation to carry out social and environmental impact assessments prior to the execution of development or investment plans or extractive concessions which may affect these peoples. 726

309. The right to participate in decision-making processes related to investment or development plans or projects or extractive concessions, and the right of access to information, are two basic elements to “support and enhance the ability of individuals to safeguard and vindicate” 727 the rights to life and personal integrity in situations of serious environmental risk, and thus contribute to “the quest to guard against environmental
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traditions. The Saramaka people will then communicate to the State who must be consulted, depending on the issue that requires consultation.” [I/A Court H.R., Case of the Saramaka People v. Suriname. Interpretation of the Judgment of Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of August 12, 2008. Series C No. 185, par. 22].

721 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 6.1.
720 United Nations Declaration, Article 32.
721 Report of the Committee established to examine the representation alleging non-observance by Brazil of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), made under article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the Union of Engineers of the Federal District (SENGE/DF), GB.295/17; GB.304/14/7 (2006), para. 42.
722 IACHR, Report No. 40/04, Case 12.053, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize), October 12, 2004, par. 142.
726 According to the UN Special Rapporteur, “[i]n cases involving natural resource exploitation or development projects affecting indigenous lands, in order for the indigenous peoples concerned to make free and informed decisions about the project under consideration, it is necessary that they are provided with full and objective information about all aspects of the project that will affect them, including the impact of the project on their lives and environment. In this connection, it is essential for the State to carry out environmental and social impact studies so that the full expected consequences of the project can be known. These studies must be presented to the indigenous groups concerned at the early stages of the consultation, allowing them time to understand the results of the impact studies and to present their observations and receive information addressing any concerns.” UN – Human Rights Council – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, July 15, 2009, par. 53.
conditions which threaten human health.” 728 As explained by the IACHR, “access to information is a prerequisite for public participation in decision-making and for individuals to be able to monitor and respond to public and private sector action. Individuals have a right to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds pursuant to Article 13 of the American Convention.” 729 Therefore, the IACHR has advised States: “as the right to participate in decision-making and the right to effective judicial recourse each require adequate access to information, the Commission recommends that the State take measures to improve systems to disseminate information about the issues which affect them, and to enhance the transparency of and opportunities for public input into processes affecting the inhabitants of development sectors.” 730

310. The Inter-American jurisprudence on this point is fully consistent with international standards on indigenous peoples’ rights. In this field, ILO Convention No. 169 establishes that consultations on projects for the exploration of exploitation of natural resources must be aimed at “ascertaining whether and to what degree their interests would be prejudiced”. 731 Indigenous peoples’ right to be fully informed of the content and purpose, as well as of the possible negative and positive impacts of investment or development plans or projects or extractive concessions in their traditional territories, stems from these peoples’ right to determine and elaborate the priorities and strategies for the development or use of their lands or territories and other resources. 732

311. In analogy to the safeguards applicable in other judicial or administrative procedures in which indigenous peoples or individuals take part, informed consultation requires States to adopt measures to ensure that members of indigenous peoples or communities “can understand and be understood (...), where necessary through the provision of interpretation or by other effective means”. 733

312. Likewise, States may be required to provide these peoples with other means, which can include technical and independent assistance, in order for indigenous peoples to be able to adopt fully informed decisions. 734

313. Informed consultation also requires States to ensure that the procedures “establish the benefits that the affected indigenous peoples are to receive, and compensation for any environmental damages, in a manner consistent with their own development priorities.” 735

314. The complexity and magnitude of investment or development plans or projects or concessions for natural resource extraction may require holding prior information meetings. These meetings, however, are not to be confused with the type of negotiation and dialogue required by a genuine consultation process.

---

731 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 15.2.
732 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 7.1.
733 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 12.
734 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 12. Technical support to indigenous peoples in the context of consultation procedures may also be interpreted as one of the requirements for the provision of means for indigenous peoples to be able to fully exercise their right to autonomy. ILO Convention 169, Art. 6.1.(c) As pointed out by the UN Special Rapporteur, “indigenous peoples are typically disadvantaged in terms of political influence, financial resources, access to information, and relevant education in comparison to the State institutions or private parties, such as companies, that are their counterparts in the consultations. (...) States must duly address the imbalance of power by ensuring arrangements by which indigenous peoples have the financial, technical and other assistance they need, and they must do so without using such assistance to leverage or influence indigenous positions in the consultations.” UN – Human Rights Council - Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, 15 July 2009, pars. 50-51.
Consultation in good faith, aimed at reaching an agreement

315. The process of consultation with indigenous peoples must be carried out in good faith, and in all cases with the aim of achieving an agreement, or receiving indigenous peoples’ informed consent to the development or investment plans or extractive concessions that can affect their property right over lands, territories and natural resources. In the Inter-American Court’s words, “consultations must be in good faith (...) and with the objective of reaching an agreement”. 

316. The duty to consult with the aim of obtaining consent is reiterated in several specific provisions of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. In relation to investment or development projects over natural resources, Article 32 establishes: “States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.”

317. The international and regional regulation’s emphasis on good faith in compliance with the State duty to consult indigenous peoples seeks to establish a safeguard against merely formal consultation procedures, an unfortunately frequent practice which has been consistently denounced by indigenous peoples. Consultation procedures are not tantamount to compliance with a series of pro forma requirements. The IACHR has

---

736 The UN Special Rapporteur has clarified in this regard that “[i]n all cases in which indigenous peoples’ particular interests are affected by a proposed measure, obtaining their consent should, in some degree, be an objective of the consultations. (...) this requirement does not provide indigenous peoples with a ‘veto power’, but rather establishes the need to frame consultation procedures in order to make every effort to build consensus on the part of all concerned. (...) These principles [of consultation and consent] are designed to build dialogue in which both States and indigenous peoples are to work in good faith towards consensus and try in earnest to arrive at a mutually satisfactory agreement. (...) the duty of States to consult with indigenous peoples and related principles have emerged to reverse historical patterns of imposed decisions and conditions of life that have threatened the survival of indigenous peoples. At the same time, principles of consultation and consent do not bestow on indigenous peoples a right to unilaterally impose their will on States when the latter act legitimately and faithfully in the public interest. Rather, the principles of consultation and consent are aimed at avoiding the imposition of the will of one party over the other, and at instead striving for mutual understanding and consensual decision-making.” UN – Human Rights Council - Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, 15 July 2009, pars. 48-49.


741 United Nations Declaration, Articles 10, 11, 15, 17, 19, 28, 29, 30, 32, 36, 38.

742 Ibid., Article 32.2.

743 As explained by the UN Special Rapporteur, the language of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in this regard “suggests a heightened emphasis on the need for consultations that are in the nature of negotiations towards mutually acceptable arrangements, prior to the decisions on proposed measures, rather than consultations that are more in the nature of mechanisms for providing indigenous peoples with information about decisions already made or in the making, without allowing them genuinely to influence the decision-making process.” UN – Human Rights Council - Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, 15 July 2009, par. 46.
explained that consultation procedures, as a means to guarantee indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to participate in matters that may affect them, “must be designed to secure the free and informed consent of these peoples, and must not be limited to notification or quantification of damages.”

318. Consultation in good faith requires the absence of any type of coercion by the State or by agents acting with its authorization or acquiescence. In too many cases, the consultation of indigenous peoples is carried out in climates of harassment and even violence perpetrated by private security guards hired by the companies that are responsible for the projects, and sometimes by public security forces.

319. Good faith is also incompatible with practices such as attempts to disintegrate the social cohesion of the affected communities, whether it is through the corruption of communal leaders or the establishment of parallel leaderships, or through negotiations with individual members of the community that are contrary to international standards.

320. In this sense, consultation in good faith requires the establishment of a climate of mutual confidence between the parties, based on the principle of reciprocal respect. As pointed out by an ILO Committee, “[r]ecalling that the establishment of effective consultation and participation procedures contributes to preventing and resolving disputes through dialogue ... the Committee emphasizes the need to: endeavour to achieve consensus on the procedures to be followed; facilitate access to such procedures through broad information; and create a climate of confidence with indigenous peoples which favours productive dialogue.” This means, inter alia, that “[i]n order to achieve a climate of confidence and mutual respect for the consultations, the consultation procedure itself should be the product of consensus. The [UN] Special Rapporteur has observed that, in many instances, consultation procedures are not effective and do not enjoy the confidence of indigenous peoples, because the affected indigenous peoples were not adequately included in the discussions leading to the design and implementation of the consultation procedures.”

321. As a process that involves two parties, consultation in good faith also has a series of implications for indigenous peoples themselves. As parties to good faith negotiation and dialogue processes in the framework of the State duty to consult, indigenous peoples have the primary responsibility of actively taking part in such processes. Nonetheless, indigenous peoples’ responsibilities towards consultation may not be interpreted in such a way as to limit their human rights or the exercise of peaceful forms of social protest.

322. The Inter-American Court has cited the case of Apirana Mahuika and others v. New Zealand, in which the Human Rights Committee “decided that the right to culture of an indigenous population under Article 27 of the ICCPR could be restricted where the community itself participated in the decision to restrict such right. The Committee found that ‘the acceptability of measures that affect or interfere with the culturally significant economic activities of a minority depends on whether the members of the minority in question have had the opportunity to participate in the decision-making process in relation to these measures and whether they will continue to benefit from their traditional economy’.”

---


745 Report of the Committee set up to examine the representation alleging non-observance by Guatemala of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), made under article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the Federation of Country and City Workers (FTCC), GB.294/17/1; GB.299/6/1 (2005), para. 53.


The duty of accommodation

323. A constitutive element of negotiation and dialogue between the authorities and indigenous peoples in the framework of consultation procedures, is that the aim of these procedures must be to obtain an agreement and indigenous peoples’ informed consent.749

324. Insofar as development or investment plans or projects or extractive concessions substantially affect the right to indigenous property and other connected rights, the duty to consult requires, from all involved parties, flexibility to accommodate the different rights and interests at stake. The States’ duty is to adjust or even cancel the plan or project based on the results of consultation with indigenous peoples, or failing such accommodation, to provide objective and reasonable motives for not doing so.

325. Failure to pay due regard to the consultation’s results within the final design of the investment or development plans or projects or extractive concessions is contrary to the principle of good faith that governs the duty to consult, which must allow indigenous peoples the capacity to modify the initial plan. From another perspective, decisions related to the approval of such plans, that fail to express the reasons that justify failing to accommodate the results of the consultation procedure, could be considered contrary to the due process guarantees set by the standards of the Inter-American human rights system.

The duty to give reasoned decisions

326. The fact that indigenous peoples’ consent is not required as an outcome of every consultation process does not imply that the State duty to consult is limited to compliance with formal procedures. From a substantive standpoint, States have the duty to take into account the concerns, demands and proposals expressed by the affected peoples or communities, and to give due regard to such concerns, demands and proposals in the final design of the consulted plan or project.

327. Whenever accommodation is not possible for motives that are objective, reasonable and proportional to a legitimate interest in a democratic society, the administrative decision that approves the investment or development plan must argue, in a reasoned manner, which are those motives. That decision, and the reasons that justify failure to incorporate the results of the consultation to the final plan, must be formally communicated to the respective indigenous people.750

328. As analyzed in Chapter X, the decisions taken must be subject to review by higher administrative and judicial authorities, through adequate and effective procedures, which evaluate the validity and pertinence of said reasons, as well as the balance between the rights and interests at stake.

---

749 The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples clarifies that the states must hold consultations with indigenous peoples “in order to obtain their free, prior and informed consent.” United Nations Declaration, Articles 19, 32. Convention 169 stipulates that consultations should be conducted “with the objective of achieving agreement or consent to the proposed measures.” ILO Convention No. 169 Article 6(2).

750 As the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has indicated, “the decisions adopted by national bodies that could affect human rights must be duly justified, because, if not, they would be arbitrary decisions. In such sense, the reasons given for a judgment must show that the arguments by the parties have been duly weighed.... Moreover, a reasoned decision demonstrates to the parties that they have been heard.” I/A Court H.R., Case of Apitz Barbera et al. ("First Court of Administrative Disputes") v. Venezuela (Preliminary Objection, Merits, Reparations and Costs). Judgment of August 5, 2008, Series C No. 182, para. 78. In addition, the Court has emphasized that the reasoned explanation of judicial or administrative decisions is the guarantee that “grants credibility to legal decisions in the framework of a democratic society,” “affords ... the possibility of challenging the Order and obtaining a new examination of the issues by higher Courts,” and, accordingly, is “constitutes one of the ‘due guarantees’ enshrined in Article 8(1) of the Convention in order to safeguard the right to the due process of the law." I/A Court H.R., Case of Tristán Donoso v. Panama, Judgment of January 27, 2009, Series C, No. 193, pars. 152-153.
C. The Limited Duty to Obtain Prior Informed Consent

329. Regardless of the fact that every consultation process must pursue the objective of consent, in some specifically defined cases, the Inter-American Court’s jurisprudence and international standards legally require states to obtain indigenous peoples’ free and informed consent prior to the execution of plans or projects which can affect their property rights over lands, territories and natural resources.

330. The Inter-American Court has underscored “the difference between ‘consultation’ and ‘consent’ in this context,”751 stating the obligation of obtaining consent in the following terms: “the Court considers that, regarding large-scale development or investment projects that would have a major impact within Saramaka territory, the State has a duty, not only to consult with the Saramakas, but also to obtain their free, prior, and informed consent, according to their customs and traditions.”752 In its subsequent interpretive judgment in the Saramaka case, the Court added: “the State has a duty, from the onset of the proposed activity, to actively consult with the Saramaka people in good faith and with the objective of reaching an agreement, which in turn requires the State to both accept and disseminate information in an understandable and publicly accessible format. Furthermore, depending upon the level of impact of the proposed activity, the State may additionally be required to obtain consent from the Saramaka people. The Tribunal has emphasized that when large-scale development or investment projects could affect the integrity of the Saramaka people’s lands and natural resources, the State has a duty not only to consult with the Saramakas, but also to obtain their free, prior, and informed consent in accordance with their customs and traditions.”753

331. The Court has observed that “other international bodies and organizations have similarly considered that, in certain circumstances, and in addition to other consultation mechanisms, States must obtain the consent of indigenous and tribal peoples to carry out large-scale development or investment projects that have a significant impact on the right of use and enjoyment of their ancestral territories,”754 citing in this regard a decision of the Committee on Elimination of Racial Discrimination concerning Ecuador.755

332. As the Inter-American Court noted, the United Nations Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people has also spoken to this obligation, observing that: “[w]herever [large-scale projects] occur in areas occupied by indigenous peoples it is likely that their communities will undergo profound social and economic changes that are frequently not well understood, much less foreseen, by the authorities in charge of promoting them. [...] The principal human rights effects of these projects for indigenous peoples relate to loss of traditional territories and land, eviction, migration and eventual resettlement, depletion of resources necessary for physical and cultural survival, destruction and pollution of the traditional environment, social and community disorganization, long-term negative health and nutritional impacts as well as, in some cases, harassment and violence.”756

---


333. The requirement of consent must be interpreted as a heightened safeguard for the rights of indigenous peoples, given its direct connection to the right to life, to cultural identity and other essential human rights, in relation to the execution of development or investment plans that affect the basic content of said rights. The duty to obtain consent responds, therefore, to a logic of proportionality in relation to the right to indigenous property and other connected rights. 757

334. The development of international standards on indigenous peoples’ rights, including those set by the Inter-American system, makes it possible to identify a series of circumstances where obtaining indigenous peoples’ consent is mandatory.

1. The first of these situations, identified by the UN Special Rapporteur, is that of development or investment plans or projects that imply a displacement of indigenous peoples or communities from their traditional lands, that is, their permanent relocation. The requirement of consent in these cases is established in Article 10 of the UN Declaration: “Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or territories. No relocation shall take place without the free, prior and informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and after agreement on just and fair compensation and, where possible, with the option of return”. 758

2. Indigenous peoples’ consent is also required, according to the Inter-American Court in the Saramaka judgment, in cases where the execution of development or investment plans or of concessions for the exploitation of natural resources would deprive indigenous peoples of the capacity to use and enjoy their lands and other natural resources necessary for their subsistence.

3. Another case in which, as pointed out by the Special Rapporteur, indigenous peoples’ consent is required, is that of storage or disposal of hazardous materials in indigenous lands or territories, as established in Article 29 of the UN Declaration. 759

Example of application: indigenous populations affected by development activities in Bolivia

In its 2007 report on the state of human rights in Bolivia, the IACHR assessed the situation of the indigenous peoples and communities affected by the development of natural resource exploration and exploitation projects in their ancestral territories, from their design throughout their implementation, highlighting four aspects that had an impact upon the effective enjoyment of their human rights: (1) in parallel to a protracted and difficult process of granting of legal title to property over lands and territories, “there has been an expeditious process of concessions to private businesses to exploit lumber and mining and hydrocarbons resources, a process that has sparked claims and disputes over lands that are still in the regularization process” [par. 245]; (2) the granting of concessions had taken place without conducting prior consultation procedures with the interested peoples and communities; (3) some of these projects had caused serious environmental contamination, with noxious effects upon the continuity of basic subsistence activities and on the health of the members of the indigenous communities that were located in the territories where they were being carried out; and (4) there were no judicial mechanisms which could enable indigenous peoples to contest the effects to which they were exposed.

757 The UN Special Rapporteur has explained in this line that “the strength or importance of the objective of achieving consent varies according to the circumstances and the indigenous interests involved. A significant, direct impact on indigenous peoples’ lives or territories establishes a strong presumption that the proposed measure should not go forward without indigenous peoples’ consent. In certain contexts, that presumption may harden into a prohibition of the measure or project in the absence of indigenous consent. The Declaration recognizes two situations in which the State is under an obligation to obtain the consent of the indigenous peoples concerned, beyond the general obligation to have consent as the objective of consultations. These situations include when the project will result in the relocation of a group from its traditional lands, and in cases involving the storage or disposal of toxic waste within indigenous lands (arts. 10 and 29, para. 2, respectively).” UN – Human Rights Council - Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, James Anaya. UN Doc. A/HRC/12/34, 15 July 2009, par. 47.

758 See, in the same sense, Article 16 of ILO Convention No. 169.

759 United Nations Declaration, art. 29.2 ("States shall take effective measures to ensure that no storage or disposal of hazardous materials shall take place in the lands or territories of indigenous peoples without their free, prior and informed consent").
In relation to the lack of prior consultation, the IACHR reminded the state that according to article 23 of the American Convention, citizens have the right to participate in matters that can affect them; “in the case of indigenous peoples and of development projects planned for the lands, territories and natural resources that they use or occupy, this right entails prior procedures of free and informed consultation, as indicated in ILO Convention 169.” [par. 246] The IACHR noted in this sense that “such procedures must involve the groups that may be affected, either because they own land or territory or because such ownership is in the process of determination and settlement.” [par. 246] The Commission also noted in relation to this point that the Bolivian Constitutional Tribunal had adopted a decision in June 2006, in which it had restricted the scope of the right to prior consultation, having struck down as unconstitutional the expression “‘securing the consent of the indigenous and aboriginal communities and peoples’ from the Hydrocarbons Act, because it considered –as explained by the Commission- that “the consultation of indigenous peoples must not be understood in the sense of requiring authorization for exploitation activities, for the subsoli belongs to the State and the interests of the majority cannot be jeopardized by the lack of consent from indigenous peoples. In this respect, the Tribunal holds that the purpose of the consultation is to quantify damage and not to obtain consent.”’ [cited in par. 247] In this regard, the Commission referred to the scope of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to prior consultation in light of the inter-American jurisprudence, and emphasized that “the consultation procedure, in the sense of guaranteeing indigenous peoples’ right to participate in matters that may affect them, is of much broader scope: it must be designed to secure the free and informed consent of these peoples, and must not be limited to notification or quantification of damages. On the contrary, it must guarantee participation by indigenous peoples, through the consultation process, in all decisions on natural resource projects on their lands and territories, from design, through tendering and award, to execution and evaluation. It must also ensure that such procedures will establish the benefits that the affected indigenous peoples are to receive, and compensation for any environmental damages, in a manner consistent with their own development priorities.” [par. 248] In this sense, the IACHR deplored that “beyond the absence of consultations preceding the design and execution of natural resource projects on the ancestral lands and territories of indigenous peoples, (...) the foregoing decision places judicial constraints on the scope of their participation in such consultation, notwithstanding Article 6.2 of ILO Convention 169 which applies to this issue, having been incorporated into Bolivian legislation at the time of its ratification.” [par. 249] For such reasons, the IACHR recommended that the State, “consistent with its international obligations, guarantee the participation of indigenous peoples and affected communities in projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources, through prior and informed consultations designed to obtain their free consent in the design, execution and evaluation of those projects, as well as in determining benefits and compensation for damages, according to their own development priorities.” [par. 297 – Recommendation 5]

As for the environmental damages, the undermining of basic subsistence activities and the harms to health caused by the natural resource exploration and exploitation projects, the IACHR described two emblematic examples of which it had been informed: on the one hand, the strong contamination of the Pilcomayo River in the departments of Potosí and Tarija with toxic wastes of metals and other elements, which was affecting indigenous peoples because of the decrease in their agricultural, fishing and other activities, as well as affecting the health of persons who, out of necessity, continued to consume contaminated food – a situation of special vulnerability for boys, girls and women in fertile age. On the other hand, the contamination of streams and bodies of water in the Bosque Seco Chiquitano by waste from the lateral gas pipeline to Brazil, which had seriously affected the ancestral territory of the Chiquitano indigenous peoples. In relation to both cases, the IACHR reminded the State that “the right to life enshrined in the American Convention includes the right to a dignified existence” [par. 253], and that “when the State becomes aware of the serious situation facing persons who live in areas close to rivers and creeks polluted by natural resource projects, it is the State’s duty to adopt all the measures at its disposal to mitigate the damage caused by the concessions it has granted, and to impose sanctions for the failure to comply with applicable environmental or criminal legislation. The Inter-American Court has held the failure to take such measures, despite knowledge of the severity of the situation, to engage international responsibility for the effects on life and personal integrity flowing from those conditions.” [par. 253]. Consequently, it recommended the state: “In the context of projects underway, implement participatory mechanisms to determine the environmental damages they may be causing and their effects on the basic subsistence activities of indigenous peoples and peasant communities living in the vicinity of such projects. If their lives or personal integrity are threatened, such projects should be immediately suspended and the appropriate administrative and criminal penalties imposed. If the projects continue, the State must guarantee that affected persons will share in the benefits from those projects, and it must determine and enforce compensation for such damage.” [par. 297 – Recommendation 6]. The Commission also noted in this regard that social conflicts in Bolivia were increased by tensions between indigenous peoples, the State and the concessionary companies of this kind of projects, “where the sustainability of such projects is not measured in advance, using effective mechanisms of participation for the persons and groups affected, regardless of whether the State has recognized their ownership, and where environmental and even criminal liability rules are deliberately ignored without any penalties imposed by the State.” [par. 254]. The IACHR also explained that the observed problems were based on the lack of effective application of the legislation which incorporated ILO Convention 169 into the domestic legal system; and it clarified that in order to solve those problems, “the provisions of that Convention must be incorporated horizontally into legislation governing the entire process of design, award and implementation of natural resource projects, and the absence of such regulation must not serve as an excuse for not applying the international rule which, as noted above, is part of domestic legislation and is automatically enforceable.” [par. 255] In this last sense, the IACHR recommended the State to “incorporate the provisions of ILO Convention 169 on this issue into its domestic legislation on development projects, and adopt measures for their effective enforcement.” [par. 297, Recommendation 4]

Finally, in relation to the lack of judicial mechanisms to contest these situations, the IACHR explained that it exacerbated the state of defenslessness of indigenous peoples; and it clarified that even though there were criminal penalties for non-compliance with environmental legislation, it had been informed that “the few criminal actions initiated over these events have been delayed and obstructed by lack of action on the part of the prosecutors, and by external pressures. Moreover, the organizations representing the persons affected by this situation complained that they have no preventive judicial remedy for extreme situations that may affect their right to life. Nor, according to that information, are there any judicial steps that could be taken collectively by a group affected by such a situation, such as a class action.” [par. 256] For this reason, the IACHR recommended the state to “[g]uarantee access to an adequate and effective judicial remedy for challenging environmental damages of a collective nature so that, in addition to criminal action, there will be a mechanism of a judicial nature to obtain an immediate response in circumstances where projects are causing irreparable damage to groups of individuals.” [par. 297 – Recommendation 7]
X. RIGHTS TO STATE PROTECTION, OF ACCESS TO JUSTICE AND TO REPARATIONS

A. Administrative Procedures

335. Constitutional provisions and legislation to respect indigenous peoples’ rights must be coupled with developing and implementing State policies and actions to enforce them, with indigenous peoples’ participation. Administrative authorities have the primary responsibility to enforce the laws that protect indigenous peoples’ territorial and resource rights; therefore indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to the existence of effective and prompt administrative mechanisms to protect, guarantee and promote their rights over ancestral territories. As explained by the IACHR, States are bound to adopt measures to guarantee and give legal certainty to indigenous and tribal peoples’ rights in relation to ownership of their property, inter alia through the establishment of special, swift and effective mechanisms and procedures to solve legal claims over such property.765

336. These special mechanisms and procedures must be effective; ineffectiveness of the legally established procedures to enforce indigenous peoples’ territorial rights violates articles 1 and 2 of the American Convention on Human Rights.761 The Inter-American Court has assessed, in light of the requirements of effectiveness and reasonable time established in Article 25 of the American Convention, whether States have administrative procedures in place for granting title to property over lands, and if so, whether they implement such procedures in practice;762 and it has explained that in order to comply with the conditions set forth in Article 25, it is insufficient for there to be legal provisions that recognize and protect indigenous property – it is necessary for there to exist specific and clearly regulated procedures for matters such as the granting of title over lands occupied by indigenous groups or their demarcation, attending their specific traits.763 The Court has also required that administrative procedures for the restitution of indigenous communities’ lands offer a real possibility for the members of indigenous and tribal peoples to recover their traditional lands.764 In the Court’s terms, by virtue of Article 2 of the American Convention on Human Rights, “it is necessary to establish appropriate procedures in the framework of the domestic legal system to process the land claims of the indigenous peoples involved. The States must establish said procedures to resolve those claims in such a manner that these peoples have a real opportunity to recover their lands. For this, the general obligation to respect rights set forth in Article 1(1) of said treaty places the States under the obligation to ensure that said procedures are accessible and simple and that the bodies in charge of them have the necessary technical and material conditions to provide a timely response to the requests made in the framework of said procedures.”765

337. Legislators and administrative authorities have a duty to abstain from adopting regulations which are regressive for the effective enjoyment of indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights, as established in the domestic constitutional and legal provisions. Indeed, the IACHR has explained that the implementation of the constitutional and legal provisions that enshrine indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights may be hindered,


halted or even reversed through the adoption of regulations aimed at obstructing or undermining the processes of restitution, granting of legal title and demarcation of ancestral lands and territories. States must avoid such regressive measures. 766

338. These administrative procedures must comply with the rules of due process of law. The Inter-American Court has specified that due process must be followed both in the administrative procedures and in any other procedure whose decision may affect a person’s rights. 767 The effective recourses that States must offer in accordance with Article 25 of the American Convention “must be substantiated according to the rules of due legal process (Article 8 of the Convention).” 768 The Inter-American Court has indicated that the internal administrative procedures that must comply with due process guarantees include, for example, procedures for the recognition of indigenous leaders, procedures for recognition of juridical personality, and land restitution procedures. 769

339. The right to legally established administrative recourses to achieve a final solution of indigenous territorial claims 770 includes the right to obtain a final resolution within a reasonable time, without unjustified delays. 771 Ineffectiveness of administrative procedures for territorial claims represents, in practice, a failure by the State to guarantee indigenous peoples’ property rights over their ancestral territories. 772 There is a violation of Articles 8 and 25 of the American Convention, in connection with Articles 1.1 and 2 thereof, whenever the legally established administrative procedures for land reclamation instituted by the members of the indigenous communities disregard the principle of reasonable time and prove to be ineffective. 773

340. The IACHR has explained that indefinite delays or tardiness in the identification of the lands available for indigenous and tribal peoples are obstacles to the effective enjoyment of their right to land and territory. States have an obligation to adopt measures to prevent the occurrence of delays, and indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to the adoption of measures to prevent undue delays, 774 free from excessive legal rigors or high costs; for the Commission, procedures which are long, repetitive, delayed, costly or formalist undermine

---


the communities’ rights.\textsuperscript{775} A given delay may be defended by the State if it “proves that the delay is directly related to the complexity of the case or to the conduct of the parties involved.”\textsuperscript{776} The complexity of procedures for the restitution of indigenous and tribal peoples’ territories must be taken into account in evaluating the reasonableness of the delays,\textsuperscript{777} but, a protracted delay like the 11 year and eight months that passed in the Yakye Axa case, “constitutes in itself a violation of the right to fair trial.”\textsuperscript{778} There is a violation of Article 25 whenever delays in the administrative procedures are produced, not by the complexity of the case, but by the systematically delayed actions of the State authorities.\textsuperscript{779}

341. States also “must ensure that such proceedings are accessible and simple and that the agencies responsible for them have the technical and material conditions necessary to respond promptly to applications and requests submitted in the course of such proceedings.”\textsuperscript{780} To the same extent, the corresponding administrative procedures must be free of unnecessary formalisms or requirements that undermine their prompt development. The process of legal demarcation, recognition and granting title to land and use of natural resources must not be hindered or delayed by bureaucratic difficulties, such as the requirement of certificates or documents issued by other governmental authorities, which delay or paralyze successful recognition of indigenous lands.\textsuperscript{781}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|p{0.9\textwidth}|}
\hline
\textbf{Example: bureaucratic obstacles to the recognition of indigenous territories}

In its 1999 report on the situation of human rights in Colombia, the IACHR referred to the process of recognition, granting of title to property and delimitation of indigenous territories, explaining that the general success of this process had been undermined by the legal requirement of having a Certificate of Environmental Preservation. The State itself had abstained from issuing such certificate to the indigenous communities that had filed the corresponding claims, and the Colombian Institute of Agrarian Reform, which was the competent body for carrying out the titling proceedings, could not complete the allocations without that certificate. The IACHR recommended the Colombian State to “take appropriate measures to ensure that the process of legal demarcation, recognition and granting title to land and use of natural resources to indigenous communities is not hindered or delayed by bureaucratic difficulties.” [Recommendation 2]

\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

342. The IACHR has explained that conditions such as the requirement of having individual identification documents, or of obtaining recognition of indigenous organizations’ or authorities’ juridical personality, can constitute obstacles to effective access to land and territory, if they are pre-requisites to obtaining legal title to property or representing the peoples before administrative authorities. States must eliminate these obstacles that prevent recognition of individual or collective juridical personality and that hinder the effective


\textsuperscript{781} IACHR, Third Report on the Human Rights Situation in Colombia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.102, Doc. 9 rev. 1, 26 February 1999, Recommendation 2. The UN Special Rapporteur has pointed out that in many cases, the institutional structure of public administration is an obstacle for implementation of the legal provisions that protect indigenous peoples’ rights; “One of the clearest illustrations of the ‘implementation gap’ is to be found in the public administration. With a few exceptions, the State bureaucracy reacts slowly to new legislation in favour of indigenous rights; it is not functionally prepared to address the new challenges; it exists in an administrative culture that makes it difficult to welcome and accept multiculturalism and the right to be different; it advocates a heritage of assimilation that rejects recognition of the indigenous peoples; and it often displays discriminatory, not to say racist, behaviour on indigenous issues within its own administration. This has been extensively documented in the areas of the administration of justice, education, health, environmental policy, agrarian issues and economic development.” UN – Commission on Human Rights – Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people, Mr. Rodolfo Stavenhagen, UN Doc. E/CN.4/2006/78, par. 87.
enjoyment of the right to territorial property. Indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to recognition of the
juridical personality of their members, authorities and organizations, and to be free from difficulties or delays in
such recognition that constitute obstacles for the effective access and enjoyment of their rights over lands,
territories and natural resources.\textsuperscript{782}

343. In order to comply with Article 25, “as regards indigenous peoples, it is essential for the States to
grant effective protection that takes into account their specificities, their economic and social characteristics, as
well as their situation of special vulnerability, their customary law, values, and customs;”\textsuperscript{783} the Inter-American
Court has applied the rights to due process of law and judicial guarantees in Articles 8 and 25 of the American
Convention, to determine whether or not the administrative or judicial procedures that affect indigenous and
tribal peoples’ rights have taken into account their specificities, special vulnerability, customary law and other
distinctive usages and customs. The Court has also pointed out that the domestic procedures for land reclamation
by indigenous communities must consider their distinctiveness, including the special meaning that land has for
them.\textsuperscript{784} Domestic land restitution procedures that do not take into account indigenous and tribal peoples’
distinctive aspects, or that privilege non-indigenous modalities of ownership, do not afford a real possibility of
restitution of traditional lands, and therefore are not effective or adequate for the achievement of that purpose.\textsuperscript{785}

344. The IACHR has also emphasized that States must review their legislation, procedures and
practices in order to ensure that the determination of indigenous peoples’ and persons’ territorial rights takes
place in accordance with the rights enshrined in the Inter-American human rights instruments,\textsuperscript{786} which can imply
the due training of administrative officials in this matter.

345. Administrative authorities must act in an informed manner in adopting decisions that affect
indigenous territories. Thus, the actions of administrative authorities aimed at protecting indigenous peoples’
territorial rights must proceed from recognition of their status as historically excluded groups.\textsuperscript{787} In general, in the
process of designing policies and programs to recognize and grant legal title to indigenous and tribal ancestral
territories, it is necessary for States to have a complete evaluation of the situation of the respective communities,
and the legal, institutional – administrative or judicial - and other failures which may have contributed to the
situation of dispossession\textsuperscript{788} in order for State measures to address both the complexity of the issue and its actual
extent, and to deal with the legal, institutional and other obstacles that may have frustrated past initiatives.\textsuperscript{789}
Domestic procedures for territorial reclamation must be based as well on sufficient technical studies and technical-
scientific grounds; such procedures and decisions must include “a detailed survey individualizing the specific area
of the (…) territory that belongs to the members of the [corresponding community] as a result of the attachment

\textsuperscript{782} I/ACHR, Access to Justice and Social Inclusion: The Road towards Strengthening Democracy in Bolivia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II, Doc. 34,

\textsuperscript{783} I/ACHR, Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of June 17,

\textsuperscript{784} I/ACHR, Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March

\textsuperscript{785} I/ACHR, Case of the Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay. Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of March

\textsuperscript{786} I/ACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 173, Recommendations
1 and 2.

\textsuperscript{787} I/ACHR, Access to Justice and Social Inclusion: The Road towards Strengthening Democracy in Bolivia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II, Doc. 34,
June 28, 2007, par. 229.

\textsuperscript{788} I/ACHR, Access to Justice and Social Inclusion: The Road towards Strengthening Democracy in Bolivia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II, Doc. 34,

\textsuperscript{789} I/ACHR, Access to Justice and Social Inclusion: The Road towards Strengthening Democracy in Bolivia. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II, Doc. 34,
and special significance these particular lands have for their members”, indicating its extension and its limits. The absence of these studies and technical-scientific groundings deems the procedures inoperative.

346. The IACHR has also demanded that the competent State entities carry out a substantial independent review of the historical or other evidence which can allow them to decide on the pertinence of said peoples’ territorial claims over their ancestral lands in a substantive manner, through an effective and fair procedure. This requirement is disregarded along with the rights to property and due process, when the administrative decisions are not based on an independent review of the available evidence in order to establish whether the territorial claim is founded, but on other grounds such as arbitrary stipulations or negotiations.

347. Administrative procedures for land reclamations must be decided through a serious good faith administrative evaluation of the situation; the outcome may not be subordinated exclusively to the will of one of the parties, because such a process does not offer a real possibility of recovering traditional lands, and therefore is not effective for the achievement of this purpose.

348. States must ensure that the governmental entities in charge of developing administrative procedures for the recognition of indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights act in strict compliance with the applicable laws, without irregularities.

349. Moreover, the IACHR has indicated that States are bound to secure the funds and resources necessary to comply with their constitutional and international obligations towards indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights.

350. The decisions and procedures that comprise the administrative mechanisms must be subject to judicial review. Under Article 25 of the American Convention on Human Rights, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right, in addition to the administrative mechanisms, to an effective judicial recourse aimed at protecting their legitimate territorial claims, and enabling them to seek enforcement of their rights by the Courts.

---

**Example: Obstacles to the implementation of legal provisions**

In its 2007 report on the situation of human rights in Bolivia, the IACHR examined some factors that have obstructed the implementation of the different constitutional provisions that enshrine the country’s indigenous peoples’ territorial rights. The IACHR positively valued the State’s ratification of ILO Convention No. 169, as well as the adoption of different constitutional provisions that recognize indigenous peoples human rights, in particular over original community lands, and also as to the sustainable use and enjoyment of natural resources. However, it also noted that these constitutional provisions had not been incorporated in a cross-cutting manner to the legal system, in such a way as to be

---


792 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 142.

793 IACHR, Report No. 75/02, Case 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), December 27, 2002, par. 142.


reflected in the different laws on matters that may directly or indirectly affect indigenous and tribal peoples. Consequently the IACHR recommended the State to “incorporate the provisions of ILO Convention No. 169 on this issue into its domestic legislation on development projects, and adopt measures for their effective enforcement.” [par. 297, Recommendation 4]

Law 1715 of 1996, or “National Agrarian Reform System Law”, established a process of legal clarification and granting of title over lands aimed at returning ancestral territories to indigenous peoples. Nonetheless, the IACHR explained that the practical implementation of this legislation had been scarce. Among the factors that delayed or obstructed the implementation of this law, the IACHR was informed of the following:

1. Corruption of administrative and judicial officials: “the validation of fraudulent ownership documents; alteration of the expert report procedures established by law replacing them with false documents; lack of access to information for indigenous peoples and interested communities; and the excessive formalities required, such as the presentation of a brief signed by a lawyer, or payment for certain official procedures.” [par. 236]
2. Difficulties in the recognition of indigenous authorities’ and organizations’ juridical personality before both administrative and judicial bodies, impeding “any real possibility to counter the allegations of landholders in the agrarian courts.” In addition, “there are no regulations on the recognition of legal personality, and in practice it is the municipal councils and the mayors who grant such recognition, without any uniform standards or rules.” [par. 237]
3. “Indefinite delays in the identification of available lands and difficulties in enforcing the few decisions in favor of indigenous peoples (…), reflecting the lack of will on the part of the respective authorities. The Commission was informed about threats and violence against them and the organizations that support them.” [par. 238]
4. The existence of violent conflicts with non-indigenous landowners [par. 238].
5. Evictions ordered by administrative resolutions, “before the processing of land claims had been completed.” [par. 238]
6. The Government’s constant promotion of “conciliation proceedings in which, given the precarious living conditions of indigenous peoples and peasant communities, they are induced to be ‘flexible’ and in the worst cases to cede their territorial rights” [par. 239]
7. The subsequent issuance, without prior consultation, of different decrees “under the guise of technical standards that, in practice, have obstructed and frustrated the process of agrarian reform, and have boosted the market for land.” [par. 240]

The IACHR noted that in 2006 Bolivia approved Law 3545, on “Reprocess of the Agrarian Reform”, and expressed that it “welcomes this initiative and hopes that in its implementation the necessary efforts will be made to overcome the institutional obstacles described above, and to make it a real instrument for recognizing and awarding title to and/or return of the ancestral lands and territories of indigenous peoples, a collective right that, as the Inter-American Court has held, is included in the right to property enshrined in Article 21 of the American Convention” [par. 244]. Consequently, the IACHR recommended the Bolivian State to “guarantee effective enforcement of the new law relating to agrarian reform, adopting the necessary measures to eliminate the obstacles cited by the Commission that have prevented access to land and territory for all sectors of Bolivian society. As part of this process, it is essential that the State bear in mind the particular relationship that indigenous peoples have with the land and that consequently, in the process of land titling, it must give priority to recognizing their ancestral lands and territories as essential for the survival of their cultural identity.” [par. 297 – Recommendation 3].

B. Access to Justice

General Considerations

351. States’ generic duty to protect indigenous property rights requires the effective judicial protection of those rights. Indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to effective judicial protection of their territorial rights, a right encompassed by Articles 8 and 25 of the American Convention and the related provisions of the American Declaration. In this sense, indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to communal property must be judicially guaranteed in the same manner that judicial recourse is granted for the guarantee of the right to private non-indigenous property. In the IACHR’s opinion, “for indigenous peoples, access to a simple, rapid, and effective legal remedy is especially important in connection with the enjoyment of their human rights, given the conditions of vulnerability under which they normally find themselves for historical reasons and due to their current social circumstances.”

352. Article 25 of the American Convention on Human Rights establishes, in broad terms, “the obligation of the States to offer, to all persons under their jurisdiction, effective legal remedy against acts that violate their fundamental rights.” For the Inter-American Court, “the right of every person to simple and rapid

---


remedy or to any other effective remedy before the competent judges or courts, to protect them against acts which violate their fundamental rights, ‘is one of the basic mainstays, not only of the American Convention, but also of the Rule of Law in a democratic society, in the sense set forth in the Convention’.” 802 Therefore, “the inexistence of an effective recourse against the violation of the rights recognized by the Convention constitutes a transgression of the Convention by the State Party in which such a situation occurs. In that respect, it should be emphasized that, for such a recourse to exist, it is not enough that it is established in the Constitution or in the law or that it should be formally admissible, but it must be truly appropriate to establish whether there has been a violation of human rights and to provide everything necessary to remedy it.” 803 For the Court, “non-existence of an effective remedy against the violations of basic rights recognized by the Convention constitutes in itself an abridgment of this treaty by the State Party in which there is such a situation.” 804 The lack of effective remedies that allow the State structures to ensure the free and full exercise of the human rights of their members, constitutes non-compliance with the duty to adopt internal law provisions that can permit the safeguard of the rights established in the American Convention, pursuant to Article 2. 805 States’ domestic legislation must establish an effective judicial recourse, aimed at protecting indigenous peoples’ legitimate territorial claims; the absence of such recourses or their ineffectiveness constitutes a violation of Articles 8, 25, 2 and 1.1 of the American Convention. 806

353. In order for the State to comply with the provisions of Article 25 of the American Convention on Human Rights, “it is not enough for the remedies to exist formally, since they must also be effective.” 807 For the Court, “article 25 of the Convention is closely linked to the general obligation of article 1(1) of the Convention, which assigns protective functions to domestic law in the States Party, and therefore the State has the responsibility to designate an effective remedy and to reflect it in norms, as well as to ensure due application of that remedy by its judicial authorities.” 808 The ineffectiveness of territorial claims procedures represents, in

---


practice, a failure by the State to secure indigenous communities’ property rights over their ancestral territories. States are bound to adopt “appropriate domestic legal steps necessary to ensure an effective procedure to offer a definitive solution to the claim made by the members of the [corresponding] Community.”

354. For the IACHR, “a state’s obligation to provide effective judicial remedies is not fulfilled simply by the existence of courts or formal procedures, or even by the ability to resort to the courts. Rather, a state must take affirmative steps to ensure that the remedies provided by the state through its courts are ‘truly effective in establishing whether there has been a violation of human rights and in providing redress.’” States are bound to “adopt the appropriate domestic law measures necessary to ensure an effective procedure providing a final solution to the claim laid by the members of the [respective community],” and failure to do so implies a violation of Articles 8, 25, 1.1 and 2 of the Convention.

355. On this point, the IACHR has held that the State duty to grant special protection to indigenous peoples is applied, inter alia, in relation to the right to judicial protection; that States must adopt “effective (...) judicial measures for the purpose of achieving a final solution” to indigenous communities’ territorial claims; that indigenous peoples, as groups, are also the bearers of the right to judicial protection under Articles XVIII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and 25 of the American Convention on Human Rights, that the lack of an effective judicial remedy entails a violation of their substantive right to judicial protection, and that in not allowing indigenous peoples to access the judicial power through specific routes to obtain remedy, states also incur in discrimination.

356. Article 25 of the American Convention is not fulfilled solely with the possibility of presenting petitions to administrative authorities, not even if such a possibility admits the presentation of petitions to the President of the Republic, given that Article 25 requires states to “provide adequate and effective judicial remedies for alleged violations of communal property rights of members of indigenous and tribal peoples.” Applying this

...continuation
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general rule, in its judgment on the case of the Saramaka people, the Inter-American Court ordered Suriname, as a measure of reparation, to “adopt legislative, administrative and other measures necessary to provide the members of the Saramaka people with adequate and effective recourses against acts that violate their right to the use and enjoyment of property in accordance with their communal land tenure system.”

Matters regarding which indigenous and tribal peoples have the right of access to justice

357. As a general rule, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right of access to justice whenever there are threats or violations of their territorial rights, in any of their manifestations or components. Inter-American jurisprudence has identified a series of specific issues with respect to which States must ensure indigenous and tribal peoples’ right of access to justice, including territorial claims; processes for the reclamation of lands; and requests for judicial precautionary injunctions related to indigenous communities’ territorial rights. This enunciation is not, however, comprehensive.

358. Also, Inter-American jurisprudence has emphasized that one of the matters regarding which the right of access to justice must be enforced, is that of allowing judicial review of the decisions adopted by administrative authorities which have an effect on the corresponding territorial rights. Thus, to be compatible with international human rights law, it is necessary for those affected by administrative decisions to be granted a judicial recourse for the protection of their property rights, in conditions of equality, in such a way that both the collective and the individual nature of the claimed property rights are considered, and all of those affected are afforded an opportunity to participate in a full and informed manner in the determination of their territorial claims. The IACHR has underscored that there must exist judicial recourses available for indigenous peoples to contest administrative decisions that affect their territorial rights; such judicial review must be substantial and be adopted through an effective, impartial and fair process, particularly to ensure that the determination of the legal status of lands and territories is made after a process of mutual and informed consent with the affected indigenous people as a whole, in light of the rights to property and a fair trial.

359. The IACHR has explained that judicial review of the administrative decisions modifying or extinguishing indigenous and tribal peoples’ legal title of property over lands must be based on a judicial evaluation of the pertinent evidence, with due consideration for the substance matter of the claim, through a process of substantive adjudication by the Courts. Access to justice in these cases is a manifestation of the right to equality of treatment of the members of the people concerned. The general requirements established in international law to carry out expropriation procedures must be complied with – i.e. a valid public purpose, notice to the owners, fair compensation and judicial review. Treating indigenous peoples differently with respect to

---
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these requirements, without an objective and reasonable justification based on a legitimate aim, constitutes a violation of the right to equality in the determination of their property rights over their ancestral territories. 825

360. Indigenous and tribal peoples also have the right to have access to justice in order to seek an effective investigation of the acts of violence of which they are victims, especially those linked to territorial conflicts, and a due sanction of those responsible. 826

361. The organs of the Inter-American system have clarified that indigenous and tribal peoples and their members have the right to specific judicial mechanisms which can enable them to contest the consequences that they bear derived from the noxious effects of natural resource exploration and exploitation projects in their territories. As explained by the IACHR, “[t]he right to access judicial remedies is the fundamental guarantor of rights at the national level. Article 25 of the American Convention (...) means that individuals must have access to judicial recourse to vindicate the rights to life, physical integrity and to live in a safe environment”. 827 The lack of these judicial mechanisms exacerbates their state of defenselessness towards these projects. Said judicial mechanisms must include: criminal actions; precautionary judicial instruments for extreme situations that may affect the right to life; and collective judicial actions that may be exercised by groups affected by the same situation. 828

362. In effect, the IACHR has clarified that indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to the existence of accessible, adequate and effective judicial recourses for contesting environmental harms in a collective manner, in addition to criminal actions, which can enable them to obtain an immediate judicial response in case of suffering irreparable harms as groups of persons, as a consequence of natural resource exploration and exploitation projects in their territories. States are in the obligation of establishing and securing access to such judicial recourses. 829 The IACHR has also indicated that States must guarantee compliance with their environmental and criminal legal provisions in relation to natural resource exploration and exploitation projects in indigenous territories, and impose the corresponding sanctions in case of non-compliance. 830

363. Domestic courts play an especially important role at the moment of guaranteeing effective compliance with state obligations in relation to the protection of communal property in the context of development or investment plans. Judicial review must not only be limited to a verification of compliance with the protective measures established in the applicable legislation for indigenous communal property – it must also verify that such compliance is in accordance, in form and in substance, with the Inter-American standards.

364. Official actions that must be subject to judicial review in this context should include, at least, (a) decisions related to the approval of the plan or project, or those related to prior consultation, including the accommodation of the consultation’s results and, should it be the case, the application of the state duty to obtain indigenous peoples’ consent; (b) decisions regarding the approval of environmental and social impact assessments, or the lack of such assessments, including allegations related to the objective or independent nature, the quality or scope of the assessments, as well as the incorporation of mitigation measures and/or alternatives in relation to the
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negative impacts identified therein; (c) decisions regarding the establishment of benefit-sharing mechanisms or other forms of compensation, or the lack thereof.

**Other characteristics of the access to justice to which indigenous and tribal peoples are entitled**

365. Indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to access justice as peoples, that is, collectively. Judicial recourses which are only available to persons who claim the violation of their individual rights to private property are not adequate or effective to repair alleged violations of the right to communal property of indigenous and tribal peoples; it is necessary for indigenous and tribal peoples, as collective entities, to use such recourses in their condition of collectives, in order to affirm their right, and their members’ right, to communal property. In its judgment in the Saramaka case, the Inter-American Court ordered Suriname, as a measure of reparation, to “grant the members of the Saramaka people legal recognition of their collective juridical capacity, pertaining to the community to which they belong, with the purpose of ensuring the full exercise and enjoyment of their right to communal property, as well as collective access to justice, in accordance with their communal system, customary laws, and traditions.”

366. Indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to access the courts; and although alternative conflict resolution mechanisms “may help to reduce procedural delays and deliver justice in remote areas where the judiciary has no presence, they should be regarded as supplementary mechanisms and cannot replace the official justice system, whose absence continues to harm the most vulnerable groups.” States have the duty to adopt measures to improve the coverage of official justice. Since indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to have access to State justice, States have the duty to establish and apply judicial systems that accord with their cultural diversity. States must adopt measures to secure an effective and equitable access to justice for all of the population; this implies the obligation to provide sufficient economic and material resources for the functioning of the judiciary, and providing its operators with inter-cultural training that includes education in indigenous cultures and identity. Likewise the IACHR has emphasized the need for States to support and strengthen the agrarian justice system “with the necessary material and human resources.”

367. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ right of access to justice, as well as their right to defense, requires that they are able to participate as parties in the processes conducted before the judiciary in relation to their territorial rights.

368. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ right of access to justice implies that the judges who hear cases related to their territorial rights must adopt their decisions without discrimination, and taking into account their

---


condition of indigenous and tribal peoples in reaching a decision. The judges must be duly trained on the rights that stem from the ancestral use and possession of land by indigenous and tribal peoples, as well as on indigenous customary law, because disregard for them significantly curtails indigenous and tribal peoples’ capacity to claim respect for their rights, and recognition of the ancestral possession of their territories.

369. Indigenous and tribal peoples’ right of access to justice implies that judges who hear cases related to their territorial rights must adopt their decisions with due motivation. When indigenous peoples resort to the legally established judicial organs seeking remedies that protect them from acts that violate their rights, “the jurisdictional body must give reasons to support its conclusions, and it must decide on the admissibility or inadmissibility of the legal claim which originates the judicial remedy, after a procedure in which evidence is tendered and there is debate on the allegation.” Judicial recourses are ineffective if they do not recognize the violation of rights, they do not protect claimants in their affected rights, or provide an adequate reparation. In eluding a decision on the petitioners’ rights, they are prevented from enjoying the right to a judicial remedy in the terms of Article 25 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

370. An essential element of the effectiveness of judicial protection is timeliness: “The right to judicial protection requires that courts adjudicate and decide cases expeditiously, particularly in urgent cases.” Judicial procedures initiated by indigenous and tribal peoples to protect their territorial rights must be conducted and completed within a reasonable term —according to the Inter-American jurisprudence’s criteria on the reasonableness of procedural delays; otherwise they shall become illusory and ineffective. In order to determine the reasonable time within which a judicial process must be completed, four factors must be taken into account: (a) the complexity of the case; (b) the procedural activity of the interested party; and (c) the conduct of the judicial authorities, as well as (d) the impact of the passage of time upon the legal situation of the person involved in the process. Unjustified delays in the adoption of final decisions by the judges to whom indigenous and tribal peoples resort to protect their territorial rights, constitute a violation of the right to judicial protection established in Article XVIII of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man. Under said Article, the State violates indigenous and tribal peoples’ right to judicial protection “by rendering domestic judicial proceedings brought by them ineffective through unreasonable delay and thereby failing to provide them with effective access

---
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to the courts for protection of their fundamental rights."\(^{849}\) Article 25 of the American Convention on Human Rights is violated to the detriment of indigenous peoples when there are unwarranted delays in the procedures initiated to protect their territorial rights.\(^{850}\) Procedures that affect the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples must be conducted without unjustified delays that are disproportionate to their level of complexity.\(^{851}\) Articles 8 and 25 of the American Convention, in connection with Articles 1.1 and 2 thereof, are violated when legal procedures for land claims initiated by the members of indigenous communities disregard the principle of reasonable term.

371. Part of indigenous and tribal peoples’ right of access to justice is for the judicial decisions that protect them to be complied with. Article 25 of the American Convention on Human Rights is violated, to the detriment of indigenous peoples, when the judgments and other judicial decisions that protect their rights are not complied with or ignored.\(^{853}\) The right to judicial protection “pertains to the obligation of the States parties to ensure that the competent authorities comply with judicial decisions, pursuant to article 25(2)(c) of the Convention.”\(^{854}\)

**The Right to Juridical Personality**

372. Indigenous peoples’ collective capacity to act, through their freely chosen representatives, is a pre-condition to their securing effective State compliance with the obligation to guarantee their communal property, through actions such as requests for territorial demarcation and active participation in all of the phases of this procedure; the request for other measures of protection of the right to communal property; and access to the competent administrative and judicial bodies to report violations of said right. The Inter-American Court has thus derived from the collective nature of indigenous title to property the need for collective capacity to access the judicial or administrative mechanisms to defend that right. In the case of the Saramaka people v. Suriname, the Inter-American Court explained that limiting juridical personality to the individual members of indigenous communities “fails to take into account the manner in which members of indigenous and tribal peoples in general, and the Saramaka in particular, enjoy and exercise a particular right; that is, the right to use and enjoy property collectively in accordance with their ancestral traditions.”\(^{855}\)

373. Recognizing the juridical personality of the people as a whole allows for the development of initiatives taken by peoples’ chosen representatives to defend communal territory, rather than individual recourse to State authorities.\(^{856}\) For the Court, juridical personality of the group would also avoid debates about identifying
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\(^{856}\) “Any individual member of the Saramaka people may seek judicial protection against violations of his or her individual property rights, and (...) a judgment in his or her favor may also have a favorable effect on the community as a whole. In a juridical sense, such individual members do not represent the community as a whole. The decisions pertaining to the use of such individual property are up to the individual and not to the Saramaka people in accordance with their traditions. Consequently, a recognition of the right to juridical personality of the Continued..."
the true representative of the people for purposes of actions before national authorities and international bodies.\textsuperscript{857} Therefore, the Court held that “the right to have their juridical personality recognized by the State is one of the special measures owed to indigenous and tribal groups in order to ensure that they are able to use and enjoy their territory in accordance with their own traditions. This is a natural consequence of the recognition of the right of members of indigenous and tribal groups to enjoy certain rights in a communal manner.”\textsuperscript{858}

374. The lack of recognition of collective juridical personality “places the [respective] people in a vulnerable situation where individual property rights may trump their rights over communal property, and where the [respective] people may not seek, as a juridical personality, judicial protection against violations of their property rights recognized under Article 21 of the Convention.”\textsuperscript{859} Thus, the State must establish, in consultation with the people and fully respecting their traditions and customs, the judicial and administrative conditions necessary to ensure the recognition of their juridical personality, with the aim of guaranteeing them the use and enjoyment of their territory in accordance with their communal property system, as well as the rights to access to justice and equality before the law.\textsuperscript{860} Failure to adopt these measures by the State entails a violation of Articles 3, 21, 25, 1.1 and 2 of the Convention.

375. Official mechanisms to recognize indigenous peoples’ and communities’ personality necessarily imply a recognition of their forms of social and political organization. Although these recognitions can become effective mechanisms to provide legal security, it must be recalled that said recognitions have a merely declaratory, and not constitutive, effect on the existence of indigenous peoples and communities and their traditional forms of authority. In the same way, the process of official recognition of indigenous peoples through the granting and registration of their juridical personality may not be considered as a barrier for them to fully enjoy their right to communal property.

C. Reparations for Violations of the Right to Territorial Property

Reparations in cases of total or partial loss of ancestral territory

(i) Restitution of the Ancestral Territory

376. The type of reparations ordered by the courts in cases of violation of the right to territorial property necessarily varies, depending on the violation detected and its scope in the specific situation. Nonetheless, for claims or requests for the recovery of ancestral territories, and in general in all cases that involve the loss of possession of ancestral territory, the preferred form of reparation is restitution of the claimed territory – in particular because this is the measure of reparation that comes the closest to restitutio in integrum.\textsuperscript{861} This is a manifestation of the rule by which States are in the obligation of respecting and restoring indigenous and tribal


peoples’ rights to communal property, and to “the granting of lands, at no cost, of sufficient extent and quality to conserve and develop their ways of life.” It also reflects the precept by which “once it has been proved that land restitution rights are still current, the State must take the necessary actions to return them to the members of the indigenous people claiming them.”

(ii) Compensation

377. If there are concrete and justified reasons that make it impossible for States to provide restitution, indigenous and tribal peoples’ must receive a compensation, primarily oriented by the meaning and value that lost land has for the peoples. This implies the provision of alternative lands in sufficient extension and quality. If the indigenous people so decide, however, a compensatory indemnity may be granted in money or in kind; in addition, there may be additional losses for which reparation is due even after alternative lands have been granted, for which reason there subsists a right to obtain, in an additional manner, the corresponding indemnity.

378. The Committee on Elimination of Racial Discrimination has especially called upon States parties to the Convention, in its General Recommendation No. 23, to “recognize and protect the rights of indigenous peoples to own, develop, control and use their communal lands, territories and resources and, where they have been deprived of their lands and territories traditionally owned or otherwise inhabited or used without their free and informed consent, to take steps to return those lands and territories. Only when this is for factual reasons not possible, the right to restitution should be substituted by the right to just, fair and prompt compensation. Such compensation should as far as possible take the form of lands and territories.”

379. In general terms, in cases of violation of indigenous peoples’ territorial rights, the IACHR has recommended that States “make individual and communal reparations of the consequences of the breach of the rights mentioned. The reparations to be paid by the (...) State must be calculated pursuant to international standards, and must be adequate to compensate pecuniary and non-pecuniary damages caused by the human rights violations (...). The manner and amount of the reparation must be agreed upon with the members of the [indigenous] Community and its representatives pursuant to the customary law, values, usage and customs of the Indigenous Community.”

380. In such cases, reparations have both a collective and an individual dimension. The Inter-American Court has explained that in cases of communities whose rights over ancestral territory are violated, reparations acquire a special collective significance; reparation is awarded individually for the members of the community, but it has as an important component the reparations granted to the members of the communities as a whole.

---


381. Part of the reparations must cover the immaterial damages caused to peoples by the violation of their territorial rights. As explained by the Inter-American Court, "non-pecuniary damage may include distress and suffering caused directly to the victims or their relatives, tampering with individual core values, and changes of a non pecuniary nature in the living conditions of the victims or their families".\(^6\) In order to assess immaterial damages in these cases, it must be especially taken into consideration that the lack of guarantee of the right to communal property causes suffering to the members of the affected indigenous communities.\(^7\) For the purpose of compensating immaterial damages, it is also relevant to consider the lack of concretion of the right to communal property, as well as the serious living conditions to which the members of the corresponding community have been exposed as a consequence of the State’s delay in enforcing their territorial rights,\(^8\) such living conditions also cause them suffering.\(^9\)

382. The special relationship between indigenous and tribal peoples and their traditional territories has been taken into account by the Court at the moment of establishing reparations in cases where specific communities have been forcibly dispossessed of their territories. Thus in the Moiwana case, the Court considered that the community’s forced displacement had caused emotional, spiritual, cultural and economic damage to its members, considering this fact relevant for the calculation of the reparations for immaterial damages that the State had to afford.\(^10\) Indeed, the relationship with territory and its meaning is relevant for determining the amount of compensatory indemnities: “the special significance of the land for indigenous peoples in general (...) entails that any denial of the enjoyment or exercise of their territorial rights is detrimental to values that are very representative for the members of said peoples, who are at risk of losing or suffering irreparable damage to their cultural identity and life and to the cultural heritage to be passed on to future generations.”\(^11\) For indigenous and tribal peoples, “possession of their traditional territory is indelibly recorded in their historical memory, and their relationship with the land is such that severing that tie entails the certain risk of an irreparable ethnic and cultural loss, with the ensuing loss of diversity.”\(^12\) Similarly, in the case of the Sawhoyamaxa community, in assessing immaterial damages, the Inter-American Court took into account “the non enforcement of the right to hold title to the communal property of the members of the Sawhoyamaxa Community, and the detrimental living conditions imposed upon them as a consequence of the State’s delay in enforcing their rights over the lands.”\(^13\)

\textit{Reparations in cases of impacts upon the natural resources of the ancestral territory}

383. Indigenous and tribal peoples have a right to the determination and enforcement of indemnities for the environmental damages caused by natural resource exploration and exploitation projects or development
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or investment plans in their territories, and for the undermining of their basic subsistence activities;\textsuperscript{876} as provided for in ILO Convention No. 169, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to receive an indemnity for any harm they may have sustained as a result of natural resource utilization activities.\textsuperscript{877}

384. Participation in the benefits is one, albeit not the only form of fair compensation that corresponds to indigenous peoples in relation to the deprivation or limitation of their right to property as a consequence of the execution of development or investment plans or projects or extractive concessions. For example, in relation to those development or investment plans or projects that do not translate directly into monetary benefits as a result of natural resource exploitation, or that generate diffuse benefits for all (such as, for example, the construction of different types of infrastructure), fair compensation in favor of the affected peoples does not necessarily translate into benefit-sharing mechanisms, but will require a definition of adequate compensatory systems.

385. Article 40 of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples establishes, in general terms, indigenous peoples’ right to “remedies for all infringements of their individual and collective rights”. Under the umbrella of this general provision, the Declaration incorporates different hypotheses in which the right to reparation or compensatory indemnity operates – i.e. damages to the environment, to the productive capacity of lands and other natural resources, and to indigenous peoples’ health.\textsuperscript{878} The broad formulation of these provisions suggests that the duty of reparation is applicable not only to the negative impact of activities carried out by State authorities, but also by commercial companies or other private actors. In this latter type of cases, states are in the obligation of securing the existence of effective and accessible reparation mechanisms.

386. Indigenous and tribal peoples also have the right to participate in the determination of the environmental damages caused by said projects, as well as in the determination of the impacts upon their basic subsistence activities.\textsuperscript{879} To that same extent, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to participate in the process of determination of the indemnity for the damages caused by natural resource exploration and exploitation projects in their territories, in accordance with their own development priorities,\textsuperscript{880} and States have the international obligation of guaranteeing their participation in such process of determination of the indemnity.\textsuperscript{881} In this regard, states must ensure that prior consultation procedures “will establish the benefits that the affected indigenous peoples are to receive, and compensation for any environmental damages, in a manner consistent with their own development priorities.”\textsuperscript{882}

387. The forms of compensation of environmental harm required by the Inter-American human rights protection system are illustrated with the Inter-American organs’ decisions on reparations in cases of violations of


\textsuperscript{878} United Nations Declaration, Articles 20.2, 29.2-3, 32.2.


indigenous and tribal peoples’ territorial rights. For these types of violations in general, the IACHR has recommended states to “make individual and communal reparations of the consequences of the breach of the rights mentioned. The reparations to be paid by the (...) State must be calculated pursuant to international standards, and must be adequate to compensate pecuniary and non-pecuniary damages caused by the human rights violations (...). The manner and amount of the reparation must be agreed upon with the members of the [respective] Community and its representatives pursuant to the customary law, values, usage and customs of the Indigenous Community.” 883

388. In its judgment on the case of the Saramaka people v. Suriname, the Inter-American Court considered, in establishing the indemnity for material damages, that “a considerable quantity of valuable timber was extracted from Saramaka territory without any consultation or compensation (...). Additionally, the evidence shows that the logging concessions awarded by the State caused significant property damage to the territory traditionally occupied and used by the Saramakas (...).” 884 Therefore the Court ordered a monetary compensation for the people, on account of the material damages caused directly by these activities.

389. In the same judgment on the Saramaka people case, in determining the indemnity for immaterial damages, the Inter-American Court held: “the Court described the environmental damage and destruction of lands and resources traditionally used by the Saramaka people, as well as the impact it had on their property, not just as it pertains to its subsistence resources, but also with regards to the spiritual connection the Saramaka people have with their territory (...). Furthermore, there is evidence that demonstrates the suffering and distress that the members of the Saramaka people have endured as a result of the long and ongoing struggle for the legal recognition of their right to the territory they have traditionally used and occupied for centuries (...), as well as their frustration with a domestic legal system that does not protect them against violations of said right (...), all of which constitutes a denigration of their basic cultural and spiritual values. The Court considers that the immaterial damage caused to the Saramaka people by these alterations to the very fabric of their society entitles them to a just compensation.” 885

390. In accordance with paragraph 194(d) of the Court’s judgment in the Saramaka case, the determination of the beneficiaries of the fair compensation in relation to development and investment projects in Saramaka territory “must be made in consultation with the Saramaka people, and not unilaterally by the State. In any case, (...) ‘these matters can be discussed and addressed during the consultations and process of reaching agreement on the legislative and administrative measures required to give effect to, inter alia, the benefit sharing requirement.’” 886 The Court explained that “all issues related to the consultation process with the Saramaka people, as well as those concerning the beneficiaries of the ‘just compensation’ that must be shared, must be determined and resolved by the Saramaka people in accordance with their traditional customs and norms, and as ordered by the Court in its Judgment.” 887

391. The calculation of compensatory indemnity for limitations of the right to indigenous communal property must follow criteria of non-discrimination in relation to other private owners. This is expressly recognized by the World Bank policy on indigenous peoples, by which they must receive, “in a culturally appropriate manner,


benefits, compensation, and rights to due process at least equivalent to that to which any landowner with full legal title to the land would be entitled in the case of commercial development on their land.  

392. As happens with the other safeguards applicable to the protection of the right to indigenous communal property, in relation to illegal extraction of natural resources in their territories, it is not necessary for indigenous peoples to have a formal title to property in order to be able to have access to the courts to claim the protection of their rights, including reparation for harms suffered.

393. As the IACHR has highlighted, indigenous and tribal peoples have the right to participate in the determination of the environmental damages caused by projects for the exploration and exploitation of natural resources which are in course of being developed, as well as in the determination of the impacts upon their basic subsistence activities; they also have the right to participate in the process of determining the indemnity for the damages caused by such exploration or exploitation of natural resources projects in their territories, according to their own development priorities.

394. Finally, the IACHR has explained that a constitutive part of the State’s duties of immediate action in these cases is the obligation of carrying out the necessary investigations to identify those responsible for environmental harm, impose the corresponding sanctions, and proceed to the appropriate measures of reparation: “Where the right to life (...) has been infringed upon by environmental contamination, the Government is obliged to respond with appropriate measures of investigation and redress.”

---
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889 As pointed out by several Governments of the States of the Interamerican System, indigenous peoples have access to, at least, the domestic courts to claim reparation or compensation for the damages caused to the environment, even in the absence of a legal title to property. Cf. General Environment Law No. 25675 [Argentina]; Answer of El Salvador, p. 14 (“A title to property is not a procedural requirement to initiate or conduct the judicial actions derived from environmental damages”).

